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Abstract

The invention of turbo codes and the re-discovery of sparse graph codes consti-
tute a milestone in error-correction codes designed for communication and storage
systems. Sparse graph codes such as low-density parity-check codes can offer a per-
formance that approaches the previously elusive Shannon capacity with reasonable
practical computational complexity. Fountain codes have emerged in the realm of
sparse graph codes, and have shown excellent performance for multicast and broad-
cast transmission without channel state information at the transmitter. A fountain
code is inherently rateless, and as a consequence, such codes may potentially gen-
erate an unlimited number of encoded symbols on the fly. Thus due to the rateless
property, these codes are suitable for transmission over time varying channels. The
results presented in this thesis aim at providing insight into the fundamental design
of rateless codes, which could serve as a guideline for the optimal design of rateless
codes in real-world applications.

The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part considers the analysis and
design of rateless codes for point-to-point communication. To this end, we com-
mence by considering the concatenation of Luby transform (LT) codes, which were
the first practical realization of rateless codes, with differential modulators to ex-
ploit the inherent coding gain of differential modulations. An algorithm is developed
based on the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart to obtain optimized degree
distributions of LT coded differential modulator systems in terms of convergence
performance. Then, we delve deeper into the characteristics of LT codes with the
objective of improving the error floor performance over noisy channels. An encoding
scheme is proposed, which is subsequently used to reduce the error floor. To observe
the consequences of the modified encoding scheme, the convergence behavior of the
proposed LT code is analyzed using EXIT charts, and shown to be similar to the
convergence performance of conventional LT codes. This idea is then extended to
LT codes for transmission over erasure channels and a design framework is devel-
oped to jointly improve the transmission efficiency and erasure floor performance.
For complexity-constrained applications, we construct low-complexity LT codes and
devise a reduced-complexity LT decoder for transmission over noisy channels.

The second part of the thesis deals with the analysis and design of rateless codes
for multi-point communication. To address the shortcomings of existing distributed
LT (DLT) codes, we introduce buffer-based DLT codes for a multi-source and multi-
relay network to virtually convert lossy source-relay links to corresponding lossless
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links. We optimize the proposed DLT codes in terms of transmission efficiency; thus
exhibiting better performance as compared to their conventional counterparts at
the expense of increased computational complexity. The idea is then extended to
a multi-way relay network where a linear-programming design framework is out-
lined for optimizing degree distributions in terms of transmission efficiency. Finally,
a design framework is provided for DLT coding schemes, to jointly improve the
transmission efficiency and erasure floor performance.



Sammanfattning

Uppfinningen av turbo-koder och återupptäckten av glesa grafkoder utgör en mil-
stolpe i utvecklingen av felkorrigerande koder avsedda för kommunikation och la-
gringssystem. Glesa grafkoder s̊asom l̊agdensitets paritetskontrollkoder (LDPC-
koder) kan erbjuda en prestanda som närmar sig den tidigare ouppn̊abara Shan-
nonkapaciten med praktiskt rimlig beräkningskomplexitet. Fontänkoder (Fountain-
koder) har uppst̊att ur dessa glesa grafkoder, och har visat utmärkt prestanda för
multicast- och broadcast-överföring utan kanaltillst̊andsinformation vid sändaren.
En fontänkod saknar datatakt, och följdaktligen kan s̊adana koder potentiellt gener-
era ett obegränsat antal kodade symboler. P̊a grund av att denna egenskap är dessa
koder lämpliga för överföring via tidsvarierande kanaler. Resultaten som presen-
teras i denna avhandling syftar till att ge en inblick i grundläggande designaspekter
för rateless-koder, som skulle kunna tjäna som riktlinje för optimal utformning av
rateless-koder i verkliga tillämpningar.

Avhandlingen är uppdelad i tv̊a delar. Den första delen behandlar analys och de-
sign av rateless-koder för punkt-till-punkt-kommunikation. Därför börjar vi med att
analysera kombinationen av Luby-transformkoder (LT-koder), som var den första
praktiska metoden för rateless-koder, och differentiell modulation för att utnyt-
tja den inneboende kodningsvinsten hos differentiell modulation. En algoritm har
utvecklats baserat p̊a EXIT-diagram för att hitta optimerade gradfördelningar av
LT-kodade system med differentiell modulation, med avseende p̊a konvergenspre-
standa. Sedan fördjupar vi oss i LT-kodernas egenskaper, med målet att förbättra
bottningsfelsannolikheten för brusiga kanaler. Ett kodningsschema föresl̊as, vilket
används för att sänka felsannolikheten. För att först̊a konsekvenserna av det ändrade
kodningsschemat, analyseras konvergensen för den föreslagna LT-koden med hjälp
av EXIT-diagram, och visar sig ge liknande konvergensprestanda som konven-
tionella LT-koder. Denna idé utvidgas sedan till LT-koder för raderingskanaler och
ett designramverk har tagits fram för gemensamt förbättra överföringseffektiviteten
och bottningsfelsannolikheten. För tillämpningar med stränga krav p̊a komplexitet,
konstruerar vi LT-koder med l̊ag komplexitet och utformar en l̊agkomplexitets LT-
avkodare för överföring via brusiga kanaler.

Den andra delen av avhandlingen handlar om analys och design av rateless-koder
för flerpunktskommunikation. För att åtgärda bristerna i befintliga distribuerade
LT-koder (DLT-koder), introducerar vi buffertbaserade DLT-koder för nätverk med
multipla källor och reläer som i princip omvandlar förstörande käll-relälänkar till
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motsvarande förlustfria länkar. Vi optimerar föreslagna DLT-koderna med avseende
p̊a överföringseffektivitet; vilket resulterar i bättre prestanda jämfört med konven-
tionella motsvarigheter, men p̊a bekostnad av ökad beräkningskomplexitet. Idén
utvidgas sedan till nätverk med flervägsreläer, där en lösning beskrivs för att op-
timera gradfördelningen med avseende p̊a överföringseffektivitet. Slutligen föresl̊as
ett konstruktionsramverk för DLT-kodningssystem, för att gemensamt förbättra
b̊ade överföringseffektiviteten och bottningsfelsannolikheten för raderingskanaler.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

C
ommunication systems have an unrivaled impact on society and have revo-
lutionized almost every aspect of our daily life. For instance, communication
system is an integral part of applications, ranging from sophisticated mil-

itary satellites and space communication to the ubiquitous Internet, cellular, and
optical fiber communication networks. The main purpose of a communication sys-
tem is to communicate information between geographically separated locations with
adequate reliability. The fundamental limits for reliable communications have been
introduced by Shannon in his seminal paper [Sha48]. In particular, he derived a
theoretical limit for the reliable information rate called the channel capacity. The
prevalent design principles stemming from Shannon’s paper, proposed the idea of
adding redundant information called channel coding to achieve reliable communi-
cation over a noisy channel. Shannon’s channel coding theorem implies that the
information rate of a reliable communication is upper bounded by the channel’s
capacity. Although Shannon proved that the random linear coding scheme will ap-
proach the capacity of the channel, he did not outline the structure of the coding
scheme. As a consequence, it was difficult to design low-complexity codes for prac-
tical applications. Since then, the quest of the channel coding community has been
to design practical codes that approach the channel capacity with efficient encoders
and decoders.

The probabilistic approach of channel coding is concerned with finding classes
of codes that optimize average performance as a function of coding and decoding
complexity. This line of development includes convolutional codes, concatenated
codes, and trellis-coded modulation. A convolutional code has indefinite information
block length and is generated by linear-shift register circuits. Convolutional codes
add redundancy to the information stream continuously, in contrast to the block
codes, where the information stream is broken into fixed-size blocks. Initially, due
to higher complexity, convolutional codes were not suitable for large block length
transmission schemes. However, due to the subsequent development, a more efficient
algorithm for convolutional codes, called Viterbi algorithm was developed. The
details of probabilistic view of coding can be found in the textbooks [Gal68,LC83].
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Similarly, an algebraic approach to channel coding led to the discovery of block
codes such as Hamming and Reed-Muller codes [Ham50,Mul54]. However, the per-
formance of these codes was far away from the limit promised by Shannon. The
major advancement in error-correcting codes with algebraic flavor came with the
introduction of BCH and Reed-Solomon codes. These codes are linear maximum
distance separable codes, achieving the largest minimum distance possible for any
codeword length and coding rate. However, the decoding complexity of algebraic
codes for larger block length is very high. The introduction of convolutional, BCH
and Reed-Solomon codes led to the search for practical channel codes with efficient
encoders and decoders.

Remarkable progress in coding theory has been achieved in the early 90s with the
introduction of turbo codes [BGT93]. A turbo code is formed by parallel concate-
nation of two convolutional codes separated by an interleaver. These codes present
an interleaver-based encoding scheme with iterative decoding, suitable for practi-
cal applications. Turbo codes approach the channel capacity very closely at low
rates and have been already employed in 3G mobile communication systems, satel-
lite communication standards and IEEE 802.16 wireless network standards [GH07].
Moreover, these codes allow for low-complexity iterative decoding. Iterative decod-
ing algorithms exhibit performance comparable to maximum a posteriori (MAP)
decoding performance with linear complexity in the limit of infinite block length.

Following the momentum provided by turbo codes, a great deal of research
shifted towards channel codes that allow for low-complexity iterative decoding.
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes were originally proposed by [Gal62,Gal63]
in early 60s, but did not receive any substantial attention until years later. The
LDPC codes were rediscovered independently by MacKay and Neal in [MN96,
MN97,Mac99], and by Sipser and Spielman in [SS94,SS96]. These codes have shown
excellent performance over a variety of channels which is comparable to or exceeding
that of turbo codes. Their remarkable performance has led to a flurry of research
on graph-based codes with iterative decoding. Due to their practical decoding algo-
rithms, these codes have shifted the direction of research in modern coding theory
as opposed to classical coding theory which was mainly based on algebraic codes.
The design of irregular LDPC codes have been investigated over a binary erasure
channel (BEC) in [LMSS01,LASMS98]. The use of density evolution, combined with
optimization techniques, led to the construction of irregular LDPC codes that reach
very close to the capacity of binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel and binary symmetric channel (BSC) [CRU01,RSU01].

Reliable transmission over time-invariant channels with fixed-rate codes can be
achieved under the assumption that both the transmitter and the receiver know
the channel state information (CSI) a priori. This assumption is not valid in many
practical applications, such as Internet transmission, where the channel can be
modeled as a BEC with time-varying channel erasure probability. Fixed-rate codes
cannot achieve both high throughput and reliability under channel fluctuating con-
ditions. Therefore, adaptive and flexible transmission strategies are required for
time-varying channel applications such as wireless broadcast systems. The conven-
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tional retransmission protocols such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) and hybrid
ARQ (HARQ) schemes address these problems in time-varying and multi-user com-
munication. A historic overview and recent developments of HARQ schemes can be
found in [CHIW98,LMS07,LRS14], and references therein. Throughput inefficiency
arises in HARQ schemes from extra hand-shake requirements between transmitter
and receiver especially in the broadcast transmission. Further improvements led
to incremental redundancy hybrid automatic repeat request (IR-HARQ) schemes,
where redundant bits are transmitted incrementally, depending on the quality of
the time-varying channel [DZ93]. The main objective of IR-HARQ schemes is to
improve the throughput by retransmitting only the parity bits instead of both in-
formation and parity bits when previous transmissions fail. For such applications,
rate-compatible codes [HKM04,Hag88], have shown excellent performance and can
be constructed from a mother code by puncturing and extending. However, for rate-
compatible codes, we need to encode all the parity bits even though not all of them
will be used, depending on the channel conditions. Moreover, the performance of
rate-compatible codes is very sensitive to the mother code. The performance sensi-
tivity and higher encoding as well as decoding complexity of rate-compatible codes
shifted the quest for a better family of codes suitable for transmission over time-
varying channels. To conclude this brief overview, we refer the interested reader
to [CF07,RU08] for a comprehensive survey on the development of channel coding.

1.1 Rateless Paradigm

Modern communication systems and the development of integrated circuits impose
a strict constraint of low energy consumption devices. Similarly, the system lifetime
can be extended by reducing energy consumption in an embedded system. To obtain
low energy consumption, the transmission channels must be utilized efficiently.
Reliable transmission can be achieved by using fixed-rate codes providing robustness
against transmission errors. However, fixed-rate codes are not suitable for broadcast
and multicast transmission schemes, which are based on retransmission protocols.
Even if a feedback channel is introduced to notify of lost packets, a retransmission
approach is still inefficient. Furthermore, even unicast transmission employing fixed-
rates codes over time-varying channels, cannot achieve high throughput and high
error resilience simultaneously.

To circumvent these problems, an incremental redundancy scheme is introduced
in [Man74] based on puncturing low rate Reed-Solomon block codes. Firstly, the
information bits are encoded using a low rate code and then the encoded bits are
punctured accordingly for transmission. Puncturing of low rate convolutional and
turbo codes has been investigated in [Hag88] and [LCE02], respectively. Impressive
performance has been achieved in [HKKM06] by introducing a good puncturing
algorithm for IR-HARQ schemes based on LDPC codes. Punctured codes exhibit
high encoding complexity as the encoder generates all parity bits irrespective of the
parity bits required for the successful decoding. In addition, decoding complexity
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of the rate-compatible codes is very high due to decoding of the mother code over
different channel conditions. Furthermore, the performance of rate-compatible codes
is very sensitive to the design of the mother code.

To overcome these shortcomings, fountain codes have been introduced in [BLM02]
for reliable broadcast/multicast in packet-based transmission. A fountain code is
inherently rateless, and as a consequence such codes may potentially produce an
unlimited number of encoded bits from a given limited block of information bits in
order to adapt to the link capacity. Hence, in contrast to fixed-rate codes, the
code rate of rateless codes is not fixed prior to transmission but adapted on-
the-fly. Rateless codes are therefore ideally suited for file [GR05] and multime-
dia [MWFM13a, VKST14a] distribution in networks with unknown link qualities.
Rateless codes have been shown to perform well as compared to punctured codes
for HARQ schemes [SVW06].

Luby transform (LT) codes [Lub02] were the first practical realization of rateless
codes and shown excellent performance for transmission over the binary erasure
channel. However, the encoding and decoding complexities, as well as delay, grow
fast with increasing information block length. Furthermore, an LT code can be
considered as a sequence of instances of an irregular nonsystematic low-density
generator matrix (LDGM) code [GFZ03], it follows that such a code exhibits poor
minimum-distance properties. Consequently, LT codes exhibit a high erasure and
error floor for transmission over erasure and noisy channels, respectively. As a
consequence, the error floor does not diminish with increasing information block
length [Mac99]. This behavior was demonstrated for transmission over the BSC and
AWGN channels in both bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) [PY04].
Raptor codes [Sho06], a serially concatenated structure with a high-rate LDPC code
(referred to as a precoder) as an outer code and an LT code as an inner code, were
proposed as a solution to address the high error floor problem. These codes represent
a family of improved rateless codes with linear encoding and decoding complexities.
Similar serial concatenated structures have also been proposed, e.g., an outer repeat-
accumulate (RA) code with an inner LT code was proposed in [YP07] under the
term doped accumulate LT (DALT) codes. More recently, new check-node degree
distributions have been proposed based on an improved ripple design [SPØ12],
providing improved overhead and error rate performance for short block length.
Also a perfect family of rateless codes have been proposed in [ETW12], in which
each of the codes in the family is capacity-achieving. A framework for rateless
communication over Rayleigh fading channels has been proposed in [CM06], while
Raptor codes have been considered for Rician fading channels in [SL08]. The concept
of reconfigurable rateless codes was proposed in [BZCH09], where it was observed
that the optimal check-node degree distribution changes with the instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The check-node degree distribution is then adapted to
the instantaneous SNR which is estimated based on the arrival (or lack thereoff)
of acknowledgement (ACK) feedback. Best-case scenarios are obtained under the
assumption of perfect CSI availability at the transmitter. The use of intermediate
feedback messages reporting which information symbols have been decoded (or
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are yet to be decoded) has been investigated in [SKAO+12] for transmission over
the AWGN channel, and in the references therein for transmission over the BEC.
In [SKAO+12] the feedback is used to exclude those information symbols from
the encoding process that have already been declared sufficiently reliable. For each
feedback instance, an updated check-node degree distribution is determined based
on a desired ripple size. Hence, the check-node degree distribution is optimized at
particular instances of overhead, each with a particular instantaneous number of
decoded information symbols declared reliable. This is in contrast to the approach
in [BZCH09] where only acknowledgement feedback is used to adapt the check-node
degree distribution to the instantaneous SNR, which is then kept fixed, regardless
of the instantaneous rate.

Equal error protection is an important property of many transmission schemes.
However, in certain applications, unequal error protection of data is required. Un-
equal error protection may be employed to appropriately protect audio and video
streams, which typically require various error sensitivities. For example, in video
transmission, the picture header and motion vectors are more important than the
texture data. Similarly, in wireless packetized networks, the header may have a
higher priority than the payload. For erasure channels, an unequal error protection
approach is applied in [ABE+96] and usually termed as unequal erasure protection
(UEP). For example, UEP has been successfully used for protection of scalable im-
age and video in [HSX05]. Rateless codes become a natural choice for applications
where unequal protection is required for different parts of data in time-varying
channels. Rateless codes with UEP capabilities have been thoroughly investigated
in [RVF07] for point-to-point transmission, where different information subsets ef-
fectively operate on different overhead, and hence have different levels of protection.
Furthermore, UEP-based rateless codes have been exploited for video transmis-
sion [WCF06] and scalable information transfer in mobile networks [KR07].

1.2 Distributed Rateless Coding

Next generation communication networks will go beyond point-to-point or point-
to-multipoint paradigms. Future communication networks will be based on complex
interactions, where individual communication nodes cooperate with each other to
improve the performance of the entire network. For many applications, a direct
reliable link between the source and destination is not possible, e.g., due to geo-
graphical location or power limitation. Hence, the information messages from the
source may be delivered to the destination via an intermediate node, denoted as
a relay. Cooperative communication techniques [SEA03] based on relaying, have
emerged as a promising direction to increase spectral and power efficiency. Relay-
based communication is also used for communication coverage extension in cellular
networks.

Extension of rateless codes to relay networks is desirable, since multicast trans-
mission involving relaying is an emerging technology in current and upcoming cellu-
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lar standards [VKST14b]. The application of relay networks is in particular consid-
ered as a promising approach for improving coverage and increasing throughput for
future broadband communication networks. Additional motivation is provided by
emerging applications of large-scale wireless sensor networks [DPR06], as demon-
strated by standards activities in IEEE 802.11, 802.15, and 802.16j. A large number
of sensor nodes may gather information from the surrounding environment, which
is subsequently forwarded to a common destination through a set of dedicated re-
laying sensor nodes.

For such extensions, the question arises whether to consider random linear net-
work coding or network coding based on distributed LT (DLT) codes [MWFM13b,
VKST14b]. The choice is between very low-complexity encoding and high-complexity
decoding, characterizing random linear network coding; and moderate-complexity
encoding and low-complexity decoding, characterizing LT codes. As random lin-
ear network coding has been extensively investigated in the literature, we instead
focus primarily on DLT codes. A novel framework of rateless codes over relay
networks is proposed in [CM07]. The first DLT coding scheme was introduced
in [PKF06, PKF07] for two and four sources, communicating to a single desti-
nation via a single relay. The degree distribution at the sources and the combin-
ing operation at the relay are coordinated to realize an equivalent conventional
LT code, at the destination. A similar approach was suggested in [GS08], while
in [CHKLS10] the sources use the Robust Soliton distribution (RSD) [Lub02], and
the relay combining is modified to ensure a resulting RSD at the destination. The
ideas are extended to cater for multiple destinations with direct source-destination
links in [SH11]. However, in all of the suggested approaches the complexity of the
combining operation at the relay is relatively high. To overcome this problem, a
more general approach to DLT codes was investigated in [SVD+07,SPD09,SPDI10],
where the relay independently selects the incoming packets from the sources. A
corresponding design framework based on AND-OR tree analysis [LMS98] was
formulated for DLT codes over a BEC. A relay combining algorithm was pro-
posed in [LYK11] for a Y-network such that received symbols at the destination
follow a Soliton-like distribution without a specific design of the degree distribu-
tion at each source. The scheme in [LYK11] outperforms the strategies presented
in [PKF07, SPD09] for a two-source scenario. However, the approach requires a
large memory buffer for each source-relay link at the relay. Moreover, the scheme
is not able to ensure an optimal degree distribution at the relay, and thus only a
Soliton-like distribution is realized at the destination. In [LKY13], the approach is
further improved by performing distribution-shaping at the relay, to ensure more
effective message-passing decoding at the destination.

Due to the presence of a relay node and its combining process, it is a challenging
task to realize UEP for DLT codes. A first attempt was made in [TR12], by extend-
ing the weighted UEP approach in [RVF07]. Here, DLT codes were designed and
optimized for UEP using a multi-objective genetic algorithm. However, due to the
complexity of multi-parameters optimization, the scheme in [TR12] is restricted
to only two sources, and yet to be extended. In [SXZ13] the approach proposed
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in [SVD+07,SPD09,SPDI10] is extended to enable UEP, using the weighted strat-
egy in [RVF07]. Source and relay degree distributions are optimized recursively
through linear and non-linear programming, demonstrating improved performance.
Extensions to UEP schemes for physical-layer wireless channels have been consid-
ered in [YLL+13], by introducing the weighted selection strategy into the scenario
considered in [PLUFV12]. The corresponding upper and lower bounds were ob-
tained for maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding over a Rayleigh fading channel. This
approach was further extended in [YLV14] to allow for adaptive degree distributions
at the relays based on feedback of error rate from the destination.

1.3 Thesis Motivation

Due to the recent advancements in coding theory, reliable and efficient data transfer
over a variety of noisy channels has been achieved from a practical standpoint. How-
ever, this statement is true in point-to-point communication where CSI is known a
priori to both the transmitter and receiver. For more general networks, the chan-
nel statistics between any two nodes may vary with time and hence CSI may not
be known a priori at nodes. Hence, modulation and coding techniques that do
not adapt to fading conditions need an acceptable reliability for the worst channel
conditions. Fixed rate codes are effectively designed for the worst-case channel con-
ditions, thus exhibiting a low throughput. Adaptive modulation and coding enables
robust and bandwidth-efficient transmission over time-varying channels. Adapt-
ing to the fluctuating channel conditions enables to increase throughput, reduce
power consumption, and enhance resilience by exploiting good channel conditions.
Rateless codes are a suitable alternatives for transmission over time-varying chan-
nel, where achieving high efficiency and reliability simultaneously is challenging.
Moreover, these codes have already shown impressive performance over a variety
of channels and beneficially employed in the third generation partnership program
(3GPP) multimedia broadcast and multicast services.

Rateless coding schemes have many inherent advantages as compared to the
conventional fixed-rate codes. For example, since the code rate of fixed-rate codes
is independent of channel realizations, there is a tradeoff between efficiency and re-
liability when employed in time-varying channels. In contrast, the codeword length
of rateless code is determined by the channel realization, thus simultaneously offer-
ing higher efficiency and reliability. Similarly, contrary to fixed-rate codes, rateless
codes adapt to the channel conditions without any knowledge of CSI at the trans-
mitter, and have shown excellent performance over block fading channels [CMD06].
For broadcast and multicast transmission, the feedback messages of fixed-rate codes
are excessive; thus lowering the throughput. Consequently, rateless codes are a nat-
ural solution for applications where CSI is not available at the transmitter. In addi-
tion, rateless codes have shown improved throughput over relay networks [CM07].

Although significant research attention has been given for investigating rateless
codes over binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation, the advantage of rateless
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codes over differential modulation has yet to be exploited. Random phase variations
are notoriously difficult to track in fast varying channels. For these applications,
differential modulation can be used to eliminate the phase tracking problem. From a
coding perspective, differential modulation may be viewed as a memoryless mapper
followed by a rate-one recursive inner convolutional encoder [HL98,NS99]. Following
the principles of serially concatenated turbo codes [BDMP98], a recursive rate-one
inner convolutional code can provide a coding gain without additional redundancy.
Serial concatenation of an outer convolutional code with an inner differential en-
coder was considered in [HL98, NS99]. However, the concatenation of differential
modulation with an outer rateless code has not yet been considered. One of the
objectives of this thesis is to investigate the rateless coding with differential mod-
ulators by exploiting the inherent coding gain of such modulation schemes.

Since the inherent structure of an LT code is identical to an irregular nonsys-
tematic LDGM code, it follows that such a code exhibits high erasure and error
floor behavior for transmission over erasure and noisy channels, respectively. Conse-
quently, this thesis investigates the erasure and error floor of LT codes. The classical
approach for reducing erasure and error floor of LT codes is to apply a serial con-
catenation of a high-rate precoder to the original LT codes. Since the erasure and
error floor performance is mainly determined by the LT code in a concatenated
structure [Sho06, ES06], the concatenation will clearly increase the encoding and
decoding complexities. The structure of an LT code itself is yet to be investigated in
terms of the error floor. Furthermore, when the error floor is lowered by increasing
the average check-node degree, the convergence threshold is typically weakened.
It is difficult to improve both the convergence threshold and the error floor. The
erasure and error floor behavior of LT codes and its relation to the structure of LT
codes is an open research problem, which is considered in this thesis.

The decoding of an LT codes over an erasure channel is performed by an iterative
message-passing algorithm applied to the decoding graph, exclusively realized by
received encoded bits. As a consequence, the decoding complexity of an LT code is
relatively low for transmission over erasure channels. In contrast, LT decoding over
noisy channels is performed over all transmitted encoded bits since each encoded bit
has information about the message. Hence, the decoding complexity can be a major
concern for noisy channels, in particular with complexity- and latency-constrained
applications. An LT decoder performs decoding in a successive manner, thus each
time the LT decoder attempts decoding after receiving additional encoded bits,
it performs decoding over the entire decoding graph for transmission over noisy
channels. This is in contrast for the transmission over erasure channels, where LT
decoding resumes from the point where it was stuck previously. Accordingly, this
thesis investigates the design of low-complexity LT codes for transmission over noisy
channels.

For a generalized multi-source and multi-relay network, this thesis addresses the
following shortcomings of the conventional DLT codes. The performance of DLT
codes is improved by allowing a higher maximum degree of the relay-degree distri-
bution in a multi-source relay network. However, for the conventional DLT codes,
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the maximum relay degree is upper-bounded by the number of sources present
in the network. An additional constraint is that the sources are required to have
the same information block length. For the case of lossy source-relay links, con-
ventional DLT codes exhibit additional problems. For example, a source may be
selected for encoding at the relay; however, the coded bit from the particular source
may be erased, and thus the effective degree diminishes. It is therefore challenging
to propose a new DLT coding scheme to address the drawbacks of existing DLT
codes. By exploiting the use of network coding, improved throughput is obtained
for the multi-way relay channel [GYGP09]. Practical examples of the multi-way
relay channel include information exchange between multiple sensor nodes via an
access point in a networked control system, as well as tele-conferencing in cellular
networks. Therefore, it would be interesting to extend the idea of efficient DLT
coding to multi-way relay networks. Finally, since the inherent structure of the
conventional DLT code is similar to an irregular nonsystematic LDGM codes, the
existing DLT coding schemes exhibit high erasure floors similar to their point-to-
point counterparts. We therefore provide a design framework to obtain efficient
DLT codes suitable for high-reliability applications.

Due to the attractive inherent features, UEP rateless code designs have become
increasingly popular for multimedia communications and UEP applications. Thus,
designing rateless codes with enhanced UEP-capabilities and unequal recovery time
is useful. Motivated by this, we provide a higher level of unequal erasure protection
capabilities based on the encoding process for LT codes in point-to-point transmis-
sion. Due to the presence of a relay in a multi-source relay network, it is difficult to
realize optimized UEP for DLT codes. Consequently, this thesis outlines a design
framework to obtain a generalized UEP scheme for DLT codes for multi-source re-
lay networks based on weighted-selection [RVF07] and expanding-window [SVD+09]
strategies.

1.4 Overview of Contributions

The transmission over slowly time-varying channels is challenging since each trans-
mitted codeword may experience a different effective signal-to-noise ratio. Examples
of such channels are slowly fading wireless channels, Internet links, and power line
channels. The most common approach is to use a fixed-rate code, and then adopt
the allocated power per codeword, subject to some power constraint. However, if no
CSI is available prior to transmission, variable-rate coding schemes with feedback
may be a better solution [GCD06, CGiFRC08]. Rateless codes were proposed as
a suitable variable-rate coding principle to counteract the time varying nature of
Internet links [Lub02].

Differential modulation is a technique which allows noncoherent detection with-
out requiring the full CSI. Minimum-shift keying (MSK) and differential quadrature
phase-shift keying (DQPSK) are simple and efficient constant-envelope differential
modulation schemes, which are suitable for low-cost amplifiers with non-linearities.
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We therefore investigate the design of LT codes for differential modulation to ex-
ploit the inherent coding gain. Using systematic LT codes, the coding complexity
can be reduced as fewer parity bits are required as compared to nonsystematic LT
codes. Thus, both systematic and nonsystematic LT codes are considered from the
perspectives of the decoding threshold and bit error rate. In particular, we investi-
gate LT codes for MSK and DQPSK modulators over AWGN channels in [HXR10]
and [HXR11b], respectively. To evaluate the performance of the differentially mod-
ulated LT coded systems, we consider a family of rate-compatible fixed-rate codes,
which allows us to use the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart for analysis
and design. Furthermore, with the aid of EXIT charts, we develop an algorithm for
optimization of the degree distribution of LT codes over differential modulation.
The proposed differentially modulated LT coded system exhibits improved decod-
ing threshold performance as compared to a differentially modulated LT coded
system that is based on the existing degree distributions. Using EXIT chart analy-
sis, we show that the proposed LT coded DQPSK scheme has a similar convergence
performance, but lower complexity, as compared to the concatenation structure of
a Raptor code with the differential modulation.

To reduce the error floor of LT codes, an error floor analysis and its relation to
the variable-node distribution over AWGN channels are detailed in [HXR11a]. We
show that the error floor in LT codes is predominantly caused by low-degree variable
nodes. To maximize the minimum variable-node degree, we propose a modified
encoding scheme for LT codes that provides a lower error floor without additional
encoding and decoding complexities. Furthermore, the convergence behavior of the
proposed LT code is shown to be similar to the conventional LT code. The proposed
encoding scheme is then characterized to devise a new UEP technique for rateless
codes over noisy channels in [HXR12a].

To improve the transmission efficiency, we formulate an optimization problem
to design check-node degree distributions for LT codes for transmission over erasure
channels [HXR13c]. We further extend the modified encoding scheme outlined in
[HXR11a] to improve the erasure-floor performance at the expense of overhead
[HXR13a]. Then, the two approaches are combined to jointly improve overhead
and erasure floor by incorporating the proposed encoding strategy into a convex
optimization problem. Furthermore, we extend our proposed encoding scheme to
obtain a higher level of UEP-capabilities for LT codes.

To achieve low-complexity LT codes, a generalized framework is designed to ob-
tain dynamic and rate-compatible optimized degree distributions for LT codes over
noisy channels in [HLC+14]. The individual degree distributions may be optimized
according to any desired criteria, e.g. for maximal rate, best convergence thresh-
old, low complexity or iteration-constrained performance. To further reduce the
decoding complexity of LT codes for transmission over noisy channels, we propose
a reduced-complexity LT decoder in [HXR13b].

This thesis also addresses the shortcomings of existing DLT coding schemes
designed for relay networks. A buffer-based DLT coding scheme is proposed for
networks with multiple sources and multiple relays, communicating to a single des-
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tination [HXR14a]. We introduce a buffer-based strategy, which improves the per-
formance and facilitates the use of different information block sizes across sources
in contrast to the conventional DLT coding schemes. As an additional contribution,
the proposed DLT codes virtually convert lossy source-relay links to corresponding
lossless links. We further integrate techniques of UEP for DLT codes into the opti-
mization framework. The idea is then extended to multi-way relay networks where
a linear-programming design framework is developed for optimizing the degree dis-
tribution for DLT codes at the relay in terms of overhead in [HXR14c].

To obtain a lower erasure floor for DLT coding schemes, a relay-combining
scheme is proposed in [HXR14b]. In addition, the encoding at sources and combining
scheme at the relay are coordinated to improve the transmission efficiency. Both
approaches are combined to jointly improve the transmission efficiency and erasure
floor of the proposed DLT coding scheme as compared to the conventional DLT
code.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is devoted to the analysis and design of rateless codes suitable for
current and future cellular networks. Particularly, we take a few steps towards the
design and performance of the rateless codes over erasure and AWGN channels. The
asymptotic performance is characterized using density evolution and EXIT chart
analysis. The asymptotic performance is verified by numerical examples. Through-
out the thesis, we use colored boxes for a clear readability of the concepts and
results. In particular, we use the following nomenclature: Definition , Example ,

Linear program , Algorithm . In the following, we briefly describe the contribu-
tions and review of each chapter of the thesis. The main body of the thesis is
organized as follows.

1.5.1 Chapter 2: Background

This chapter is a review of the fundamental concepts, results and definitions that are
necessary for the presentation and understanding of the novel material in the thesis.
We summarize relevant concepts and methods of information theory and coding
theory. In particular, we discuss information measures, channel models, rateless
codes, degree distributions and iterative decoding algorithms. Moreover, we provide
a brief overview of the analysis tools for asymptotic performance evaluation, such
as EXIT charts and density evolution. For more information on these topics the
reader is referred to the textbooks [Joh10,RU08,CT91].

1.5.2 Chapter 3: Differentially Modulated LT Coded Systems

In this chapter, we investigate the performance of LT codes with differential mod-
ulation, MSK and DQPSK, for transmission over AWGN channels. To get more
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insight, we compare the asymptotic convergence threshold performance of system-
atic and nonsystematic counterparts of LT codes using an EXIT chart framework.
Furthermore, we develop an algorithm to optimize the degree distribution of a dif-
ferentially modulated LT coded systems in terms of convergence threshold. The
design principles, EXIT chart analysis and performance improvement algorithm
are outlined in this chapter. The main results of this chapter have been published
in the following papers.

[HXR10] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “LT coded MSK over
AWGN channels,” in Proc. 6th International Symp. Turbo Codes
and Iterative Inf. Process (ISTC), (Brest, France), Sep. 2010, pp.
289–293.

[HXR11b] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Serially concatenated
LT code with DQPSK modulation,” in Proc. IEEE Wireless Com-
mun. and Networking Conf. (WCNC), (Cancun, Mexico), Mar.
2011, pp. 1811–1816.

1.5.3 Chapter 4: Error Floor Analysis of LT Codes

This chapter provides an error floor analysis of LT codes over noisy channels. The
error floor is characterized in terms of the variable-node degree distribution and
subsequently a lower bound on the bit error rate is derived. A modified encod-
ing process is proposed to improve the error floor performance of LT codes over
AWGN channels. The material in this chapter has been reported in the following
publications.

[HXR11a] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Error floor analysis
of LT codes over the additive white Gaussian noise channel,” in
Proc. Global Commun. Conf. (GLOBECOM), (Houston, USA),
Dec. 2011, pp. 1–5.

[HXR12a] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Unequal error pro-
tection of LT codes over noisy channels,” in Proc. IEEE Swedish
Commun. Technologies Workshop (Swe-CTW), (Lund, Sweden),
Oct. 2012, pp. 19–24.
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1.5.4 Chapter 5: Design of LT Codes for Erasure Channels

This chapter deals with the performance improvement of LT codes for transmission
over erasure channels. The modified encoding process from Chapter 4 is used to
improve the erasure floor performance and subsequently integrated into an opti-
mization framework to jointly improve the overhead and erasure floor. Apart from
this, a new UEP scheme is developed based on the underlying principles of the
proposed encoding process to devise UEP-LT codes for applications where different
protection is required for different parts of the data. The content of this chapter is
based on the following published manuscripts.

[HXR13a] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Design of LT codes
with equal and unequal erasure protection over binary erasure
channels,” IEEE Commun. Lett., vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 261–264, Feb.
2013.

[HXR13c] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Regularized variable-
node LT codes with improved erasure floor performance,” in Proc.
IEEE Inf. Theory and Applications Workshop (ITA), (San Diego,
USA), Feb. 2013, (invited paper).

1.5.5 Chapter 6: Low-Complexity LT Codes

The focus of this chapter is to design low-complexity LT codes for transmission
over noisy channels. A generalized framework is designed to obtain dynamic and
rate-compatible optimized degree distributions for LT codes in terms of complexity
and performance. For further reduction in complexity, a low-complexity LT decoder
is proposed for noisy channels. The content of this chapter is based on the following
publications:

[HLC+14] I. Hussain, I. Land, T. Chan, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “A
new design framework for LT codes over noisy channels,” in Proc.
IEEE Int. Symp. Inf. Theory (ISIT), (Honolulu, USA), Jun. 2014,
pp. 2162–2166.

[HXR13b] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Reduced-complexity
decoding of LT codes over noisy channels,” in Proc. IEEE Wire-
less Commun. and Networking Conf. (WCNC), (Shanghai, China),
Apr. 2013, pp. 3856–3860.
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1.5.6 Chapter 7: Distributed LT Codes for Multi-Source Relay

Networks

In this chapter, we extend the idea of DLT coding to erasure networks with multiple
sources and multiple relays, communicating to a single destination. A buffer-based
strategy is introduced to allow higher maximum degree of the relay-degree distri-
bution as compared to the conventional DLT codes. Consequently, the buffer-based
strategy improves the performance and facilitates the use of different information
block sizes across sources as compared to the conventional DLT codes. Further-
more, a generalized UEP scheme for DLT codes has been devised in this chapter.
The content of this chapter is based on the following paper.

[HXR14a] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Buffer-based dis-
tributed LT codes,” IEEE Trans. Commun., vol. 62, no. 11, pp.
3725–3739, Nov. 2014.

1.5.7 Chapter 8: Distributed LT Codes for Multi-Way Relay

Networks

This chapter is devoted to the design of distributed rateless codes for efficient packet
transmission in a multi-way relay network. A design framework based on linear-
programming is developed to obtain an optimized degree distribution at the relay
in terms of overhead. The proposed DLT codes for the multi-way relay channels
exhibit improved performance as compared to existing DLT coding schemes in terms
of overhead. The main results of this chapter appeared in the following publication.

[HXR14c] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Rateless codes for the
multiway relay channel,” IEEE Wireless Commun. Lett., vol. 3,
no. 5, pp. 457–460, Oct. 2014.

1.5.8 Chapter 9: Erasure Floor Analysis of Distributed LT

Codes

A new combining scheme at the relay is proposed to reduce the erasure floor of DLT
codes in a multi-source relay network. As an additional contribution, the encoding
process at sources and the combining scheme at the relay are coordinated to improve
the overhead. Both approaches are then combined to jointly improve the overhead
and erasure floor performance. The content of this chapter is based on the following
submitted manuscript.
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[HXR14b] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Erasure floor analy-
sis of distributed LT codes,” IEEE Trans. Commun., Nov. 2014,
submitted.

1.5.9 Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Research

This chapter concludes the work done throughout the thesis and provides open
problems for future research.

1.6 Contribution Outside the Thesis

In addition to the results presented in this thesis, we have also investigated the
design and performance of spatially-coupled rateless codes in [HXR12b]. A modified
encoding process has been introduced for spatially-coupled LT (SCLT) codes. The
proposed SCLT codes have outperformed its counterparts significantly over binary
erasure channels, particularly in the erasure floor region. To further improve the
erasure floor performance, the approach of spatial coupling has been extended to
Raptor codes by concatenating a high-rate precoder to the SCLT codes. It has been
shown that spatial coupling improves the convergence threshold of Raptor codes.

Besides, the author has also contributed to [FCX+14]. The degree distributions
have been designed for LT codes to exhibit improved bit error rates, particularly
in low overhead regions. Then, we have proposed a transmission scheme based on
our proposed degree distribution to improve the frame error rate in full recovery
regions. Furthermore, the optimization framework has been extended to distributed
multi-source relay networks and unequal error protection techniques. The proposed
LT and DLT codes have outperformed their conventional counterparts in terms of
erasure rate performance and complexity. The results of this section published in
the following manuscripts.

[HXR12b] I. Hussain, M. Xiao, and L. K. Rasmussen, “Design of spatially-
coupled rateless codes,” in Proc. IEEE 23rd Int. Symp. Per-
sonal Indoor and Mobile Radio Commun. (PIMRC), (Sydney, Aus-
tralia), Sep. 2012, pp. 1913–1918.

[FCX+14] Z. Fei, C. Cao, M. Xiao, I. Hussain, and J. Kuang, “Improved
Luby transform codes in low overhead regions for binary erasure
channels,” Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech., Feb. 2014.





Chapter 2

Background

T
his chapter provides an account of preliminary definitions and results re-
quired for the forthcoming chapters. First, an overview of a coded system
and information measures related to coding theory is given. Then, we will

establish notation and introduce basic expressions that will be used throughout
the thesis. The channel models to be investigated in subsequent chapters, are also
discussed in this chapter.

This chapter starts with a system model of a basic communication system in
Section 2.1. Then, we recap the information measures and channel models in Sec-
tion 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively. The fundamentals of coding theory are briefly
discussed in Section 2.4, while an overview of LT codes is given in Section 2.5. LT
decoding algorithms are outlined in Section 2.6. For relay networks, distributed
LT codes are discussed in Section 2.7. For asymptotic performance evaluation, we
give details of the analysis tools such as density evolution and EXIT charts in Sec-
tion 2.8. Finally, we briefly discuss the differential modulation in Section 2.9, which
will be investigated for rateless codes in Chapter 3.

2.1 Communication Systems

Figure 2.1 illustrates the block diagram of a typical point-to-point communication
system. The components of this communication system will be treated in greater
depth later in this thesis. The main objective of a communication system is to
reliably transmit an information sequence u = [u1, u2, . . . , uK ], from a source to
a destination across a noisy channel. For this purpose, a channel encoder maps
this sequence to another sequence c = [c1, c2, . . . , cN ]; a so called coded sequence.
The channel encoder inserts redundancy in a controlled manner to allow for error
correction at the receiver. Afterwards, the coded sequence c is mapped by the
modulator and the modulated codeword x is transmitted over the communication
channel. The modulator is designed to ensure the bandwidth-efficient transmission
of the coded sequence. The communication channel is the physical medium that
is used to send information from the transmitter to the receiver. The transmitted

17
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u c x y ĉ ûModulatorEncoder Demodulator DecoderChannel

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a communication system.

sequence is corrupted in a random manner by channel noise. The receiver simply
carries out the corresponding inverse functions of the transmitter. Based on the
noisy observation y and ĉ, the decoder estimates û on the information sequence.
The relationship between x and y is modeled as a conditional probability density
function p(y|x). A channel is said to be memoryless if the probability distribution
of the output depends only on the input at that time instant and is conditionally
independent of previous channel inputs and outputs.

A channel is called memoryless if the output at any instant depends on
the input at that instant such that p(y|x) =

∏N
i=1 p(yi|xi), where N is the

length of the transmitted sequence.

Definition 2.1 (Memoryless channel)

A memoryless channel is completely described by its input alphabet, output alpha-
bet and conditional probability at that particular instant. The binary input channel
has an input with binary sequence alphabet, while the output could be either binary
or symbols from a larger alphabet. A binary-input channel is said to be symmet-
ric if the channel output is symmetric in its input [Gal68, RU01]. Throughout the
thesis, we consider only the discrete-time channel in which time t is discrete and is
perfectly synchronized at the transmitter and the receiver. In a wider context, this
thesis is related to the blocks in Figure 2.1 and to their interactions.

2.2 Information Measures

In this section, we introduce entropy and mutual information, which are the two
commonly used information measures. Then, we briefly discuss the channel capacity
which indicates the amount of information that can be reliably transmitted over a
communication channel.

2.2.1 Entropy

The entropy is a measure of the average uncertainty in a random variable and is
the average number of bits required to describe the random variable.
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The entropy of a discrete random variable X with alphabet X is defined
by

H(X) = −
∑

x∈X

p(x) log p(x), (2.1)

where p(x) = Pr(X = x) is the probability mass function.

Definition 2.2 (Entropy)

Entropy is always non-negative, namely H(X) ≥ 0. The entropy measures the un-
certainty inherent in the distribution of a random variable. Joint entropy measures
the uncertainty in a joint distribution of multiple random variables.

The joint entropy H(X,Y ) of a pair of discrete random variables, X ∈ X ,
Y ∈ Y with joint distribution p(x, y) is defined as

H(X,Y ) = −
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log p(x, y). (2.2)

Definition 2.3 (Joint entropy)

Similarly, the conditional entropy measures the uncertainty in the conditional dis-
tribution of a pair of random variables.

The conditional entropy H(Y |X) is defined as

H(Y |X) =
∑

x∈X

p(x)H(Y |X = x). (2.3)

Definition 2.4 (Conditional entropy)

The chain rule for joint entropy states that the total uncertainty about a pair of
random variables is equal to the uncertainty of one random variable plus the entropy
of the other variable once this variable is known.
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The chain rule of joint entropy is defined as

H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y |X)

= H(Y ) +H(X |Y ). (2.4)

Definition 2.5 (Chain rule)

2.2.2 Mutual Information

The mutual information I(X ;Y ) measures how much on average the realization of
the random variable Y tells us about the realization of X .

The mutual information between two random variables X and Y is given
by

I(X ;Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
. (2.5)

Definition 2.6 (Mutual information)

Mutual information is symmetric and we can easily show that

I(X ;Y ) = H(X)−H(X |Y )

= H(Y )−H(Y |X). (2.6)

The mutual information between X and Y is a quantitative measure of how much
Y can tell us about X . This is typically expressed in bits when the logarithm is
taken to the base 2. The mutual information between a random variable and itself
is simply its entropy, I(X ;X) = H(X).

2.2.3 Channel Capacity

A closely related quantity for the information measure is the channel capacity which
is the maximum mutual information between channel input and output.
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The capacity of a discrete memoryless channel whose transition probability
density function is specified as p(y|x) is defined as [Sha48,CT91]

C = max
p(x)

I(X ;Y ), (2.7)

where the maximum is taken over all possible input distributions p(x).

Definition 2.7 (Channel capacity)

Hence, C is the measure of the maximum rate at which information can be reliably
transmitted across the channel. The numerical value of the channel capacity is
obtained by choosing the probability distribution of the channel inputs p(x) that
maximizes the mutual information between the channel inputs and outputs.

2.3 Channel Models

A communication channel is usually modelled by an input alphabet, an output
alphabet, and corresponding transition probabilities. This thesis deals with binary
input memoryless and symmetric (BIMS) channels. Hence, in the following, we
present the most important and commonly used BIMS channels; which are taken
into account throughout the thesis.

2.3.1 Binary Erasure Channel

The binary erasure channel (BEC) is one of the simplest channel for communica-
tion, and is often used in information and coding theory. Erasure channels are of
particular interest for two reasons: firstly they are a meaningful abstractions of real-
world systems; and secondly they can be used to create a class of networks which,
in general, allows for mathematically tractable problem formulations. The erasure
channel models the fundamental detrimental effects of deep fade events experienced
over a wireless channel. Likewise, in the higher layers of the communication pro-
tocol, the link model is typically a packet erasure channel, where a data packet is
either received perfectly or not received at all due to buffer overflows, excessive de-
lays, or erroneous packets caused by the lower layers. Interestingly, most properties
and statements encountered in the investigation of the BEC hold in much greater
generality [RU08].

The binary erasure channel is characterized by the erasure probability ǫ and is
generally a good model for data networks where the packets can either be received
correctly or lost but are never corrupted. The input of the channel is binary and
the output is ternary with {0, 1, e} where e indicates an erasure. The input bits are
either transmitted correctly with probability (1 − ǫ), or erased with probability ǫ.
The capacity of the binary erasure channel is (1− ǫ) [Eli55].
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2.3.2 Binary Symmetric Channel

A binary symmetric channel (BSC) is a common communication channel used in
information theory and coding theory. Many communication theory problems en-
countered in practice can be reduced to a BSC. This channel is one of the simplest
noisy channels to analyze and can give insight into more complicated noisy chan-
nels. The binary symmetric channel is binary; that is, both input and output are
binary. This channel is characterized by the cross over probability p. Each symbol
is either transmitted correctly with probability (1− p), or flipped with probability
p. Hence, the binary symmetric channel introduces error with probability p. The
capacity of the binary symmetric channel is given by [Sha48],

CBSC = 1− p log2(p)− (1− p) log2(1 − p). (2.8)

2.3.3 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel

The simplicity of the binary symmetric channel helps to develop insight and intu-
itions; however, it cannot represent the characteristics of many real-world scenarios.
Therefore, we now consider a binary memoryless symmetric channel which can be
used to model many practical channels. The most commonly used channel by coding
theorists is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. This noise source
is typically assumed to be caused by thermal noise in the receiver electronic compo-
nents. Therefore, the ubiquitous thermal noise is inevitably added to the received
signal in time domain. The transmission through a binary input AWGN channel
can be expressed as y = x + n, where n is a sequence of independent, identically
distributed AWGN samples with mean m and variance σ2

n. Here, x is the trans-
mitted sequence and y is the received sequence. The probability density function
of an additive Gaussian noise is the well-known bell-shaped curve of the Gaussian
distribution, given by

p(n) =
1

σn

√
2π
e−(n−m)/2σ2

n . (2.9)

The effects of an AWGN can be mitigated by increasing the transmitted signal
power and thereby reducing the relative effects of noise. Since we are dealing with
the performance of coded communication systems, we use Eb/N0 to measure the
performance, where Eb is the energy per information bit and N0 is the one-sided
power spectral density of the AWGN. Similarly, we also use the SNR of the trans-
mitted symbols as Es/N0 where Es is the energy per received symbol.

2.4 Channel Codes

The main purpose of channel codes is to increase the reliability of information
delivered from the transmitter to the receiver. As a consequence, channel cod-
ing improves the performance of a digital communication system. For example, a
coded system may reduce the required transmit power and allow many users in the
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same radio frequency in multiple access communication systems. Channel coding
techniques may also be used to increase the jamming margin in a spread spectrum
communication system. The quest of the coding community since its birth is to find
channel codes to achieve better performance with reasonable practical complexity.
Moreover, the transmission strategy should adapt to various digital transmission
scenarios and storage systems. Throughout the thesis, we will consider block codes
where K information bits are encoded into N coded bits. The code rate of such
code is then defined as R = K/N .

The most commonly used channel codes are binary linear codes where both the
message and the codeword are from the binary alphabet F2 = {0, 1}. A binary
linear code can be viewed as a linear mapping from the set of K-bit messages to
the set of N -bit codewords. In the following, we will describe a few properties of
binary linear codes.

A binary linear code (N,K) is a mapping from the set of messages F
K
2 to

the set of codewords C ⊂ F
N
2 , where C forms a K−dimensional subspace of

F
N
2 .

Definition 2.8 (Binary linear code)

The vector subspace C is called the code. A linear code can be fully described by
its basis.

A generator matrix for an (N,K) linear code C is an N × K matrix G

whose columns form a basis for C such that

c ∈ C ⇔ ∃u ∈ F
K
2 : Gu = c. (2.10)

Definition 2.9 (Generator matrix)

Any matrix whose columns form the basis for C is a generator matrix of C and
provides a simple way of encoding messages to codewords. We can also specify C by
its dual subspace C⊥ within F

N
2 and its basis. This representation can be described

by a parity-check matrix H.

An (N −K) × N matrix H whose rows {h1,h2, . . . ,hN−K} form a basis
for the subspace of FN

2 orthogonal to C is called a parity-check matrix for
C.

Definition 2.10 (Parity-check matrix)
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The dual subspace of C is defined as

C⊥ = {x ∈ F
N
2 : xT c = 0 ∀ c ∈ C}, (2.11)

and hence H is the parity-check matrix of C if and only if

∀ c ∈ C⇔ Hc = 0. (2.12)

The transposed parity-check matrix of C is the generator matrix of C⊥. Similarly,
any matrix whose rows form a basis for C⊥ is a parity-check matrix of C.

In contrast to fixed-rate codes, rateless codes can potentially generate an un-
limited number of encoded symbols on the fly. Therefore, the generator matrix of a
rateless code is constructed on the fly. Hence, the generator matrix G1 of rateless
codes is time-variant as compared to their fixed-rate counterparts. Codeword bits
are generated and transmitted until the receiver feeds back an acknowledgement to
the transmitter that the decoding is successful.

2.5 LT Codes

LT codes were the first practical realization of fountain codes fully realizing the
rateless paradigm [Lub02]. The fundamental structure of an LT code is the same
as an irregular nonsystematic LDGM code. LT codes can potentially generate an
infinite stream of encoded bits from a given finite information block. The symbol
cardinality of an LT code can be arbitrary, from binary symbols to general 2ℓ-ary
symbols. In the general case, a 2ℓ-ary symbol can be considered as a data packet
with ℓ bits. In the corresponding encoder/decoder processing, bit-wise modulo-2
processing is applied to each packet. For notational simplicity, throughout the thesis
we assume one-bit symbol; however the analysis is also valid for packets having
arbitrary size. Moreover, throughout the thesis we limit ourselves to binary LT
codes. The generalization of LT codes to nonbinary alphabets is treated in [LPC10].

2.5.1 Encoding

An LT code at an arbitrary instance can be regarded as an irregular nonsystematic
LDGM codes. However, in contrast to an LDGM code, the number of rows in the
generator matrix for an LT code grows with time t. At time instance t, a sequence

1Throughout the thesis, we denote the time-variant generator matrix of the rateless codes at
time instance t by G by droping the index t for the brevity of notation.
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while no feedback message is received from the decoder do

Step 1: Pick a degree j by sampling the degree distribution Ω(x).
Step 2: Choose uniformly-at-random j distinct information bits from

the K-information bits.
Step 3: XOR the selected j information bits to calculate ct = gtu.
Step 4: Transmit the coded bit ct over the channel.

end while

Algorithm 2.1 (Conventional LT Encoding)

u = [u1, u2, . . . , uK ]T of K information bits is encoded into a codeword sequence
c = [c1, c2, . . . , cN ]T of N coded bits,

c = Gu, (2.13)

where G is the N×K binary generator matrix. The generator matrix is constructed
on the fly, row-by-row, where the number of ones in each row is randomly deter-
mined according to a check-node degree distribution Ω(x), which will be discussed
in detail in the following subsection. Each non-zero element is positioned uniformly-
at-random within a row. The t-th coded bit ct is generated by first randomly se-
lecting a degree j from the predetermined check-node degree distribution Ω(x).
Subsequently, j information bits are selected uniformly-at-random from the K in-
formation bits and added modulo-2. The coded bit ct can be calculated by ct = gtu

where gt is the t-th row of G. The resulting coded bit ct is then transmitted over
the channel. The encoding process of an LT code is outlined in Algorithm 2.1.

The encoded bits are transmitted over the communication channel. The perfor-
mance of a particular code ensemble can be measured as a function of the code
overhead, defined as ε = N/K, as N varies. The instantaneous overhead is related
to the instantaneous code rate of an LT code by R = K/N = 1/ε. The encoding
process of an LT code can be described by a bipartite graph [KFL01, KF98]. The
variable nodes and check nodes in an LT code bipartite graph are corresponding to
the information bits and coded bits, respectively.

2.5.2 Check-node Degree Distributions

The random number of information bits involved in generating an LT coded bit
is determined by sampling a predetermined check-node degree distribution. The
number of operations in LT encoding and decoding is related to the number of
edges of the bipartite graph representation of the LT code. Thus, the computational
complexity of LT codes is related to the check-node degree distribution. Therefore,
the underlying design of the check-node degree distribution is very important for
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the design of LT codes. The first check-node degree distribution for LT codes was
introduced in [Lub02], and is so called the ideal Soliton distribution.

The ideal Soliton distribution ΩISD(x) for K number of the input symbols
is given by

ΩISD(i) =

{
1/K, if i = 1,

1/i(i− 1), if i = 2, 3, . . . ,K.

Definition 2.11 (Ideal Soliton distribution)

Unfortunately, this distribution works poorly in practice due to statistical varia-
tions [Lub02]. The ideal distribution is modified to get a new distribution which
is more robust against statistical fluctuations and performs better. The following
modifications were proposed in [Lub02] to get a more robust distribution.

Let ΩRSD(x) be the robust Soliton distribution. Then fix c > 0, ς ∈ (0, 1),
and define

τ(i) =





M/iK, if i = 1, 2, . . . ,K/M − 1,

M ln(M/ς)/K, if i = K/M,

0, if i = K/M + 1, . . . ,K,

where M = c ln(K/ς)
√
K. The robust Soliton distribution ΩRSD(x) can be

obtained as

ΩRSD(i) =
1

Z

(
τ(i) + Ω(i)ISD

)
, (2.14)

where Z =
∑K

i

(
τ(i) + Ω(i)ISD

)
is the normalizing constant.

Definition 2.12 (Robust Soliton distribution)

The robust Soliton distribution (RSD) has shown better performance than the ideal
distribution over erasure channels. However, the complexity of the RSD is higher
than the ideal Soliton distribution and grows as O(K log(K)) [Lub02]. To ensure
efficient decoding, a low-complexity degree distribution is introduced in [Sho06]
where the decoding complexity is reduced significantly.

The average degree of the degree distribution proposed in [Sho06] remains con-
stant with increasing K and hence exhibits lower complexity as compared to the
RSD. The complexity of the proposed degree distribution grows only as O(K). This
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predetermined check-node degree distribution is expressed as

Ω(x) =

Ωmax∑

j=1

Ωjx
j . (2.15)

The coefficient Ωj is the probability of a check node of degree j, connected to j
variable nodes, with the following constraints

Ωmax∑

j=1

Ωj = 1 and 0 ≤ Ωj ≤ 1, (2.16)

where Ωmax is the maximum check-node degree. The average-check node degree
distribution can be determined as

Ωavg =

Ωmax∑

j=1

jΩj . (2.17)

The check-node degree distribution mainly determines the asymptotic performance
and complexity of LT codes.

2.5.3 Variable-node Degree Distribution

As the information bits are selected uniformly-at-random by the check nodes, the
corresponding variable-node degrees are described by a binomial distribution. As K
grows large the binomial distribution can be accurately approximated by a Poisson
distribution [Sho06]. Consequently, the variable-node degree distribution can be
determined for a particular instance of coded bits N as

Λ(x) =

Λmax∑

i=1

Λix
i ≈ eµ(x−1), (2.18)

where Λmax is the maximum variable-node degree, and Λi is the fraction of variable
nodes of degree i computed as

Λi ≈
e−µµi

i!
, (2.19)

with constraints
Λmax∑

i=1

Λi = 1 and 0 ≤ Λi ≤ 1. (2.20)

The involved Poisson parameter µ is the average variable-node degree2 and deter-
mined as

µ = Ωavg
N

K
, (2.21)

2The average variable-node degree is increasing with transmission of the coded bits. However,
we drop the time index t for the brevity of notation.
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where K and N are assumed to be large.
The edge-degree distributions play an important role in the asymptotic anal-

ysis of iterative decoding. Throughout the thesis, we denote the corresponding
edge-degree distribution of the variable nodes and check nodes by λ(x) and ρ(x),
respectively. The relationships between node-perspective degree distributions and
edge-perspective degree distributions are given by,

ρ(x) = Ω′(x)/Ω′(1) =

ρmax∑

j=1

ρjx
j−1,

λ(x) = Λ′(x)/Λ′(1) =

λmax∑

i=1

λix
i−1 ≈ eµ(x−1), (2.22)

where ρmax and λmax are the maximum check edge-perspective degree and maxi-
mum variable edge-perspective degree, respectively. Here, Λ′(x) and Ω′(x) are the
derivatives of Λ(x) and Ω(x) with respect to x.

2.6 LT Decoding Algorithms

Decoding of an LT decoder is performed by a belief propagation algorithm, passing
messages between the variable nodes and check nodes at the instance of decoding.
The generator matrix, describing how variable and check nodes are connected, is
known to both the encoder and decoder. The decoding algorithms of LT codes can
be divided into two classes depending on the communication channel. These two
classes are briefly described in the following subsection.

2.6.1 Decoding Algorithms for the BEC

To recover the information bits of an LT code, both the maximum likelihood (ML)
and the belief propagation (BP) decoders are used for transmission over binary
erasure channels. In the following, we briefly explain these two decoders.

ML decoding for LT codes is based on Gaussian elimination. The equation sys-
tem of the check nodes corresponding to the decoding graph can be expressed in
terms of the variable nodes. For slightly higher overhead, the developed equation
system has full rank with high probability. Then, the information bits can be re-
covered by solving the equation system using Gaussian elimination. ML decoding
allows the recovery of the information bits with very low overhead regardless of
the codeword length. However, the computational complexity of the ML decoder
is very high compared to iterative decoders. Therefore, the ML decoder is usually
used for LT decoding over small codeword lengths.
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Initialization: Remove all the erased coded bits and their corresponding
edges from the code graph.

while All information bits are not recovered do

Step 1: Find an encoded bit cj which is connected to exactly one

information bit ui where j = 1, 2, . . . , N̂ and i = 1, 2, . . . ,K. Here,
N̂ ≤ N is the number of correctly received coded bits.
if there is no such encoded bit then

Output decoding failure.
else

Step 2: Recover the information bit by setting ui ← cj .
Step 3: Process the input bit such that ck ← ck ⊕ ui ∀ k ∈ N (i)

where ⊕ denotes the bitwise modulo 2 summation and N (i) is the
number of encoded bits connected to ui.
Step 4: Remove all the edges connected to ui.

end if

end while

Algorithm 2.2 (Conventional LT Decoding)

The information bits in a BP LT decoder3 are recovered iteratively. The LT
decoder on the BEC is an instance of the peeling decoder [LMS97] that “peels off”
a degree-1 check node per iteration. As the variable nodes are recovered sequen-
tially, their corresponding edges are removed from the decoding graph. When an
edge is removed from the graph, then the degree of all connected check nodes are
decremented by 1. As soon as there are no degree-1 check nodes available then the
decoder is unable to recover the remaining information bits and a decoding fail-
ure occurs. To mitigate this, the check node degree distribution must be properly
designed. Taking this into account, some notable designed degree distributions are
provided in [Lub02]. The iterative LT decoder for information bits sequence u and
transmitted coded sequence c is described in Algorithm 2.2. Additional codeword
bits are generated by adding rows to the generator matrix and transmitted until
the receiver feeds back an acknowledgement that decoding was successful. The main
attractions of the iterative LT decoder is its low complexity, which grows linearly
with the length of an information block. However, in practice it does not perform
very well for moderate and small codeword lengths.

3Throughout the thesis, we use an iterative LT decoder based on the belief propagation and
detailed in Algorithm 2.2 for transmission over binary erasure channels.
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2.6.2 Decoding Algorithm over Noisy Channels

In contrast to the decoders for erasure channels, the decoder of an LT code over
noisy channels is based on the soft output of the channel. Thus, there exists no
Gaussian elimination decoding algorithm for LT codes over noisy channels. There-
fore, we discuss the message passing LT decoder, which estimates the bitwise MAP
estimate of the transmitted codeword. This algorithm performs sum-product mes-
sage updates in an iterative way over a decoding graph obtained from the K variable
nodes and N check nodes. Let us assume that the LT-encoded sequence c is modu-
lated using binary phase shift keying and the modulated sequence x is transmitted
over the noisy channel. For the observed encoded bits vector y, the corresponding
channel log-likelihood ratio (LLR) vector Lch can be calculated as

Lch(j) = ln
p(yj |xj = +1)

p(yj |xj = −1)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (2.23)

where p(yj |xj) is the probability density function of the noisy channel. At the
receiver side, iterative decoding is performed through message-passing between the
variable nodes and the check nodes. We can therefore describe the decoding process
as a check-node decoder (CND) exchanging messages with a variable-node decoder
(VND). One exchange per edge in each direction is denoted as an iteration. The
updating rule from check node j to variable node i denoted by Lcj→vi is computed
as [ES06]

Lcj→vi = 2 tanh−1

(
tanh

(
Lch(j)

2

) ∏

í∈N (cj)\(vi)

tanh

(
Lví→cj

2

)
 , (2.24)

where N (cj) \ (vi) denotes the set of variable nodes connected to check node j
except variable node i. Similarly, the message passed from variable node i to check
node j is denoted by Lvi→cj , and computed as [ES06]

Lvi→cj =
∑

j́∈N (vi)\(cj)

Lcj́→vi , (2.25)

where N (vi) \ (cj) denotes the set of check nodes connected to variable node i
except check node j. An estimate of information bit ûi at the end of the iteration
process can be determined as

ûi =
∑

j∈N (vj )

Lcj→vi . (2.26)

2.7 Distributed LT Codes

As discussed in Chapter 1, the use of relays in communication networks increases
reliability, enlarges cellular coverage, and allows for lower transmit power. The basic
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concept of relaying strategies is that the information from a source to a destination
can be delivered with the aid of one or multiple relay nodes in a cooperative manner
under some constraints on power, complexity or delay. Designing rateless codes for
relay networks is desirable, since multicast transmission involving relaying is an
emerging technology in the current and upcoming cellular standards [VKST14b].
Throughout the thesis, we consider LT codes for multi-source networks delivering
information to a single destination aided by a single or multiple relays. We also
consider the design of LT codes for the multi-way relay network in Chapter 8.

LT codes have exhibited excellent performance in single source broadcast and
multicast transmission. Therefore, the idea of multiple sources transmitting across
a relay network is also a recurring theme in this thesis. Techniques of decomposing
LT codes into distributed LT (DLT) codes have been introduced in [PKF06,PKF07]
where multiple sources communicate to a common relay. Multiple sources indepen-
dently encode their information and transmit to the relay. The relay then com-
bines the coded bits from the sources and forwards it to the destination. To reduce
complexity at the relay, a more general approach to DLT codes was investigated
in [SVD+07, SPD09, SPDI10], where the relay independently selects the incoming
packets from the sources. The combination of the number of coded bits coming from
the sources is determined by sampling the relay-degree distribution, represented by
Γ(x) =

∑Γmax

d=1 Γdx
d with constraint Γmax ≤ r where r is the number of sources.

Here Γd is the probability that a newly generated relay-coded bit combines the
source-coded bits from d sources. A brief survey of the DLT coding development
is provided in Chapter 1. Throughout the thesis, we consider DLT codes for era-
sure relay networks. Therefore, the decoding at the destination is performed over
a graph containing variable nodes from all the sources and all correctly received
check nodes from the relay at the instance of decoding.

Codes with equal erasure protection (EEP) are ideal for applications where all
information bits are of equal importance. However, there is still a range of applica-
tions where unequal erasure protection (UEP) is preferred. Therefore, rateless codes
are becoming a potential choice for applications where unequal protection is re-
quired. Two strategies have been suggested for constructing LT codes with unequal
error protection. In both cases, the information bits are divided into a number of
importance classes, η1, η2, ..., ηI , where each class contains the information bits of a
certain level of importance (e.g., reliability). The number of information bits in class

ηi is denoted by κi and clearly
∑I

i=1 κi = K. The approach suggested in [RVF07]
is based on a biased (non-uniform) selection of bits from the different importance
classes for the encoding process, typically referred to as weighted-selection. The
bits in class ηi has a higher probability of being selected than bits in class ηj to en-
sure stronger protection for the bits in class ηi. In contrast, the approach proposed
in [SVD+09] is based on a uniform selection of bits from a set of progressively ex-
panding subsets of information bits. Here, the first subset, ̟1, contains the bits in
class η1, while subset ̟i contains the bits from classes η1, η2, ..., ηi. This partition
determines a sequence of strictly increasing subsets of information bits, which are
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denoted as windows [SVD+09]. The division into importance classes is described by
the importance-distribution. The scheme in [ACM12] generalizes their predecessors
for LT codes to provide UEP for progressive data transmission.

We develop an UEP technique based on the variable-node degree distributions in
Chapter 5 for LT codes in point-to-point transmission. Furthermore, a generalized
UEP scheme is developed for DLT codes designed for relay networks in Chapter 7.

2.8 Analysis Tools

Two main techniques, namely density evolution and EXIT chart, are used for char-
acterizing the asymptotic performance of a sparse graph code with iterative decod-
ing. Density evolution calculates the density of the messages exchanged during BP
decoding and EXIT charts are based on mutual information. These two asymptotic
performance analysis and design tools are briefly described as follows.

2.8.1 Density Evolution

Density evolution tracks the progress of the iterative decoding in the limit of infi-
nite block length. The density evolution analysis relies on three conditions, namely
concentration theorem, conditional independence and symmetry. The concentration
theorem states that the performance of a code randomly sampled from a code en-
semble converges to the expected performance of the code ensemble as the codeword
length increases. Conditional independence deals with “treelike assumption” and
girth, where the girth of a graph is the shortest cycle contained in the graph. This
condition states that the girth of the factor graph is sufficiently large such that the
neighborhood of any variable node is a tree. It is also assumed that the channel prob-
ability distribution function is symmetric and this symmetry is preserved during the
decoding iteration. For erasure channels, density evolution tracks the mean of the
variable-to-check messages for each round of the BP decoding algorithm. For the
BP decoding of general BIMS channels, the variable-to-check messages are LLRs.
For such channels, density evolution tracks the probability density function of the
variable-to-check messages for each round of the belief propagation algorithm. The
density evolution is studied for LDPC codes in [LMS98,LASMS98] over the BEC.
The density evolution has then been used for the analysis of turbo codes [DDP01],
nonbinary LDPC codes [RU05,LFK09] and asymmetric channels [WKP05]. A Gaus-
sian approximation for density evolution is proposed in [CRU01] where the messages
exchanged by the belief propagation are assumed to be random variables whose
variance is twice their mean. This approximation simplifies the density evolution
algorithm by simplifying an infinite dimensional problem of tracking continuous
density to a one-dimensional problem of mean tracking. Although the Gaussian
approximation works well without much sacrifice in accuracy, still a more accu-
rate condition of a semi-Gaussian approximation has been introduced in [AK04].
The semi-Gaussian approximation provides one-dimensional characterization of a
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BP decoder over binary input AWGN channels. The semi-Gaussian approximation
based on the density evolution has been exploited for rateless codes in [ES06].

This thesis mainly deals with the density evolution of LT codes for transmission
over a binary erasure channels. The performance of an LT code over the BEC can
easily be tracked by density evolution. The erasure rate Pl that a variable node is
not successfully recovered after l decoding iterations can be determined [LMS98] as

Pl = λ(1− (1 − ǫ)ρ(1− Pl−1)) ≈ e−µ(1−ρ(1−Pl−1)), (2.27)

where ǫ is the channel erasure probability and parameter µ is the average variable-
node degree calculated in (2.21).

2.8.2 EXIT Charts

EXIT charts [tBKA04,tB01,AKtB04] allow us to investigate the convergence prop-
erties of the iterative decoding schemes without performing the actual decoding.
This is obtained by analyzing the exchange of mutual information between the
constituent decoders in consecutive iteration. Both the density evolution algorithm
and EXIT chart analysis provide the exact belief propagation decoding threshold
for transmission over a BEC. However, using EXIT charts in the search for design of
degree distributions in terms of transmission efficiency can often be formulated as a
convex optimization problem. Thus, applying well-known numerical methods allows
for an efficient design approach to obtain asymptotically good check-node degree
distributions for LT codes. In EXIT chart analysis, the resulting extrinsic mutual
information of the messages exchanged between check and variable nodes is tracked
for the message-passing decoder. To enable EXIT chart analysis, the decoder op-
eration is modeled as two sub-decoders exchanging extrinsic mutual information
values through two corresponding edge interleavers. An inner CND of degree j re-
ceives a priori messages from j interleaved VNDs and one message arriving from
the channel.

The decoder structure of an LT code for the AWGN channel is illustrated in
Figure 2.2, which consists of two sub-decoders exchanging extrinsic LLR values
through two corresponding edge interleavers. The inner CND of degree j receives a
priori LLRs from j interleaved VND messages and one message arriving from the
AWGN channel. It then converts LLRs into a posteriori LLRs to be exchanged with
the connected variable nodes. Let J(σ) denote the mutual information between a
binary random variable X and the noisy observation Y = X+Z, where Z is AWGN
with variance σ2

n,

J(σ) = 1− 1√
2πσn

+∞∫

−∞

e
−

(y−σ2
n/2)2

2σ2
n log2(1 + e−y)dy, (2.28)

as originally suggested in [tB01]. Here, J(σ) is monotonically increasing and there-
fore has a unique inverse, σ = J−1(I). Unfortunately, J(·) and J−1(·) cannot
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Figure 2.2: LT Decoder structure from an EXIT chart perspective.

be expressed in closed form, but they can be closely approximated as suggested
in [tBKA04, tB01].

To facilitate the use of EXIT charts, we consider the LT code as a series of
fixed-rate instances of an irregular LDGM code. The EXIT curve for the VND of
degree i can be formulated as [tBKA04]:

IE,V ND(IA,V ND, i) ≈ J
(√

(i− 1)σ2
V

)
, (2.29)

where σV is the standard deviation of a priori information coming from the CND
and given by σV = J−1(IA,V ND). Thus, the EXIT curve of the overall LT VND is
approximated as

IE,V ND(IA,V ND) ≈
λmax∑

i=1

λiIE,V ND(IA,V ND, i). (2.30)

As detailed in [tBKA04], the mutual information at the output of a check node with
incoming messages with a priori mutual information IA,CND can be approximated
by the mutual information at the output of a repetition code with incoming mes-
sages with mutual information 1 − IA,CND. Using this approximation, the EXIT
function of the CND of degree j can be computed as

IE,CND (IA,CND, j) ≈
(

1−J
(√

(j − 1)σ2
C + σ2

ch

))
, (2.31)

where σ2
C is the variance of the a priori information coming from the VND given by

σ2
C =

[
J−1(1− IA,CND)

]2
, and σ2

ch =
[
J−1

(
1− J(

√
4/σ2

n)
)]2

. Thus, the EXIT

curve of the overall LT CND is approximated as

IE,CND(IA,CND) ≈
ρmax∑

j=1

ρjIE,CND (IA,CND, j) . (2.32)

The corresponding EXIT chart then tracks the mutual information exchange be-
tween the two constituent decoders over iterations under the assumption of infinitely
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long codewords. As long as there is an open tunnel between the two EXIT curves,
the iterative decoding process converges.

The EXIT chart of an LT code for a BEC is equivalent to the corresponding
density evolution. The check-node EXIT function of an LT decoder over a BEC is
determined by [AKtB04]

IE,C(IA,C) =
∑

j

ρj(1− ǫ)(IA,C)j−1, (2.33)

where IA,C is the a priori information coming from the VND to the CND. Similarly,
the variable node EXIT function is given by [AKtB04]

IE,V (IA,V ) =
∑

i

λi(1− (1 − IA,V )i−1), (2.34)

where IA,V is the a priori information coming from the CND to the VND.

2.9 Differential Modulation

Differential modulation is a technique which allows demodulation without knowl-
edge of the carrier phase. Therefore, differential modulation provides a good trade-
off between receiver complexity and performance in communication systems. For
applications in fast varying channels, random phase and amplitude variations for
coherent demodulation are very difficult to track. In such cases, differential modu-
lations can be used to eliminate the phase tracking problem. In differentially mod-
ulated coded systems, the transmitter differentially encodes the input information.
Moreover, from a coding perspective, differential modulation may be viewed as a
memoryless mapper followed by a rate-one recursive convolutional encoder. Fol-
lowing the principles of serially concatenated turbo codes [BDMP98], a recursive
rate-one inner convolutional code can provide a coding gain without additional re-
dundancy. Differential modulation has been exploited for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems in [HS00, Hug00]. Differential modulated MIMO systems
do not require multichannel estimation but still provide impressive performance
improvement without sacrificing the bandwidth efficiency.

In particular, we will investigate the concatenation of minimum-shift keying
(MSK) with an outer LT code. Minimum-shift keying is a simple and efficient
constant-envelope modulation scheme, which is suitable for low-cost amplifiers with
nonlinearities. To further improve the energy efficiency, an outer channel code is
typically concatenated with the MSK mapper. Several coding schemes have been
proposed for coded MSK based on iterative demodulation and decoding. A Turbo-
like scheme with MSK modulation is investigated in [PW85], while a serial con-
catenation of an irregular repeat-accumulate outer code and MSK was presented
in [XA05]; both show good energy-efficiency, where the recursive nature of MSK
modulation has been exploited to obtain an interleaving gain [NAN03].
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A serial concatenation of an LT code with a differential quadrature phase-shift
keying (DQPSK) modulator is also considered for transmission over an AWGN
channel in the next chapter. While perfect channel state information is not required
at the receiver, the efficient differential decoding relies on the phase difference
of the received symbol and the preceding symbol. The serial concatenation of a
convolutional outer code with an inner differential encoder has been considered
in [HL98,NS99]. Based on these observations, next chapter is devoted to investigate
differentially modulated LT coded systems to exploit the inherent coding gain of
differential modulations.



Chapter 3

Differentially Modulated LT Coded Systems

T
his chapter investigates a concatenated structure of rateless codes with dif-
ferential modulators. In particular, we consider two different scenarios; when
LT codes are concatenated as an outer code with minimum-shift keying

(MSK) and the serial concatenation of an LT code with a differential quadrature
phase-shift keying (DQPSK) modulator. The asymptotic convergence threshold is
analyzed from an EXIT chart perspective. Furthermore, with the aid of an EXIT
chart framework, we develop an algorithm to obtain degree distributions for im-
proved performance of differentially modulated LT coded systems.

This chapter commences with a description of a generalized system model for a
differentially modulated LT coded structure in Section 3.1 while the details of the
corresponding iterative decoding algorithm can be found in Section 3.2. The EXIT
chart analysis and optimized degree distributions design are outlined in Section 3.3.
To verify the EXIT chart analysis, some numerical examples are given in Section 3.4.
Finally to summarize the chapter, concluding remarks are given in Section 3.5.

3.1 System Model

We consider a system model consisting of a serial concatenation of an LT code
with a differential modulator as illustrated in Figure 3.1. For nonsystematic LT
codes, K information bits, represented by u = [u1, u2, . . . , uK ], are encoded into
N coded bits c = [c1, c2, . . . , cN ] at a given instance of LT encoding. Similarly, for
systematic LT codes we have c = [u1, u2, . . . , uK , p1, . . . , pN−K ], where pi is the ith
parity bit generated by the LT encoder. The LT encoding process for generating
coded bits is outlined in Algorithm 2.1. During the encoding process, the encoder
randomly selects a certain number of information bits based on a predetermined
degree distribution Ω(x) detailed in (2.15). The selected information bits are added
modulo-2 (XOR) to form a coded bit. The resulting coded bits vector c is given
as input to the mapper. The mapped sequence is then given as an input into the
differential modulator along with a corresponding tailing symbol. In this thesis,
we restrict our analysis to the concatenated structure of an LT code with MSK

37
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Figure 3.1: Transmission model of a differentially modulated LT coded system.

and DQPSK modulators. Nevertheless, the results can be readily extended to other
differential modulators. For an LT coded MSK system4, the modulated symbol
sequence from the MSK modulator x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN+1] is transmitted over an
AWGN channel, where xN+1 is a tail symbol. Similarly, for an LT coded DQPSK
system, the sequence of coded bits c is mapped to a sequence of quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK) symbols s = [s0, s1, . . . , sN/2+1], where si =

√
Ese

jθk , using
Gray mapping [ALSO04]. For notational simplicity the symbol energy is normalized
to Es = 1, and θk ∈ [0, π/2, π, 3π/2]. The symbol sequence s is then differentially
encoded into x = [x0, x1, . . . , xN/2+1], using xi = xi−1si and x−1 = 1.

We define the rate of a differentially modulated LT coded system at any instance
as R = K/N . The differentially modulated sequence x is transmitted over the
AWGN channel. The received sequence is described as

y = x + n, (3.1)

where n is a sequence of independent, identically distributed AWGN samples of
mean zero and variance σ2 = N0/2 and N0 is the one-sided power spectral density
of the AWGN channel.

3.2 Decoding Algorithm

At the receiver of a differentially modulated LT coded system, standard iterative de-
coding for a serially concatenated structure is performed as outlined in [BDMP98].
The iterative decoder of a generalized differentially modulated LT coded system
is shown in Figure 3.2, where the mapper and the demapper perform the cor-
responding symbol-to-bit and bit-to-symbol LLR conversions, respectively. The

4The mapper and demapper are not needed for the LT coded MSK system. However, we make
the system model for the general case.
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Figure 3.2: The iterative decoder of a differentially modulated LT coded system.

inner decoder is first decoded using the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Ravi (BCJR) algo-
rithm [BCJR74] based on the trellis diagram of the differential modulator. The
inner decoder receives both channel LLR values (L-values) as well as the a priori
L-values from the outer LT decoder. Since the MSK inner decoder operates on bit
level, the corresponding mapper and demapper blocks are not needed. For an LT
coded MSK system the channel L-values can be calculated as

L
(i)
ch = ln

p(yi|xi = 0)

p(yi|xi = 1)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N + 1, (3.2)

where p(yi|xi) is the conditional probability density function of the channel. Sim-

ilarly, for an LT coded DQPSK system, the corresponding L-value vector L
(i)
ch =(

L
(i)
ch (1), L

(i)
ch (2), L

(i)
ch (3)

)
, determined as follows:

L
(i)
ch (m) = ln

p(yi|xi = ej(mπ/2)

p(yi|xi = 1)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N/2 + 1, (3.3)

wherem ∈ [1, 2, 3]. Based on the a priori information from the LT decoder, the inner
BCJR decoder calculates the L-value for each transmitted symbol at iteration l as

L
(l)
BCJR(xi) = ln

p(xi = 0|Lch, L
(l−1)
BCJR,A)

p(xi = 1|Lch, L
(l−1)
BCJR,A)

. (3.4)

As the inner DQPSK BCJR decoder operates on symbol level, the symbol L-value
vector is in turn converted into two bit L-values by the mapper. After passing
through the subtractor and mapper, the corresponding L-values serve as an input
to the LT decoder as shown in Figure 3.2.

We denote the iteration between the inner BCJR decoder and the outer LT de-
coder as a global iteration. For each global iteration, there are Q > 1 local iterations
within the LT decoder. The variable nodes and check nodes in an LT code graph are
corresponding to the information bits and coded bits, respectively. The update rule
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from check node j to variable node i is denoted by L
(l,q)
cj→vi and described as [ES06]

L(l,q)
cj→vi

= 2 tanh−1


tanh


L

(l)
LT,Aj

2




∏

í∈N (cj)\(vi)

tanh

(
L

(l,q−1)
ví→cj

2

)
 , (3.5)

where l and q are the indices of the global and the local iterations, respectively. Here,

L
(l)
LT,Aj

is the corresponding a priori L-value from the BCJR decoder. Moreover,

N (cj) \ (vi) denotes the set of variable nodes connected to check node j except
variable node i. Likewise, the message passed from variable node i to check node j
in a nonsystematic LT code is determined as [ES06]

L(l,q)
vi→cj

=
∑

j́∈N (vi)\(cj)

L(l,q)
cj́→vi

, (3.6)

where N (vi) \ (cj) denotes the set of check nodes connected to variable node i
except check node j. For a systematic LT code, the message passed from variable
node i to check node j can be determined as

L(l,q)
vi→cj

= L
(l)
LT,Ai

+
∑

j́∈N (vi)\(cj)

L(l,q)
cj́→vi

. (3.7)

After a full cycle of local iterations, the extrinsic L-value from the LT decoder to
the inner decoder is determined as

L
(l)
LT(cj) = 2 tanh−1




∏

i∈N (cj)

tanh

(
L

(l,Q)
vi→cj

2

)
 . (3.8)

After passing through the subtractor, the sequence of such L-values provide new a
priori information for the next global iteration. The global iterations are terminated
when a suitable stopping criterion is fulfilled. Afterwards, the final a posteriori L-
values of the variable nodes determined as

L(l)(vi) =
∑

j∈N (vi)

L(l,Q)
cj→vi

, (3.9)

for nonsystematic LT codes and as

L(l)(vi) = L
(l)
LT,Ai

+
∑

j∈N (vi)

L(l,Q)
cj→vi

, (3.10)

for systematic LT codes. The final a posteriori L-values are the basis for hard
decisions to provide the decoded information sequence û.
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3.3 Performance Analysis

This section provides the EXIT chart analysis for a differentially modulated LT
coded system. The convergence threshold of differentially modulated systematic
and nonsystematic LT coded systems are determined in Subsection 3.3.1. To ob-
tain degree distributions for an improved convergence threshold performance, an
algorithm is proposed in Subsection 3.3.2.

3.3.1 EXIT Chart Analysis

To determine the convergence performance of the proposed differentially modulated
systematic and nonsystematic LT coded systems, we consider EXIT chart analysis.
The overall decoder is a serial concatenation of a BCJR decoder, an LT check-node
decoder (CND), and an LT variable-node decoder (VND). EXIT chart analysis
allows us to investigate the convergence behavior of iterative decoding schemes for
the fixed-rate codes. To facilitate the use of the EXIT chart, we therefore consider
fixed-rate instances of the rateless coding strategy. We model the global iterative
process by considering the two constituent decoders, the BCJR decoder and the LT
decoder. Then, we describe the respective input-output mutual information (MI)
transfer functions, referred to the corresponding EXIT curves.

The EXIT curve for the BCJR decoder is obtained using standard techniques
[tB01]. Under the assumption that the input a priori L-values are Gaussian dis-
tributed, then a priori MI to the BCJR decoder is determined as [tB01]

IA,BCJR = 1−
∫ +∞

−∞

exp

(
−1

2σ2
A

(
y − σ2

A

2

)2
)

log2(1 + e−y)√
2πσA

dy, (3.11)

where σA is the variance of the a priori L-values. For the decoder to converge, the
extrinsic information should be providing improved information about the trans-
mitted symbols at each iteration. We can then determine the EXIT curve for the
BCJR decoder as follows. A consistent sequence of L-values is generated according
to a Gaussian distribution corresponding to a specific value of a priori MI, and
passed through the BCJR decoder along with channel L-values Lch. The output
extrinsic L-values of the BCJR decoder denoted by E are then collected in a his-
togram, which is subsequently an estimate of the corresponding output distribution
function p(E|x). The output MI of the BCJR decoder is finally determined as

IE,BCJR =
1

2

∫

e∈E

∑

x∈±1

p(e|x) log2

2p(e|x)

p(e|x = 1) + p(e|x = −1)
de. (3.12)

To obtain an EXIT curve for the LT decoder, an infinite number of local iterations
should in principle be performed to accurately obtain the input-output MI rela-
tionship. However, to get an operational approximation, we iterate until no further
improvement in the output MI of the LT decoder is observed. The EXIT curves
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Figure 3.3: EXIT chart of the systematic and nonsystematic LT coded MSK systems
at R = 3/4.

for the systematic and nonsystematic LT codes, respectively, are determined using
the same approach. In this case, however, the respective systematic and nonsystem-
atic LT decoders are used to generate histograms, and subsequently EXIT curves.
The corresponding EXIT chart of the overall decoder then tracks the MI exchange
between the two constituent decoders over iterations under the assumption of in-
finitely long codewords. As long as there is an open tunnel between the two EXIT
curves, the global iterative decoding process converges.

Even though the EXIT analysis is not directly applicable to variable-rate codes,
we gain insight by considering EXIT charts for a family of rate-compatible fixed-rate
codes, where the degree distribution detailed in [Sho06] is used. From Figure 3.3,
we can observe that at Eb/N0 = 3.2 dB and R = 3/4, there is a narrow gap
between the EXIT curve of the MSK inner decoder and the nonsystematic LT
decoder EXIT curve. In contrast, the EXIT curve of the systematic LT decoder
crosses the MSK inner decoder EXIT curve. Here, Eb is the energy per information
bit as described in Chapter 2. For high rates, a nonsystematic LT code provides a
slightly lower decoding threshold than a systematic LT code which is demonstrated
in Figure 3.3. However as the rate decreases, which translates into more parity
bits being transmitted by the rateless code, the systematic LT coded MSK system
shows significant gains in decoding threshold. This trend can be clearly observed
from Figures 3.4. We also observed from our exhaustive search that the systematic
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Figure 3.4: EXIT chart of the systematic and nonsystematic LT coded MSK system
at R = 1/2.

codes have a lower decoding threshold for code rates up to R = 0.59. At higher
rates, nonsystematic codes exhibit a modest gain in decoding threshold. For LT
coded DQPSK systems, we present Figure 3.5 showing the corresponding EXIT
curves for a fixed rate R = 1/2. We also observe in this case that the systematic
LT code has a better convergence threshold, which turns out to be at 1.0 dB as
compared to 1.2 dB for the nonsystematic code. Systematic LT codes are found to
have a threshold advantage for fixed rates below R = 0.56 when used as the outer
code with DQPSK modulator. Above this rate the nonsystematic counterparts are
better. The choice of systematic versus nonsystematic codes therefore depends on
the expected operational rate.

3.3.2 Design of Optimized Degree Distribution

The error probability performance and the convergence behavior of an LT code
are primarily determined by the check-node degree distribution Ω(x) detailed in
(2.15). Suitable degree distributions have been found for the BEC [Sho06] and
AWGN channel [ES06]. Here, we want to optimize the degree distribution for the
serial concatenation of an LT code and a differential modulator, using the EXIT
curve-fitting technique originally proposed in [tBK03].
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Figure 3.5: EXIT chart of systematic and nonsystematic LT codes with DQPSK at
R = 1/2.

Following the approach in [FFRC05], we define the following metric function

f(ρ(x)) = min
I∈(0,1)

{IE,BCJR(I)− I−1
E,LT(I)} (3.13)

to determine whether or not the tunnel between the two EXIT curves is open. Here
ρ(x) is the corresponding check edge-perspective degree distribution determined
by (2.22). If the tunnel is open, then the EXIT curves only touch at the point of
full MI, i.e., for I = 1, in which case f(ρ(x)) = 0. If the tunnel is closed for I < 1,
then f(ρ(x)) < 0. We search for a suitable degree distribution as follows: First,
we start with an initial degree distribution, Eb/N0, and a target rate R. Then a
set of free parameters of the degree distribution is identified for the optimization
process, and f(ρ(x)) is evaluated. If f(ρ(x)) = 0, Eb/N0 is decreased to ensure
the tunnel is closed, i.e., f(ρ(x)) < 0. The set of free variables is then randomly
perturbed by a zero-mean Gaussian disturbance with variance σ2

d to obtain a new
degree distribution ρ̃(x). If f(ρ̃(x)) ≤ f(ρ(x)), then ρ̃(x) is discarded and a new
perturbation is made. Otherwise, ρ(x) is replaced with ρ̃(x). If the tunnel opens
again, then we decrease the Eb/N0 value. This process continues until a maximum
number of steps have been completed. As a result, we may obtain an improved
degree distribution ρ(x) for a given operating Eb/N0 value and target code rate R.
As an example, we determine a new degree distribution for the LT coded DQPSK
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Figure 3.6: EXIT chart an LT coded DQPSK scheme optimized for AWGN and
DQPSK-AWGN at R = 1/2 .

system with the target rate R = 1/2 and maximum 100 steps, described as

Ω(x) = 0.1403x+ 0.4920x2 + 0.1472x3 + 0.0905x4 (3.14)

+ 0.0739x5 + 0.0060x8 + 0.0110x14 + 0.0346x30.

In Figure 3.6, the EXIT curves are plotted for an LT code using the optimized
degree distribution and the degree distribution detailed in [ES06], respectively. We
note that the convergence threshold for the new degree distribution is 1.2 dB as
compared to 2.7 dB for the distribution optimized for an AWGN channel. Similar
observations are also made for an LT coded MSK system. Furthermore, the opti-
mized degree distribution not only exhibits a better threshold but also enjoys lower
complexity. The average check-node degree of our optimized degree distribution is
3.54 as compared to 11.84 for the degree distribution in [ES06]. Since the inherent
structure of LT codes is similar to LDGM codes, lower check-node degrees typically
lead to a lower threshold but a higher error floor [LGF10]. The relatively high er-
ror floor of LT codes can be solved by concatenating a high rate outer code to an
LT code as originally suggested for Raptor codes [ES06]. The performance com-
parison of the LT coded DQPSK and a Raptor coded DQPSK is demonstrated in
Figure 3.7. Here, we compare the convergence performance of a fixed-rate R = 1/2
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Figure 3.7: EXIT chart comparison of nonsystematic LT coded DQPSK system and
Raptor coded DQPSK system for R = 1/2.
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Figure 3.9: BER performance of an LT coded MSK system at R = 1/2.

Raptor code with a nonsystematic LT code as inner code based on the degree distri-
bution optimized for DQPSK and detailed in (3.14). For the pre-coder of the Raptor
code, we use a rate R = 0.95 LDPC code with left regular distribution of variable
nodes of regular degree 3 and check nodes having Poisson distribution [Sho06]. In
Figure 3.7, we observe that the two codes have virtually identical EXIT curves,
and thus exhibit the same convergence characteristics asymptotically. The map-
ping from bits to symbols in higher-order modulation schemes is important for bit
error performance. With iterative decoding, the mapping can be optimized through
EXIT chart analysis [BR09]. For DQPSK only two mappings are relevant; namely
the Gray mapping and the natural mapping. In Figure 3.8, we observe that the Gray
mapping is significantly better in terms of the convergence threshold as compared
to the natural mapping. For higher-order modulation formats the Gray mapping
may not necessarily be the best choice [BR09].

3.4 Numerical Results

To investigate how well our EXIT chart analysis follows the finite-length code per-
formance, we evaluate the BER performance for LT coded MSK and DQPSK sys-
tems for rate R = 1/2. For the LT coded MSK system the bit error rate (BER) is
obtained for information block lengths 2000 and 5000, respectively. The LT outer
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Figure 3.10: BER performance of the systematic and nonsystematic LT code with
DQPSK for R = 1/2.

decoder is allowed to perform a maximum of 50 local iterations, while a maximum of
100 global iterations is permitted. The BER results are shown in Figure 3.9, where
we observe that the systematic LT codes concatenated with MSK substantially
outperform their corresponding nonsystematic counterparts based on the degree
distribution detailed in [Sho06]. We can easily observe the improved performance
of the systematic codes as compared to the corresponding nonsystematic codes in
Figure 3.9. Furthermore, the numerical results follow the predictions obtained from
EXIT chart analysis. Similarly, to demonstrate the convergence threshold and error
floor for the proposed LT and Raptor coded DQPSK systems, we provide numeri-
cal results in Figure 3.10. We consider both a systematic and a nonsystematic LT
coded DQPSK scheme for a fixed-rate R = 1/2 over an AWGN channel. The de-
gree distribution in (3.14) is used for this example. We observe that the convergence
thresholds are in line with predictions based on the EXIT chart analysis. The error
floor for the systematic code is improved due to a higher average variable-node
degree as compared to its nonsystematic counterpart. Figure 3.10 clearly indicates
that the Raptor code performs better than the LT codes especially in the error floor
region. By observing a high error floor of LT codes, next chapter is devoted to the
error floor analysis of LT codes.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the design of differentially modulated LT coded systems using
EXIT chart analysis has been investigated. In particular, we have evaluated the
performance of LT codes over MSK and DQPSK modulator for transmission over
AWGN channels. To gain insight into the behavior of rateless LT codes through
EXIT charts, we have considered a rate-compatible family of fixed-rate differen-
tially modulated LT coded systems. Subsequently, it has been shown that system-
atic LT coded MSK and DQPSK provide a lower decoding threshold than their
corresponding nonsystematic counterparts for rates below R = 0.59 and R = 0.56,
respectively. Moreover, with the aid of EXIT curve-fitting, we have proposed a
suitable design approach for the degree distribution optimization of concatenated
differentially modulated LT coded schemes.





Chapter 4

Error Floor Analysis of LT Codes

A
s demonstrated in the previous chapter, the original stand-alone LT codes
exhibit a high error floor. Therefore, we focus on the error floor problem
of LT codes over noisy channels in this chapter. The inherent structure of

an LT code is similar to an irregular nonsystematic LDGM code. Consequently, LT
codes suffer from a high error floor for transmission over noisy channels due to poor
minimum-distance properties. Thus, we provide modifications to the structure of
an LT code to reduce the error floor. More specifically, the error floor behavior of
LT codes and its relation to the variable-node distribution have been investigated.

We commence this chapter with a brief motivation for reducing the error floor
in Section 4.1. The conventional LT encoding process is detailed in Section 4.2.
Then in Section 4.3, we derive a lower bound on the bit error rate for LT codes and
provide a modified encoding scheme to reduce the error floor. To characterize the
consequences of the modified encoding process on the convergence threshold, we
present the corresponding EXIT chart analysis in Section 4.4. To verify our error
floor and EXIT chart analysis, we provide some numerical examples in Section 4.5.
Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Motivation

Turbo and LDPC codes can achieve performance close to the Shannon theoretical
limit but exhibit higher encoding and decoding complexity [BGT93,Gal62]. Thus,
these codes are not suitable for low-complexity applications. Alternatively, LDGM
codes offer similar performance [GFZ03] with an encoder complexity comparable to
that of turbo codes and much less than that of LDPC codes. However, due to poor
minimum-distance properties, LDGM codes suffer from a high error floor and are
asymptotically poor [Mac99,GFZ03]. Due to the sub-optimal nature of the iterative
decoding, the error floor remains an open problem in LDGM-like codes. Since an LT
code can be regarded as an instance of an LDGM code with time variant generator
matrix, it exhibits a high error floor over noisy channels [PY04]. Many applications
such as data storage and optical communication require high reliability. Therefore,

51
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Information bits
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Figure 4.1: Encoding graph of an LT code at code rate R = K/N .

it is quite important to investigate the error floor performance of LT codes and
design LT codes for high-reliability applications.

Substantial research efforts have been focused on concatenating outer code for
improving the error floor in LDGM-like codes. Thus to reduce the error floor in
LT codes, the classical approach is to apply a serial concatenation of a high-rate
precoder to the original LT codes [Sho06,ES06]. Since the error floor performance is
mainly determined by the LT code in the concatenated structure [Sho06], the con-
catenation will clearly increase the encoding and decoding complexities. Therefore,
we focus on the design of a stand-alone LT code as the structure of an LT code is
yet to be investigated in terms of the error floor. The error floor of LDGM codes has
been improved by a serial concatenation structure in [GFZ03, ZLGF03]. Contrary
to LDGM codes, two LT codes cannot be connected in a serial concatenation to im-
prove error floor due to rateless transmission. Thus, exploiting the structure of an
LT code for reducing error floor is an important and interesting research problem.

4.2 System Model

The encoding process of an LT code is described in Algorithm 2.1. A vector u =
[u1, u2, . . . , uK ]T of K information bits is encoded into a codeword vector c =
[c1, c2, . . . , cN ]T of N coded bits. Coded bits are generated and transmitted until
the receiver feeds back an acknowledgment that decoding is successfully completed.
The number of encoded bits as well as the instantaneous rate of the code R = K/N
are therefore random variables. The encoding graph of the LT code is shown in
Figure 4.1 for a given rate R at time instance t. The information and coded bits
are represented by variable and check nodes in the code graph, respectively. The
encoded bits are transmitted using BPSK with unit energy over an AWGN channel.
Thus, the received vector is y = x + n where x is the modulated codeword, and
n is a vector of zero-mean identical and independently distributed (i.i.d.) white
Gaussian noise samples with variance σ2

n = N0/2, where N0 is the one-sided power
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spectral density of the AWGN channel. The corresponding channel LLR vector can
be computed as

Lch,j = log
p(yj |xj = +1)

p(yj |xj = −1)
=

2

σ2
n

yj, ∀ j = 1, . . . , N, (4.1)

where p(yj |xj) is the conditional probability density function of the AWGN channel.
At the receiver side, iterative decoding is performed through message-passing be-

tween variable nodes and check nodes given in [ES06] and described in Section 2.6.2.
LT codes were originally designed for the binary erasure channel, and thus in that
case the decoder knows when decoding has been successful. Unfortunately, this is
not the case for transmission over noisy channels. A typical approach is to encode
the information bits with a high-rate error-detection code prior to LT encoding. By
selecting an appropriate error-detection code the probability of decoding errors can
be made as small as desired. For conceptual simplicity, we consider here the case
of perfect error detection where the receiver knows immediately when a codeword
is correctly decoded.

4.3 Error Floor Analysis

In the encoding process of conventional LT codes, the information bits are selected
uniformly-at-random to determine an encoded bit using a predetermined degree
distribution Ω(x) as detailed in (2.15). As a consequence, the degree attributed to
each information bit can be modeled as a random variable with binomial distri-
bution, and hence the variable-node degree distribution can be approximated by a
Poisson distribution [ES06]. The variable-node degree distribution Λ(x) is given in
(2.18). To investigate the error floor observed for LT codes used for transmission
over an AWGN channel, we consider a lower bound on the bit error rate (BER). We
break up the decoder into a set of sub-decoders, one sub-decoder for each variable-
node degree i, and consider the statistics of the corresponding messages between
check and variable nodes exchanged in a particular sub-decoder. We assume that
the LLRs from the channel are symmetric and Gaussian distributed with mean
2/σ2

n and variance 4/σ2
n [tBKA04]. Furthermore, we assume that the messages ex-

changed from variable nodes to check nodes in the final iteration are perfect. The
assumption of perfect messages is asymptotically true for high signal-to-noise ra-
tio. It follows that the messages from a check node to variable nodes are Gaussian
distributed with mean m = 2/σ2

n and variance σ2 = 4/σ2
n. Therefore, the final

message at a sub-decoder with variable-node degree i is Gaussian distributed with
mean mi = 2i/σ2

n and variance σ2
i = 4i/σ2

n. Assuming that the all-zero codeword
is sent, then the corresponding bit error rate is determined by

Pe,i =
1√

2πσi

∫ 0

−∞

e−(x−mi)2/2σ2
i dx

= Q

(
mi

σi

)
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Lower bounds of LT codes for R = 1/2.

where the Q−function is the tail probability of a standard normal distribution.
Assuming infinite-length codewords, the overall BER of the LT decoder is then
lower-bounded by

PLT ≥
Λmax∑

i=1

ΛiQ

(
mi

σi

)
. (4.3)

As an example, consider the check-node degree distribution proposed in [HXR11b]
with a maximum degree of 30 and an average degree of 3.67. The lower bound on
the BER is obtained from (4.3) by using the variable-node degree distribution. To
investigate the behavior of the lower bound, we sequentially remove variable nodes
with the smallest degree in the computation of (4.3). The lower bounds (LB) for the
original code, as well as the cases of minimum variable degree 2, 3 and 4 are shown
in Figure 4.2 for R = 1/2. As predicted by (4.3), we observe that the lower bound
significantly diminishes as lower-degree variable nodes are removed. This example
indicates that the error floor is mainly determined by variable nodes connected to a
relatively small number of check nodes causing them to be inherently unreliable. To
further elaborate, two different variable-node degree distributions corresponding to
check-node degree distributions detailed in [HXR11b] and [Sho06], respectively, are
shown in Figure 4.3. The degree distributions marked as DD1 and DD2 in Figure 4.3
have average check-node degrees of 3.67 and 5.87, respectively. We observe that
some fraction of small degrees is present, which will subsequently make significant
contributions to the error floor. From Figure 4.3, we can also observe that the degree
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Figure 4.3: Variable-node degree distributions at R = 1/2.

distribution with higher average check-node degree has a relatively lower fraction
of small degree as compared to the degree distribution of lower average check-node
degree. It is worth noting that a check-node degree distribution with higher average
degree results in a lower error floor but typically leads to a higher complexity and
a higher convergence threshold. Similar observations and conclusions have been
made for LDGM codes [LGF10] and irregular repeat-accumulate codes [JKM00].
To improve the error floor performance of LT codes, we need to remove lower-degree
variable nodes. For this purpose, we modify the encoding process and introduce a
degree look-up table that keeps track of the variable-node degrees and provides
candidate variable nodes for the check node selection process. Here, our goal is
to maximize the minimum variable-node degree. The modified encoding scheme is
outlined in Algorithm 4.1.

In the best-case scenario the proposed encoding process results in a regular
variable-node degree distribution; however, in general it leads to regularized variable-
node degree distribution with two consecutive degrees as determined by

Λ̄(x) = Λ̄dv−1x
dv−1 + Λ̄dvx

dv ,
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Initialization: Set the degrees of all variable nodes to zero in the degree
look-up table, and let xℓ be the number of variable nodes with the lowest
variable-node degree ℓ.

while no feedback message is received from the decoder do

Step 1: From a given check-node degree distribution Ω(x), randomly
select a degree j for encoding.
Step 2:

if j < xℓ then

Randomly select j variable nodes of degree ℓ.
else if (j > xℓ) ∧ (j − xℓ) < xℓ+1 then

Select the xℓ variable nodes of degree ℓ and randomly select (j−xℓ)
variable nodes of degree ℓ+ 1.

else if (j > xℓ) ∧ (j − xℓ) > xℓ+1 then

Select the xℓ variable nodes of degree ℓ, the xℓ+1 variable nodes of
degree ℓ + 1 and randomly select (j − xℓ − xℓ+1) variable nodes of
degree ℓ+ 2.

else

Keep extending the process depending on the degree distribution
Ω(x).

end if

Step 3: Update the degree look-up table.
Step 4: Compute the final value of the encoded bit as the module-2
sum of the selected j information bits.

end while

Algorithm 4.1 (Proposed LT Encoding)

where dv = ⌊µ⌋+ 1, Λ̄dv = µ−⌊µ⌋, Λ̄dv + Λ̄dv−1 = 1, and µ is the average variable-
node degree determined by (2.21). Here, ⌊x⌋ is the floor function and is largest
integer not greater than x. The modified variable-node degree distribution will not
only improve the error floor performance but also simplify the lower bound. The
resulting lower bound on the BER of modified LT code reduces to

PPLT ≥
dv∑

i=dv−1

Λ̄iQ

(
mi

σi

)
. (4.4)

Interestingly, the encoding and decoding complexities of our proposed scheme are
virtually the same as that of conventional LT codes since the number of edges is
the same as that of a conventional LT code. However, we need a look-up table at
the encoder to keep track of the variable-node degrees. For this purpose, we need K
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memory units to realize the look-up table. Our proposed LT encoding scheme may
require additional encoding time. Nevertheless, our software simulations indicate
that the additional encoding time required by the look-up table is negligible.

4.4 Convergence Threshold Analysis

The waterfall region of an LDGM code for transmission over an AWGN chan-
nel is mainly determined by the maximum check-node degrees [LGF10]. As our
proposed modification does not affect the check-node degrees of the LT code, we
expect no significant performance degradation of the convergence threshold. To
support our expectations, we investigate the convergence behavior of the modified
scheme using EXIT chart analysis. Since the EXIT chart framework is based on the
edge-perspective degree distributions, the corresponding check and variable edge-
perspective degree distribution ρ(x) and λ(x) can be determined by (2.22). The
EXIT curve for the LT VND can be expressed as [tBKA04]

IE,V ND(IA,V ND) ≈
λmax∑

i=1

λiIE,V ND(IA,V ND, i), (4.5)

where IE,V ND(IA,V ND, i) is defined in (2.29) and λmax is the maximum edge-
perspective variable-node degree. Similarly, the EXIT function of the LT CND
can be approximated as

IE,CND(IA,CND) ≈
ρmax∑

j=1

ρjIE,CND (IA,CND, j) , (4.6)

where IE,CND (IA,CND, j) is defined in (2.31) and ρmax is the maximum edge-
perspective degree of the check nodes. The EXIT curve of the CND is the same for
both the proposed LT code and conventional LT code; however, the VND EXIT
curve function for the proposed LT code is simplified into

IE,P V ND(IA,V ND) ≈
dv∑

i=dv−1

λ̄iIE,V ND(IA,V ND, i), (4.7)

where λ̄i = iΛ̄i/µ.
As an example, the EXIT curves of the conventional and proposed LT codes

for fixed rates of R = 3/4, R = 1/2, and R = 1/4 are shown in Figure 4.4,
using (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7). From Figure 4.4, we observe that the VND EXIT
curves for conventional and modified LT codes are virtually the same and thus
practically no degradation of the convergence threshold for the proposed LT code
is observed for rates up to R = 1/2. Interestingly, however, we further observe that
the modified coding scheme exhibits an improved convergence threshold for higher
rates in addition to the lower error floor. The corresponding convergence threshold
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Table 4.1: Convergence threshold comparison of conventional and proposed LT
codes

Code rate (R) Threshold (dB)
Conventional LT

Threshold (dB)
Proposed LT

9/10 >10 4.3

3/4 4.5 3.2

2/3 3.5 2.4

1/2 3.0 3.0

1/3 1.9 1.9

1/4 1.5 1.5

comparison between the conventional and the proposed LT codes for different rates
is shown in Table 4.1. The lower convergence performance of the original LT codes
for higher rates can be attributed to the shape of the outer VND EXIT curve. The
corresponding extrinsic mutual information IE,V ND remains less than 1 and causes
the tunnel between the CND and VND curves to close for a large range of Eb/N0

values.
Although the results presented here are based on the check-node degree distri-
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Figure 4.5: The BER for K = 2000 and R = 1/2.

bution proposed in [HXR11b], similar characteristics are observed for the degree
distributions in [Sho06] and [ES06]. Here, the degree distribution in [HXR11b] is
chosen since the later degree distributions have much higher average check-node de-
grees, and thus also have much higher average variable-node degrees. This in turn
results in a much lower error floor which makes it more challenging to numerically
demonstrate the effects of our modified LT encoding structure. The modified LT
codes are observed to exhibit the same benefits for the binary symmetric channel,
and can easily be applied to other related channel models such as the fast-fading
Rayleigh channel [PBL03] or the block-fading channel [BPS98].

4.5 Simulation Results

To demonstrate the error floor and convergence threshold for the proposed LT
code, we consider a rate R = 1/2 example with an information block length of
K = 2000 bits for transmission over an AWGN channel. The check-node degree
distribution used in our simulations is based on [HXR11b]. Figure 4.5 compares
the BER performance of the proposed LT code with a conventional LT code. The
corresponding lower bounds are also included for reference. As expected the pro-
posed LT code performs considerably better than the conventional LT code in the
error floor region without any degradation in the waterfall region. We also observe
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Figure 4.6: The BER as a function of R−1 at Eb/N0=3 dB.
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that the lower bound is not tight due to the assumption of perfect messages from
the variable nodes in the final iteration. The BER performance of the proposed LT
code is presented in Figure 4.6 as a function of the inverse code rate at fixed Eb/N0

of 3 dB. We conclude that the proposed LT code improves performance over all
code rates for rateless operation as compared to the conventional LT code. Again
for reference, the lower bounds of the conventional and proposed LT codes are also
included in Figure 4.6. It may be noted that the lower bounds are tighter at lower
code rates. For rateless operation, the comparison of the proposed LT codes and
conventional LT codes is depicted in Figure 4.7. For reference, the corresponding
lower bounds are also drawn in Figure 4.7. We can easily observe the significant
performance improvement of our proposed LT codes in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.8,
we compare the BER performance of a Raptor code using the proposed LT code as
a component code and a conventional Raptor code. For the precoder of the Raptor
code, we use a rate R = 0.95 LDPC code with variable-node degree 3 and check
nodes having Poisson distribution. Again we consider the case of R = 1/2. The
error floor is not visible; however, the improvement in BER of the proposed Raptor
code is evident.
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4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have derived a lower bound for the BER of LT codes over
AWGN channels by exploiting that an LT code is a sequence of instances of an
irregular nonsystematic LDGM code. Analyzing the lower bound, we have con-
cluded that the error floor is predominantly determined by the low-degree variable
nodes. Then, a modified encoding process has been proposed which removes such
low-degree variable nodes, leading to an almost regular variable-node degree distri-
bution. The corresponding convergence threshold performance has been determined
through EXIT chart analysis and also found to be virtually the same as the original
LT code. Although the analysis has been performed for the AWGN channel, it is
straightforward to extend the results to other noisy channels.



Chapter 5

Design of LT Codes for Erasure Channels

T
his chapter focuses on the design of LT codes for transmission over era-
sure channels based on EXIT chart analysis. In particular, we formulate an
optimization problem to determine asymptotically good check-node degree

distributions in terms of overhead. We further extend the modified encoding scheme
described in the previous chapter to LT codes for transmission over erasure chan-
nels, thus improving the erasure-floor performance at the expense of overhead. The
two approaches are combined to jointly improve the overhead and erasure floor by
incorporating the proposed encoding strategy into a convex optimization problem.
Furthermore, we extend the proposed encoding scheme to obtain a higher level of
unequal erasure protection capabilities for LT codes.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we briefly recap the pre-
liminaries of LT codes and EXIT chart for the binary erasure channels discussed
in Chapter 2. The design and performance analysis of LT codes are detailed in
Section 5.2. The extension of the modified LT encoding process for unequal erasure
protection is carried out in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we summarize our numerical
results and concluding remarks of the chapter are offered in Section 5.5.

5.1 LT Codes for Erasure Channels

In this chapter, we consider the transmission of LT codes over erasure channels.
Encoded bits are generated by adding rows to the generator matrix as discussed in
Algorithm 2.1. The encoded bits are generated using a check-node degree distribu-
tion Ω(x) described in (2.15). The corresponding variable-node degree distribution
is also give in (2.18). For transmission over a BEC, some of the N transmitted bits

are erased and hence decoding is realized only on the N̂ ≤ N correctly received
coded bits. The use of EXIT charts for a code design has proven successful for
graph-based coding schemes [AKtB04]. In fact, the design of the check-node de-
gree distribution can be formulated as a convex optimization problem based on an
EXIT chart approach. Since the EXIT chart and density evolution are based on the
edge-perspective distributions, we need edge-perspective variable and check-node

63
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degree distributions to characterize the asymptotic erasure rate performance. For
an LT code, we denote the variable and check edge-perspective degree distributions
by λ(x) and ρ(x), respectively. The relationships between the node-perspective and
edge-perspective degree distributions are described in (2.22). As discussed in Chap-
ter 2, the decoder operation is modeled as two sub-decoders exchanging extrinsic
mutual information values through two corresponding edge interleavers. An inner
check-node decoder (CND) of degree j receives a priori messages from j interleaved
variable-node decoders (VNDs) and one message arriving from the channel. Recall
from Chapter 2 that the check-node EXIT function of an LT decoder is determined
by [AKtB04]

IE,C(IA,C) =
∑

j

ρj(1− ǫ)(IA,C)j−1, (5.1)

where IA,C is the a priori information coming from the VND to the CND. Similarly,
the variable node EXIT function is given by [AKtB04]

IE,V (IA,V ) =
∑

i

λi(1− (1 − IA,V )i−1), (5.2)

where IA,V is the a priori information coming from the CND to the VND.
The resulting erasure rate performance is commonly measured against reception

overhead which is defined as εr = N̂/K. Similarly, transmission overhead is also
used to evaluate the performance of the LT codes and defined as ε = N/K. The
average relationship between transmitted and correctly received coded bit is given
by

N̂ = N −N ǫ = N − ǫN = (1− ǫ)N, (5.3)

where N ǫ denotes the total number of erased bits. Accordingly, the average rela-
tionship between transmission and reception overhead is εr = (1 − ǫ)ε, and hence
the effect is merely a horizontal shift.

5.2 Design and Performance Analysis

We provide a design framework for optimizing check-node degree distribution in
terms of overhead in Subsection 5.2.1. Then in Subsection5.2.2, we derive the era-
sure rate performance of the proposed LT codes based on the modified LT encoding
process. The corresponding design framework for jointly optimizing overhead and
erasure floor is outlined in Subsection 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Conventional LT Code

Both the density evolution algorithm and EXIT chart analysis provide the exact
belief propagation decoding threshold for transmission over a BEC. Using EXIT
chart in the search for good degree distributions in terms of overhead can often be
formulated as a convex optimization problem. Thus, applying well-known numerical
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methods allow for an efficient design approach to obtain asymptotically good check-
node degree distributions for LT codes. Tradeoffs between the two methods for the
design of irregular repeat-accumulate codes were discussed in [RGCV04].

The transmission overhead ε of an LT code can be expressed in terms of the
edge-perspective degree distributions as

ε =

∑
j ρj/j∑
i λi/i

. (5.4)

Hence, minimizing
∑

j ρj/j will also minimize the transmission overhead ε and
subsequently the reception overhead εr. The corresponding linear program with
relevant constraints is formulated as

minimize
∑

j ρj/j

subject to ρj ≥ 0,∑
j ρj = 1,

λi = iΛi/Λ
′(1), i = 1, . . . ,Λmax,

IE,C(IA,C) > I−1
E,V (IA,V ).

Linear program 5.1 (Optimization for conventional LT codes)

Here the first two constraints enforce that the output is indeed a degree distribution.
The third constraint specifies the variable edge-perspective degree distribution. The
final constraint ensures that there is an open tunnel between the two EXIT curves
described in (5.1) and (5.2), thus guaranteeing convergence.

Linear program 5.1 is then solved for a series of values of average variable-
node degree µ to determine the optimum check-node degree distribution in terms
of transmission and reception overhead. As an example, we obtain the following
check-node degree distribution

Ω(x) = 0.0268x+ 0.5049x2 + 0.1227x3 + 0.1366x4 + 0.1443x9 + 0.0646x50, (5.5)

for the case of Ωmax = 50, µ = 7, and reception overhead εr = 1.07. Thus, the
erasure rate after l decoding iterations is determined as [RVF07,LMS98]

Pl = λ(1− (1− ǫ)ρ(1− Pl−1)). (5.6)

Similar to node-perspective, edge-perspective variable-node degree distribution can
also be approximated as [ES06]

λ(x) ≈ eµ(x−1) = eεΩavg(x−1), (5.7)
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where Ωavg is the average check-node degree given in (2.17). Thus, erasure rate
after l decoding iterations can also be approximated as

Pl ≈ eµ(1−(1−ǫ)ρ(1−Pl−1)−1)

= e−µ(1−ǫ)ρ(1−Pl−1)

= e−εrΩavgρ(1−Pl−1). (5.8)

In conventional LT codes, the variable nodes are selected uniformly-at-random by
check node during encoding process. Therefore, the variable-node degree distribu-
tion Λ(x) is asymptotically Poisson distributed [Sho06]. As a result, the probability
that a given variable node is not connected to any check nodes is e−µ. Clearly,
the conventional LT codes cannot achieve the erasure rate performance lower than
e−µ at the target overhead. The main reason for the high erasure floor can be at-
tributed to low-degree variable nodes. To address this issue, we use the encoding
scheme outlined in Algorithm 4.1 in the following subsection.

5.2.2 Regularized LT Codes

We modify the encoding process of the LT code to ensure that all variable nodes
are connected and to maximize the minimum variable-node degree as suggested in
Algorithm 4.1. A check node of degree d is constrained to select d distinct variable
nodes from the set of smallest degree nodes. As a result, all variable nodes will
either be of degree dv or be distributed between two consecutive degrees of dv−1

and dv when encoding is completed. The value of dv is determined as dv = ⌈µ⌉,
where ⌈x⌉ = n if and only if n − 1 < x ≤ n, and n is an integer. The developed
variable-node degree distribution is given by

Λ̄(x) = Λ̄dv−1x
dv−1 + Λ̄dvx

dv ,

where Λ̄dv−1 = ⌈µ⌉ − µ, Λ̄dv + Λ̄dv−1 = 1.
The density evolution expression after l decoding iterations for the modified LT

code is given by [LMS98]

P reg
l = λ̄

(
1− (1− ǫ)ρ

(
1− P reg

l−1

))
, (5.9)

where λ̄(x) is the edge-persecutive degree distribution of the corresponding variable-
node degree distribution Λ̄(x). Following a sufficient number of iterations L, we get
P reg

L = ξ where ξ is constant such that 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. Then the probability that an
information bit cannot be recovered is given by

P reg = Λ̄ (1− (1 − ǫ)ρ (1− P reg
L )) , (5.10)

which is known as erasure rate.
Our proposed scheme can achieve further improvement in erasure floor by con-

catenating a high-rate outer code as originally suggested for Raptor codes. As our
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proposed LT codes do not require additional encoding and decoding computational
complexity as compared to the conventional LT codes but still have lower erasure.
Thus, our proposed LT codes are a natural choice in low-complexity applications
as compared to Raptor codes. However, we need K memory buffer at the encoder
to keep track of the variable-node degrees for the modified encoding process. Our
proposed LT codes can also be used as inner codes for Raptor codes and Raptor-like
codes [YP07] for further improved erasure-floor performance.

5.2.3 Optimized-Regularized LT Codes

We can optimize the check-node degree distribution in terms of overhead and still
preserving the regularized variable-node degree distribution. We should therefore be
able to improve the erasure rate performance in terms of overhead by incorporating
the proposed encoding scheme into the Linear program 5.1. The modified linear
program is described as

minimize
∑

j
ρj

j

subject to ρj ≥ 0,∑
j ρj = 1,

λ̄i = iΛ̄i/Λ̄
′(1), i = dv − 1, dv,

IE,C(IA,C) > I−1
E,V (IA,V ).

Linear program 5.2 (Optimization for regularized LT codes)

Again, we solve Linear program 5.2 for a series of values of µ to determine the
optimum check-node degree distribution in terms of minimizing the transmission
and reception overhead. As an example we obtain the following check-node degree
distribution

Ω(x) = 0.0258x+ 0.5869x2 + 0.2585x3 + 0.1055x8 + 0.0015x9 + 0.0218x50, (5.11)

for the case of µ = 4 and a reception overhead εr = 1.03. A comparison of the
erasure rate performance of the conventional LT code, the regularized LT code and
the optimized-regularized LT code is shown in Figure 5.1. The check-node degree
distribution in (5.5) is used for the conventional and the regularized LT codes,
while the optimized-regularized LT code uses the check-node degree distribution
in (5.11). It is clearly demonstrated that the decoder overhead performance of the
optimized-regularized LT code is better than the conventional and regularized LT
codes. We can also observe that the erasure floor of the optimized-regularized LT
code is between the erasure floor performance of the conventional and regularized
LT codes. In the following section, we investigate the asymptotic unequal erasure
protection (UEP) performance of LT codes.
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Figure 5.1: Performance comparison of conventional and proposed LT codes for
ǫ = 0.10.

5.3 Asymptotic Analysis of UEP-LT Codes

In order to use an LT code for unequal erasure protection, we divide the K in-
formation bits into r classes s1, s2, . . . , sr of sizes α1K,α2K, . . . , αrK such that∑r

j=1 αj = 1. In conventional UEP-LT codes [RVF07], better protection for more
important classes of information bits is obtained by selecting qj such that w1 >
w2 > . . . > wr, where wj = qj/αj and qj is the probability of selecting information
bits from class j. The class-selection distribution is denoted by q(x) =

∑r
j=1 qjx

j

with constraint
∑r

j=1 qj = 1. The probability Pl,j that a variable node in class j is
not recovered after l decoding iterations for j = 1, . . . , r is formulated as

Pl,j = λj

(
1− (1− ǫ)ρ

(
1−

r∑

k=1

qkPl−1,k

))

≈ e−µj(ρ(1−
∑r

k=1
qkPl−1,k)), (5.12)

where λj(x) and µj are the edge-perspective degree distribution and average variable-
node degree in class sj given by µj = wjµ, respectively. The parameter wj performs
the same role as kM in the conventional UEP-LT codes.
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Initialization: Divide the information bits into r classes. Choose the
minimum degree for each class depending on the target UEP level, average
check-node degree. Let Λj,m be the target minimum degree for class j.
Set all degrees in the look-up table to zero and let xj,l be the number of
information bits with the lowest degree l in class j at this instance of the
encoding.

while No acknowledgement from the decoder do

Step 1: Check all variable node subsets and identify the candidate
information bits in each set eligible for selection. For regular degree
distribution in each subset, xj,l will be the candidate bits for selection.
For more general degree distribution in each subset, the candidate bits
depend on the minimum degree Λj,m and degree-distribution profile
required.
Step 2: From a given check-node degree distribution Ω(x), randomly

select a degree d for encoding.
Step 3: Sample the class-selection distribution q(x) to determine

the classes to which these d edges are to be connected.
Step 4: Select dc(≤ d) information bits from the eligible candidates

in the selected classes.
Step 5: Update the degree look-up table for the selected classes.
Step 6: XOR selected d information bits to get an encoded bit.

end while

Algorithm 5.1 (Proposed LT Encoding Scheme for UEP)

In contrast to conventional UEP-LT codes, we propose to realize UEP by intro-
ducing different degree distributions in each class. To accommodate a particular
variable-node degree distribution in each class, we modify the encoding process
accordingly. For this purpose, a look-up table is introduced to keep track of the
variable-node degrees in each class. The modified encoding process is detailed in
Algorithm 5.1. For the proposed LT code with a general variable-node degree dis-
tribution, the probability P gen

l,j that a variable node in sj is not recovered after l
decoding iterations for j = 1, . . . , r, is determined by

P gen
l,j = λgen

j

(
1− (1− ǫ)ρ

(
1−

r∑

k=1

qkP
gen
l−1,k

))
, (5.13)

where λgen
j (x) is the variable edge-perspective degree distribution achieved by the

proposed encoding scheme in class sj with average variable-node degree µj . Simi-
larly, if regular degrees of variable nodes are required in each class then the erasure
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probability of proposed LT codes in class sj can be determined as

P reg
l,j = λreg

j

(
1− (1− ǫ)ρ

(
1−

r∑

k=1

qkP
reg
l−1,k

))
, (5.14)

where again λreg
j (x) is the corresponding variable edge-perspective degree distribu-

tion when the encoding graph has regular variable-node degrees in class sj .
We can use this new UEP scheme as a stand-alone process or it may be com-

bined with the conventional UEP scheme. For simplicity and comparison with the
conventional UEP scheme, we consider two levels of importance; namely, most sig-
nificant bits (MSB) and least significant bits (LSB), respectively. Also we assume
that the sizes of the MSB and LSB classes are K1 = α1K and K2 = α2K, respec-
tively. Similarly q1 and q2 denote the class-selection probabilities of the MSB and
the LSB with probability constraint q1 + q2 = 1. All UEP analysis and numerical
examples are based on α1 = 0.1 and check-node degree distribution detailed in
(5.5). We consider three different cases for better illustration of the analysis and
numerical results.

Case 1: The regularized variable-node degree distribution is combined with the
UEP scheme from [RVF07] where the selection of information bits from the MSB
class is more likely than from the LSB class. As the average variable-node degree
is higher for the MSB than the LSB, then there is a higher regular degree for MSB
and hence lower erasure rate in the erasure floor region. We can easily observe the
improvements in erasure rate for both LSB and MSB of our proposed UEP-LT
(PLT) codes compared to the conventional UEP-LT (CLT) as shown in Figure 5.2.

Case 2: Here, we combine different minimum degrees in the two different classes
with the UEP scheme in [RVF07] based on bias selection of information bits. The
variable-node degree distribution in each class is different and not necessarily regu-
lar. A higher minimum degree for the MSB class along with the most likely selection
ensure lower erasure rate in the MSB than the LSB class; thus being a generaliza-
tion of Case 1. Information bits from each class are selected using Algorithm 5.1;
so we obtain the required minimum degrees and variable-node degree profiles in
the corresponding classes. We assume here the selection in the MSB class ensures
regular degrees for all information bits, while the information bits from the LSB
are selected randomly for encoding. Therefore, the minimum degree of the MSB
is higher than for the LSB. In Figure 5.3, we observe that both schemes have al-
most the same performance for the LSB as they have the same degree distribution.
However, for the MSB, our scheme outperforms the conventional UEP-LT coding
scheme due to a higher minimum variable-node degree.

Case 3: Here, we assume a uniform selection of information bits in each class
such that w1 = w2 and hence the average input degrees in both classes are equal.
In this case, the conventional scheme is unable to provide UEP, which is in contrast
to the proposed scheme. Information bits are selected such that the variable-node
degree distribution in each class has a different minimum degree. As an example,
we ensure an almost-regular variable-node degree distribution in the MSB class
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Figure 5.2: Asymptotic performance comparison of the conventional and proposed
UEP-LT codes for ǫ = 0.15 and q1 = 0.13 (Case 1).
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Figure 5.3: Asymptotic performance comparison of the conventional and proposed
UEP-LT codes (Case 2).
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Figure 5.4: Asymptotic performance comparison of the conventional and proposed
UEP-LT codes (Case 3).

while information bits are selected randomly for the LSB class; thus the MSB has a
higher minimum degree than the LSB. The improved performance of our proposed
UEP-LT codes is shown in Figure 5.4.

5.4 Numerical Examples

This section illustrates the results presented in the previous sections through some
numerical examples, along with some discussions. All the results shown in this sec-
tion are obtained for information block length K = 10000, α1 = 0.1 (for UEP
results), and transmission over a BEC. We compare the erasure rate performance
of the conventional LT code, regularized LT code and our optimized-regularized
LT code in Figure 5.5. The erasure rate is defined as the number of unrecovered
information bits normalized by the total number of information bits. It is clearly
demonstrated in Figure 5.5 that the optimized-regularized LT code has better con-
vergence threshold than the proposed regularized and conventional LT codes. More-
over, our optimized-regularized LT code has a better erasure floor performance than
the conventional LT codes, especially at higher overheads.

The proposed regularized LT code used for unequal erasure protection is illus-
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Figure 5.5: Performance comparison of the conventional and proposed LT codes for
ǫ = 0.1.
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of the conventional and proposed UEP-LT
codes at ǫ = 0.15 and q1 = 0.13.
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison of the conventional and proposed UEP-LT
codes at ǫ = 0.10 and q1 = 0.15.

trated in Figure 5.6 for the assumptions of Case 1. The selection probability of
information bits from the MSB class is higher than for the LSB class to ensure
a higher decoder overhead for the MSB. We also introduce regular variable-node
degree distributions in both the MSB and LSB classes. The simulated performance
in Figure 5.6 portrays the improvements of the LSB and MSB classes for the reg-
ularized code as compared to their conventional counterparts. Numerical results
corresponding to Case 2 are shown in Figure 5.7, where we observe a close match
with the performance predicted by the density evolution analysis. The MSB class
of our proposed regularized LT code clearly outperforms the conventional UEP-LT
code. However, the performance of the LSB classes of both schemes are same due
the similar variable-node degree distributions obtained from the random selection
in corresponding LSB classes. Finally, to verify Case 3, we present numerical re-
sults in Figure 5.8, where we notice that the conventional UEP LT coding scheme
is unable to provide UEP while our proposed scheme still provides UEP. Hence,
our proposed UEP-LT codes provide unequal erasure protection even for uniform
selection from information classes. Thus our proposed UEP LT coding scheme can
be used as stand-alone or combined with the conventional UEP LT coding scheme.
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparison of the conventional and proposed UEP-LT
codes at ǫ = 0.05 and q1 = 0.1.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a convex optimization problem has been formulated using an EXIT
chart approach to determine check-node degree distributions based on minimizing
the overhead of LT codes for transmission over the BEC. To address the erasure
floor problem of conventional LT codes, we have proposed a modified encoding
process, which leads to an almost-regular variable-node degree distribution. Based
on density evolution and numerical simulations, we have shown that our proposed
LT code with a modified encoding scheme outperforms the conventional LT code in
the erasure floor region at the expense of some degradation in overhead. We have
modified our optimization problem to allow for jointly improving the overhead and
erasure floor, and obtained degree distributions that improve performance on both
accounts. Moreover, we have generalized the scheme to accommodate arbitrary
variable-node degree distributions and devised an extension to new UEP strategies
for LT codes.





Chapter 6

Low-Complexity LT Codes

I
n this chapter, the complexity of LT codes for transmission over noisy chan-
nels is studied. A generalized framework is designed to obtain dynamic and
rate-compatible optimized degree distributions for LT codes in terms of compu-

tational complexity and/or performance. As a special case, the generalized frame-
work is characterized for the design of low-complexity LT codes. Furthermore, a
low-complexity LT decoder is proposed to further reduce the decoding complexity
of LT codes over noisy channels.

This chapter is organized as follows. The motivation for the low-complexity LT
codes is briefly described in Section 6.1. The considered system model is given in
Section 6.2. A generalized design framework is developed in Section 6.3 to obtain
the dynamic degree distributions. In Section 6.4, the developed framework is char-
acterized for the low-complexity LT codes. To further reduce the complexity of LT
codes, a low-complexity decoder is proposed in Section 6.5. The results are fur-
ther supported by a number of numerical examples in Section 6.6. The concluding
remarks of this chapter are drawn in Section 6.7.

6.1 Motivation

Although ML decoding is optimal for LT codes, it is computationally prohibitive for
large block lengths. The belief propagation decoding is typically preferred because it
provides lower complexity; and if the generator matrix is sparse it generally results
in successful decoding. The number of operations in LT encoding and decoding is
related to the number of edges of the bipartite graph representation of the LT code,
which in turn is related to the degree distribution. Therefore, the underlying design
of the degree distribution is a very important and the robust Soliton distribution
is a popular choice outlined in [Lub02]. Using this degree distribution leads to
encoding symbols with average degree O(ln(K)) where K is the information block
length. One approach is to lower the average degree of encoding symbols at the
expense of slight degradation in performance. Hence, the design of the rateless
code must ensure a good degree distribution that allows both low complexity and

77
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good performance. Although these two goals might be conflicting, the tradeoff can
be solved for a given application.

For this purpose, we propose a generalized encoding scheme to accommodate
rate-compatible degree distributions. We further provide a design framework based
on EXIT chart analysis [AKtB04] to obtain dynamic check- and variable-node de-
gree distributions for transmission over noisy channels. Using ideas from EXIT-
chart design for irregular LDPC codes [tBKA04], degree distributions are opti-
mized for LT codes under constraints to ensure rate-compatibility. This generalized
framework, can be exploited for improved performance, limited complexity or low
delay depending on application requirements. We focus on LT-coded transmission
over AWGN channels; the extension to other channels is possible. To demonstrate
the framework we consider an LT code optimized for low complexity. The average
encoding and decoding complexity of LT codes depends on the average variable-
and check-node degrees. Here, we optimize an LT code for minimizing the aver-
age check-node degree and subsequently the average variable-node degree to obtain
low-complexity LT codes. Minimizing the average check- and variable-node degree
reduces the overall complexity of LT codes.

The decoding complexity of an LT code is relatively low for transmission over
erasure channels. However, decoding complexity can be a major concern for noisy
channels, in particular with complexity- and latency-constrained applications. An
LT decoder over BEC attempts decoding by a decoding graph exclusively realized
by the unerased transmitted coded bits. Every time the decoder is stuck for the sake
of no degree-1 encoded bits, it waits for extra encoded bits. As soon as the decoder
received the extra encoded bits, decoding starts from the point where it was stuck
previously. However, LT decoding over noisy channels in contrast to the binary
erasure channels is performed by all transmitted encoded bits since each encoded
bit has information about the message. An LT decoder performs successively where
the bit and frame error rates decrease as the decoder receives more encoded bits at
the expense of high decoding complexity. The decoder acknowledges the encoder to
halt the transmission when a certain predefined bit error rate is achieved which may
be known to the decoder via the cyclic redundancy check. However, each time the
LT decoder attempts decoding after receiving additional encoded bits, it performs
decoding over the whole decoding graph; therefore complexity is a major issue in
LT codes over noisy channels. The possible reduction of decoding complexity for LT
codes over noisy channels may degrade the performance, it is thus very interesting to
investigate the complexity-performance tradeoffs of LT codes. To further reduce the
decoding complexity of LT codes for transmission over noisy channels, we propose
a low-complexity LT decoder.

6.2 System Model

Consider the system model as illustrated in Figure 6.1 where an LT encoder encodes
K information bits into coded bits for transmission over an AWGN channel. The
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Figure 6.1: System Model of an LT coded transmission based on the dynamic degree
distributions.

variable nodes and check nodes in an LT code graph are corresponding to the infor-
mation bits and coded bits, respectively. New code bits are generated by adding new
check nodes according to the check-node degree distribution Ω(x) and connecting
them uniformly-at-random to variable nodes. The check-node degree distribution is
represented by Ω(x) =

∑
j Ωjx

j , where Ωj denotes the probability of a check node
of degree j; and the corresponding average check-node degree can be determined
as Ωavg =

∑
j jΩj . The resulting variable-node degree distribution is represented

by Λ(x) =
∑

i Λix
i, where Λi is the probability of a variable node of degree i; and

the corresponding average variable-node degree5 is given by µt =
∑

i iΛi. From the
random construction, the variable-node degree coefficients are binomial distributed
and can accurately be approximated by the Poisson distribution [ES06]. Coded bits
are generated and transmitted until the receiver feeds back an acknowledgment that
decoding has successfully been completed. The degree distribution selector shown
in Figure 6.1 has predetermined optimized variable- and check-node degree distri-
butions each optimized for a particular code rate prior to the transmission. During
transmission, the degree distribution selector keeps track of the coding rate Rt and
switches the LT encoder to different degree distributions at particular instances.
For simplicity, the coded bits are transmitted using BPSK with unit energy per bit
over an AWGN channel. Thus, at time instance t, the received vector yt is given by

yt = xt + nt,

where xt is the modulated codeword, and nt is a vector of zero-mean identical
and independently distributed (i.i.d.) white Gaussian noise samples with variance
σ2

n = N0/2. We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as 1/N0, where N0 is the
one-sided power spectral density of the AWGN channel. The corresponding channel
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) are defined as

Lj
ch = log

p(yj |xj = +1)

p(yj |xj = −1)
=

2

σ2
n

yj , ∀ j = 1, . . . , N t, (6.1)

5Throughout this chapter, at time instance t, the corresponding parameters are represented
with time index t for clarity of equations.
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where p(yj |xj) is the conditional probability density function of the AWGN channel
and N t is the number of transmitted coded bits. We assume constant channel
parameters over the duration of one codeword. The number of information bits, K,
and the number of coded bits, N t = K/Rt, are assumed to be large.

The proposed LT codes are based on the following structure. Assume a set
of decreasing rates, {R0, R1, · · · , RM}, where Ri > Rj for i < j. Associated to
each rate Rt is a pair of degree distributions (λt(x), ρt(x)) (edge perspective),
or equivalently (Λt(x),Ωt(x)) (node perspective). The relationships between node-
perspective degree distributions and edge-perspective degree distributions are given
in (2.22). This sequence of degree distributions is chosen such that the graph with
(Λt+1(x),Ωt+1(x)) can be obtained from the graph with (Λt(x),Ωt(x)) by adding
check nodes. Thus, the corresponding codes are rate-compatible. The LT encoder
generates coded bits by adding check nodes to the graph in the following way. First
check nodes are added to the graph such that at rate R0 the graph has the de-
gree distributions (Λ0(x),Ω0(x)). Then further check nodes are added such that at
rate R1 the graph has the degree distributions (Λ1(x),Ω1(x)). This process contin-
ues until at rate RM the obtained graph has degree distributions (ΛM (x),ΩM (x)).
Whenever the LT decoder can correctly decode, it sends an acknowledgment to the
transmitter, and the LT encoder stops generating new coded bits. If this does not
occur before the lowest rate RM is reached, the rateless encoder continues adding
check nodes according to the degree distributions corresponding to RM . The last
rate RM may be chosen very low such that this case does not have any practical
impact.

6.3 Optimized Degree Distributions

To accommodate arbitrary and rate-compatible degree distributions, we propose a
generalized encoding scheme in Subsection 6.3.1. Then to achieve these optimized
degree distributions, a generalized framework is outlined in Subsection 6.3.2. This
generalized framework is then characterized to obtain optimized degree distribu-
tions for low-complexity LT codes in Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Generalized Encoding Scheme

It is well-known that unconstrained variable- and check-node degree distributions
lead to a better code design for graph-based codes in terms of the convergence
threshold. Hence, the designed codes decode at lower SNR values. However, in the
original LT encoder [Lub02], the variable node degrees are binomial distributed
[ES06]. Moreover, the pre-defined check-node degree distribution remains fixed for
the duration of transmission. Hence, the rateless encoding scheme needs to be mod-
ified to accommodate arbitrary and rate-compatible degree distributions.

To obtain the check-node degree distribution Ωt+1(x) at Rt+1 from a graph
having already Ωt(x) at Rt, check nodes are added according to the following dis-
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tribution during the transmission from Rt to Rt+1:

Ω̄(x) =
∑

j

Ω̄jx
j ,
∑

j

Ω̄j = 1 and Ω̄j ≥ 0. (6.2)

We now consider the relationship between Ωt(x), Ωt+1(x) and Ω̄(x). The average
number of check nodes having degree j at rate Rt is given by

N t
j = Ωt

jK/Rt.

Similarly, the average number of added check nodes having degree j during trans-
mission from Rt to Rt+1 can be determined as

N t→t+1
j = Ω̄j(K/Rt+1 −K/Rt).

This is related to the check nodes of degree j at Rt and Rt+1 as

Ω̄j(K/Rt+1 −K/Rt) = Ωt+1
j K/Rt+1 − Ωt

jK/Rt, (6.3)

which can be simplified as

Ω̄j =
RtΩ

t+1
j −Rt+1Ωt

j

Rt −Rt+1
. (6.4)

Similar relationship holds for the degree distributions corresponding to all following
rates.

For a general encoding scheme, we use the encoding scheme as described in
Algorithm 5.1, to achieve arbitrary variable-node degree distributions. To ensure
a certain variable-node degree distribution, a check node cannot select variable
nodes for encoding randomly among all variable nodes. For this purpose, we mod-
ify the encoding process by splitting the information bits into Λmax subsets, where
Λmax is the maximum allowable variable-node degree. To get a valid code, the
realized average variable-node degree, µt+1, must equal Ωt+1

avg /Rt+1, where Ωt+1
avg

is the realized average check-node degree at rate Rt+1. As K grows large, the
realized statistics will converge to the statistics of the respective degree distribu-
tions. Therefore, for large K, subset i will have Λt+1

i K information bits such that∑
i iΛ

t+1
i = µt+1 = Ωt+1

avg /Rt+1. Additionally, in the modified encoding process,

we introduce a subset-selection probability q(x) =
∑

i qix
i, with

∑
i qi = 1 where

qi = iΛt+1
i /µt+1 is the probability of selecting a variable node in i-th subset by

a check node during the encoding process. This will ensure the required average
variable-node degree in each class to achieve the overall variable-node degree distri-
bution. Moreover, we also ensure regular variable-node degrees in each subset using
the encoding scheme discussed in Algorithm 4.1. In this way, we achieve the desired
variable-node degree distribution for the particular rate Rt+1.
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6.3.2 Framework for Code Design

For the design of a fixed-rate LT code, we can apply a similar EXIT-chart design
framework as developed for LDPC codes [tBKA04] to optimize the involved degree
distributions. Here, the convergence threshold is optimized by EXIT-curve fitting,
where the respective degree distributions are determined such that the variable-
node decoder (VND) EXIT curve and the check-node decoder (CND) EXIT curve
are as closely matched to each other as possible.

We first set target code rates, maximum variable-node and check-node degrees,
and SNR so that the channel capacity is slightly above the target code rate. The op-
timization for rateless transmission requires the design of a series of rate-compatible
check-node and variable-node degree distributions. We consider the set of rates
{R0, R1, · · · , RM}, where Ri > Rj for i < j, and start by determining the optimal
check-node and variable-node degree distributions Ω0(x), Λ0(x) for code rate R0.
The design of degree distributions Ω1(x), Λ1(x) at rate R1 must take into consid-
eration the previous degree distributions Ω0(x), Λ0(x) to ensure rate-compatibility.
Similarly, this holds for all following degree distributions. It is therefore necessary
to enforce corresponding constraints in the optimization process of the sequence
of degree distributions. To determine these constraints, we consider two rates Rt

and Rt+1, Rt > Rt+1, with respective degree distributions pairs (Ωt(x), Λt(x)) and
(Ωt+1(x), Λt+1(x)).

Consider first the constraints on the check-node degree distributions. The prob-
abilty of a check node having degree j at rate Rt+1 can be determined from (6.4)
as

Ωt+1
j =

Ωt
jRt+1 + Ω̄j(Rt −Rt+1)

Rt
.

With Ω̄j ≥ 0 we obtain the constraint

Ωt+1
j ≥ Rt+1

Rt
Ωt

j . (6.5)

For optimization with EXIT charts, this constraint needs to be expressed in terms
of edge-perspective degree distributions. The conversion can be obtained as

ρt+1
j /j

∑
i ρ

t+1
i /i

≥ Rt+1

Rt

ρt
j/j∑
i ρ

t
i/i

ρt+1
j ≥ Rt+1

∑
i ρ

t+1
i /i

Rt

∑
i ρ

t
i/i

ρt
j .

Using the average check-node degrees Ωt
avg = 1/

∑
i ρ

t
i/i and Ωt+1

avg = 1/
∑

i ρ
t+1
i /i,

the constraint can be simplified as

ρt+1
j ≥

Rt+1Ωt
avg

RtΩt+1
avg

ρt
j =

µt

µt+1
ρt

j . (6.6)
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The variable-node degree distribution shifts necessarily towards higher degrees,
since the number of variable nodes is fixed while the number of check nodes is
growing and additional edges are connected to variable nodes. Whenever edges are
added to variable nodes, the degree of each variable node either stays constant or
increases. Correspondingly, when going from the degrees at rate Rt to the degrees
at rate Rt+1, we have the constraints

k∑

i=1

Λt+1
i ≤

k∑

i=1

Λt
i, k = 1, 2, . . . ,Λmax.

The corresponding constraints from the edge perspective can be written as

k∑

i=1

Λt+1
i ≤

k∑

i=1

Λt
i

k∑

i=1

λt+1
i /i ≤

∑
j λ

t+1
j /j

∑
j λ

t
j/j

k∑

i=1

λt
i/i.

Using expressions for the average degree µt = 1/
∑

j λ
t
j/j and µt+1 = 1/

∑
j λ

t+1
j /j,

the constraints can be written as

k∑

i=1

λt+1
i

i
≤ µt

µt+1

k∑

i=1

λt
i

i
=
Rt+1Ωt

avg

RtΩt+1
avg

k∑

i=1

λt
i

i
, (6.7)

where k = 1, 2, . . . ,Λmax.
The constraints in (6.6) and (6.7) have to be taken into account in the de-

sign of the sequence of degree distributions to ensure rate compatibility such that
rateless encoding is possible. Apart from these constraints, the individual degree
distributions may be optimized according to any desired criteria, e.g. for maxi-
mal rate, best convergence threshold, low complexity or iteration-constrained per-
formance [GLW12], and using any desired tool, typically EXIT charts or density
evolution. In contrast to our proposed LT codes, the conventional fixed degree
distributions rateless codes can only alter the code rate to cater with channel vari-
ations [Lub02,PY04,ES06].

6.4 Low-Complexity LT Codes

In this section, the LT code design is developed based on EXIT chart analysis
to obtain optimized degree distributions for low-complexity LT codes. The aver-
age check-node degree determines the number of XOR operations per node in LT
encoding, and subsequently the encoding complexity. Similarly, the average check-
node and variable-node degrees determine the number of summation and product
operations per node in LT decoding, and thus the decoding complexity. Therefore
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minimizing the average variable- and check-node degrees minimizes the complexity
of the LT codes.

Here our objective is to minimize the average variable-node degree. We use EXIT
charts for optimization, which are based on edge-perspective degree distributions.
Expressing the objective function correspondingly, we obtain

µ =
∑

iΛi =

∑
iλi/i∑
λj/j

=
1∑
λj/j

.

Thus equivalently we maximize
∑
λj/j. Similarly, minimizing the average check-

node degree will minimize the complexity of an LT code. Again, we express this
as

Ωavg =
∑

jΩj =

∑
jρj/j∑
ρi/i

=
1∑
ρi/i

.

Thus correspondingly we maximize
∑
ρi/i.

We optimize the degree distributions of the irregular LDGM code corresponding
to a snapshot of an LT code for a particular rate instance. The EXIT curve for the
VND of an LT code over AWGN channels can be formulated as

IE,V ND(IA,V ND) ≈
∑

i

λiJ

(√
(i− 1)(J−1(IA,V ND))2

)
, (6.8)

where IA,V ND is a priori information coming from the CND while J(·) and J−1(·)
are approximations as suggested in [tBKA04] and discussed in Chapter 2. Similarly,
the EXIT curve for the CND can be approximated as

IE,CND(IA,CND) ≈
∑

j

ρjIE,CND (IA,CND, j) , (6.9)

where IE,CND (IA,CND, j) is computed in (2.31).
Our aim is to optimize the degree distributions over these rate-compatible codes

such that the convergence threshold at Rt+1 is lower than the convergence threshold
at Rt. If the transmitted sequence experiences an SNR between these two conver-
gence thresholds, it will be successfully decoded at a rate between Rt and Rt+1.
Assuming λt(x) and ρt(x) at rate Rt, we propose the following procedure to deter-
mine λt+1(x) and ρt+1(x) at rate Rt+1. For initialization, we set Ωt+1

avg = Ωt
avg. We

then optimize λt+1(x) and ρt+1(x) by iterating between the variable-node linear
program (VLP) and the check-node linear program (CLP) detailed below. We start
with the VLP to optimize λt+1(x):
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VLP: maximize
∑
λt+1

i /i

subject to λt+1
i ≥ 0,∑

i λ
t+1
i = 1,

∑k
i=1 λ

t+1
i /i ≤ Rt+1Ωt

avg

RtΩt+1
avg

∑k
i=1 λ

t
i/i, k = 1, 2, . . . ,Λmax

IE,V ND(IA,V ND) > I−1
E,CND(IA,CND).

Linear program 6.1 (Variable-node degree distribution optimization)

Here the first two constraints enforce that the output is indeed a degree distribu-
tion. The third constraint specifies the variable-node edge-degree distribution. The
final constraint ensures that there is an open tunnel between the two EXIT curves
described in (6.8) and (6.9), thus guaranteeing convergence. The resulting λt+1(x)
is then used in the CLP to optimize ρt+1(x):

CLP: maximize
∑
ρt+1

i /i

subject to ρt+1
j ≥ 0,∑

j ρ
t+1
j = 1,

ρt+1
j ≥ µt

µt+1 ρ
t
j,

Rt+1

∑
j ρ

t+1
j /j =

∑
i λ

t+1
i /i,

IE,CND(IA,CND) > I−1
E,V ND(IA,V ND).

Linear program 6.2 (Check-node degree distribution optimization)

This completes the first iteration. For the next iteration, the distribution ρt+1(x)
is used in the VLP. Using this iterative approach between VLP and CLP, typically
only a few iterations are required to locate a fix-point. This iterative approach is
evaluated for minimum possible convergence threshold at Rt+1.

As an alternative, we allow for a convergence threshold above the minimum
convergence threshold. Increasing the SNR for a fixed rate leads to a more conve-
nient shape of the CND curve, which allows to match the EXIT curves with smaller
average check- and variable-node degrees.

6.5 Low-Complexity LT Decoder

To further reduce the complexity of LT codes, a low-complexity decoder is pro-
posed in Subsection 6.5.1. The corresponding complexity calculations relative to
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conventional LT decoder are carried out in Subsection 6.5.2.

6.5.1 Proposed Low-Complexity Decoder

LT decoding is performed via message passing between check nodes and variable
nodes of a bipartite graph. Thus, the average complexity of an LT decoder mainly
depends on the average variable- and check-node degrees, the average number of
iterations and the size of the decoding graph. We have already developed a design
framework in Section 6.4 to obtain degree distributions for LT codes with mini-
mum average degrees. However, to reduce LT decoder complexity by reducing the
number of decoding iterations is not a useful option because it will degrade the
error-correction capability of LT codes. Thus, we introduce a low-complexity de-
coding for LT codes by exploiting the size of the decoding graph. In the proposed
low-complexity LT decoder, the decoding graph is only realized by more reliable
check nodes and corresponding edges. All the check nodes are classified into active
nodes and silent nodes based on the LLRs received from the channel. Therefore, we
analyze the LLRs of the received codewords. We set a certain arbitrary threshold Υ,
the design of which depends on the tradeoff between complexity and performance
degradation of an LT decoder. At the instance of decoding, the check nodes with
LLR values below this pre-defined threshold are treated as silent check nodes. The
silent nodes and their corresponding edges do not take part in the decoding process
of LT codes and hence removed from the decoding graph. To find the number of
check nodes taking part in the decoding process, we investigate the received LLR
vector of transmitted encoded bits. From [tBKA04], the LLR vector received from
an AWGN channel is Gaussian and symmetric with mean m = 2/σ2

n and variance
σ2 = 4/σ2

n. Assuming an infinite all-zero codeword, the probability that LLR value
lies below this threshold is given by

Pr(Υ) = Pr(−Υ ≤ Lch ≤ Υ)

=
1√
2πσ

∫ Υ

−Υ

e−
(x−m)2

2σ2 dx

=
1√
2πσ

[∫ Υ

−∞

e−
(x−m)2

2σ2 dx−
∫ −Υ

−∞

e−
(x−m)2

2σ2 dx

]
.

After change of variables y = (x −m)/σ, and some manipulation, we get

Pr(Υ) = Q

(
m−Υ

σ

)
−Q

(
m+ Υ

σ

)
, (6.10)

where Q(·) is the tail probability of the standard normal distribution. The channel
LLRs used in the low-complexity decoder are modified as

Lj =

{
0 if Lj

ch < |Υ|,
Lj

ch otherwise
(6.11)
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and hence received LLR vector will be updated accordingly.
The number of check nodes removed from the decoding graph at the instance of

decoding is N t
ǫ = Pr(Υ)N t. The reduced number of check nodes leads to reduction

in the decoding complexity at the check node side. As a consequence, the variable-
node degree distribution is different from that of the conventional LT codes due
to fewer number of edges at the decoder. In order to find the modified variable-
node degree distribution after removing silent check nodes, let p := Ωavg/K be the
probability that a variable node is released from a check node among the N t

ǫ silent
check nodes. Thus, the probability Pd that d edges are removed from variable node
is given by

Pd =

(
N t

ǫ

d

)
pd(1− p)Nt

ǫ −d.

Hence, the generating function of the removed variable-node degree distribution is
given by

φ(x) =
∑

d

(
N t

ǫ

d

)
pdxd(1 − p)Nt

ǫ −d.

As shown in [ES06], this generating function is equivalent to the generating func-

tion of the Poisson distribution with a rate parameter µǫ = Ωavg
Nt

ǫ

K . Therefore, the
variable-node degree distribution at the decoding side after removing edges cor-
responding to silent check nodes is still Poisson distributed with rate parameter

µt
d = Ωavg

Nt
d

K , , where N t
d = (1 − Pr(Υ))N t. The resulting variable-node degree

distribution can be determined as

Λd(x) ≈
Λd, max∑

i=1

Λdix
i, (6.12)

where Λd, max is the maximum variable-node degree at the decoder after removing
silent nodes and its corresponding edges from the decoding graph while Λdi can be
calculated as

Λdi =
e−µt

d (µt
d)i

i!
. (6.13)

The number of check nodes and edges in proposed LT decoder is less than that
of the conventional LT decoding graph. Thus, the computational complexity at
variable and check nodes of the devised LT decoder is comparatively lower than
that of the conventional LT decoder. Hence, we will get a significant reduction in
the LT decoder complexity.

6.5.2 Complexity Evaluation

In this subsection, we calculate the reduction in the decoding complexity of the pro-
posed LT decoder. For the message passing LT decoder, the number of summation
per variable node per iteration is i(i−2), where i is the degree of the variable node.
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It should be noted that there is no summation operation at the variable nodes of
degree-1. The number of summation of the conventional LT decoder can be cal-
culated as K

∑Λmax

i=2 Λii(i − 2) where Λi can be calculated as Λi = e−µt

(µt)i/i!
with µt = ΩavgN

t/K. Likewise, the number of summation for the modified LT

decoding process is K
∑Λd, max

i=2 Λdii(i − 2) where Λdi can be calculated by (6.13).
If we take into account only the product operations at check nodes by neglecting
the tanh(·) operation, then the number of products per check node per iteration
is j(j − 1), where j is the degree of the check node. The total number of product
operations for the conventional LT codes will be N t

∑
j Ωjj(j − 1), while the total

number of product operations for modified encoding will be N t
d

∑
j Ωjj(j−1) where

N t
d = N t −N t

ǫ . In a fixed-point DSP implementation, multiplications may require
more clock cycles than additions [WSM04]. Here, we assume twice the number of
clock cycles per fixed-point multiplication to the number of clock cycles per fixed-
point addition [WSM04]. Denote the complexity reduction efficiency by η which
can be calculated as follows, by neglecting the tanh(·) operations

η =
K
∑Λd, max

i=2 Λdii(i− 2) + 2N t
d

∑
j Ωjj(j − 1)

K
∑Λmax

i=2 Λii(i− 2) + 2N t
∑

j Ωjj(j − 1)

=
Rt

∑Λd, max

i=2 Λdii(i− 2) + 2(1− Pr(Υ))
∑

j Ωjj(j − 1)

Rt

∑Λmax

i=2 Λii(i− 2) + 2
∑

j Ωjj(j − 1)
.

(6.14)

As we can see from (6.14), the complexity reduction efficiency depends on the code
rate, LLR threshold and channel noise level. Moreover, if we take into account
tanh(·) operations, then our proposed decoder will have significantly less complex-
ity. More reduction in complexity may leads to more performance degradation and
hence there is a tradeoff between the complexity and performance. We note that
the proposed LT code over an AWGN channel is similar to the conventional LT
code for a transmission over the AWGN channel contaminated with erasures. This
channel is a good model of wireless Internet transmission, where data is protected
against fading, noise and packet erasures.

6.6 Numerical Examples

The results of the numerical simulations of the designed low-complexity LT codes
are provided alongside some discussion in Subsection 6.6.1. We also provide numer-
ical examples of the proposed low-complexity LT decoder in Subsection 6.6.2.

6.6.1 Low-Complexity LT Codes

We present numerical results in this subsection forK = 10000 and an SNR of 1.5 dB.
Using the proposed design framework for low-complexity LT codes in Section 6.4,
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Table 6.1: Convergence threshold comparison.

S. No. Rate Code-I SNR
(dB)

Code-II SNR
(dB)

1 19/20 5.06 5.50

2 9/10 3.79 5.00

3 4/5 1.97 3.20

4 3/4 1.49 2.10

5 7/10 0.44 1.30

6 2/3 -0.06 0.90

7 3/5 -0.60 0.20

8 1/2 -0.92 -0.20
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Figure 6.2: BER comparison of designed low-complexity LT codes.

we obtain the degree distributions for the sequence of rates given in Table 6.1
where Λmax = 50 and maximum allowable check-node degree is 66. The first code
design corresponds to the minimum convergence threshold, while in the second code
design the convergence thresholds are above the minimum convergence threshold
as detailed in Table 6.1. A comparison of the BER performances of the two ap-
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Figure 6.3: Complexity comparison of designed LT codes.

proaches is presented in Figure 6.2. The code design for the minimum convergence
threshold has clearly a better performance than its counterpart. However, we can
observe in Figure 6.3 that the code design for the minimum convergence threshold
has higher complexity. Hence we can design rateless codes for limited-complexity or
high-reliability applications. Obviously, there is a trade-off between complexity and
error-rate performance. Figure 6.4 compares the performance of the rate-compatible
design with the performance achieved by codes that are individually and indepen-
dently designed for each rate in the sequence of rates provided in Table 6.1. We
observe that there is no performance loss between the rate-compatible code, and
the individual codes for each target rate.

6.6.2 Low-Complexity LT Decoder

The results presented in this subsection are obtained with K = 2000 and check-
node degree distribution from [Sho06]. We compare the performance of our low-
complexity LT decoder to that of the conventional LT decoder in Figure 6.5 for
|Υ| = 1. It is clearly demonstrated in Figure 6.5 that the proposed LT decoder
achieves almost the same performance as that of the conventional LT decoder, while
reduces the complexity significantly. The complexity reduction efficiency ranges
from 0.5694 to 0.9381 corresponding to the -2 to 7 dB of Eb/N0, where Eb is the
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Figure 6.4: BER comparison of rate-compatible codes and independently con-
structed codes.
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Figure 6.5: Performance comparison of the conventional and modified LT decoders
at |Υ| = 1 and Rt = 1/2.
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Figure 6.6: Performance comparison of the conventional and modified LT decoders
at |Υ| = 0.8 and Eb/N0 = 2 dB.

energy per information bit. For more general case where the code rate is contin-
uously decreasing, we present the BER performance over various code rates for a
fixed Eb/N0 value in Figure 6.6. Again, we demonstrate clearly in Figure 6.6 that
without sacrificing performance we gain in complexity reduction efficiency up to
0.6724. We also observe that the average number of iterations of our low-complexity
LT decoder is the same as that of the conventional LT decoder for various values
of code rates and Eb/N0 values as shown in Figure 6.7. To show the performance
degradation of the low-complexity LT decoder, we depict BER performance versus
R−1

t for various values of |Υ| in Figure 6.8. The performance degradation for higher
values of |Υ| can easily be observed from Figure 6.8. However, it is evident that with
higher values of |Υ|, we gain in complexity reduction. For example, at |Υ| = 2 and
Rt = 1/4, we get the complexity reduction efficiency η = 0.3516 without significant
loss in performance as shown in Figure 6.8. Moreover, it is shown in Figure 6.8
that the performance degradation is not so significant at higher code rates and
this is consistent with our analysis. Apparently, our proposed LT decoder has lower
decoding time than the conventional LT decoder. Hence our modified LT decoder
becomes a natural choice in complexity-constrained applications.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of average number of iterations of our proposed LT decoder
and the conventional LT decoder at |Υ| = 1.
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6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, a generalized design framework has been proposed for the opti-
mization of rate-compatible degree distributions of LT codes for transmission over
AWGN channels. The individual degree distributions may be optimized according
to any desired criteria, e.g. for maximal rate, best convergence threshold, low com-
plexity or iteration-constrained performance, and using any desired tool, typically
EXIT charts or density evolution. Constraints for the rate-compatible optimization
are derived, and a generalized encoding process to accommodate arbitrary and rate-
compatible degree distributions has further been developed. We have characterized
the generalized framework for the design of low-complexity LT codes. To further
reduce the decoding complexity, we have proposed a modified LT decoder which
exhibits lower decoding complexity as compared to the conventional LT decoder
with negligible BER performance degradation over AWGN channels. We have ob-
served the same average number of iterations for both decoders which leads to less
decoding time for our proposed LT decoder and hence makes it more attractive for
the delay sensitive applications.



Chapter 7

Distributed LT Codes for Multi-Source

Relay Networks

T
he focus of this chapter is to design efficient distributed LT codes for multi-
source and multi-relay erasure networks. We introduce a buffer-based strat-
egy at the relay to address the shortcomings of the existing DLT coding

schemes. Furthermore, the introduction of buffers facilitates to develop a general-
ized UEP scheme for the DLT codes.

This chapter starts with a motivation of improving the performance of existing
DLT codes in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, for clarity of equations, we briefly recap
the notation of LT codes and their extension to enable UEP. Furthermore, the
system model for a network with S sources, R relays and one destination is given.
Then in Section 7.3, we consider the analysis and design of buffer-based DLT codes
for a network with S sources, a single relay and single destination over the lossless
source-relay links. The extensions to UEP and R relays are discussed in Section 7.4.
The extensions to lossy source-relay links are detailed in Section 7.5, and numerical
results, demonstrating the improvements of the proposed DLT codes, are presented
in Section 7.6. Conclusions of this chapter are drawn in Section 7.7.

7.1 Motivation

In many applications, a reliable link between the source and the destination is not
possible, e.g. due to geographical location and power limitation. Typical example of
such applications is wireless sensor networks, where the information from a source
may be delivered to the sink via relay nodes. Cooperative relaying communication
is used to obtain higher diversity, multiplexing gain and coverage extension. The
presence of relay nodes leads to a significant gain in performance especially for
multicast transmission. In multi-source networks, relay combines data from mul-
tiple sources to obtain the benefits of larger blocklengths in graph-based codes.
Since multicast transmission involving relaying is an emerging technology in cur-
rent and upcoming cellular standards [VKST14b], extension of rateless codes to

95
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multi-source, multi-relay networks with erasure links is desirable. Multi-relay net-
work is in particular considered as a promising approach for improving coverage
and increasing throughput for future broadband communication networks. Addi-
tional motivation is provided by emerging applications of large-scale wireless sensor
networks [DPR06], as demonstrated by standards activities in IEEE 802.11, 802.15,
and 802.16j. A large number of sensor nodes may gather information from the sur-
rounding environment, which is subsequently forwarded to a common destination
through a set of dedicated relaying sensor nodes.

In this chapter, we focus on improving the design of DLT codes for networks
with S sources, R relays and one destination. In particular, we address the following
shortcomings of the conventional DLT codes proposed in [SVD+07,SPD09,SPDI10].
The performance of DLT codes improves by allowing higher maximum degree of the
relay-degree distribution. However, for the conventional DLT codes, the maximum
relay degree is upper-bounded by the number of sources in the relay network. An
additional constraint is that the sources are required to have the same information
block length. We introduce a buffer-based strategy for DLT codes such that the
maximum degree of the relay-degree distribution is no longer limited by the number
of sources. Furthermore, the introduction of buffers facilitates the use of different
information block sizes across sources. We also develop an analytical framework for
optimization of the relay-degree distribution. Due to the presence of a relay node
and its combining process, it is a challenging task to realize UEP for DLT codes.
Therefore, we further develop a generalized UEP technique for DLT codes.

7.2 Notation and System Model

7.2.1 Notation

In an LT code, K information bits are encoded into a potentially unlimited number
of coded bits as discussed in Algorithm 2.1. The coded bits are generated by using
a predetermined check-node degree distribution Ω(x) as described in (2.15). For
transmission over a BEC, some of the N transmitted bits are erased and hence
decoding is realized only on the N̂ ≤ N correctly received coded bits. Recall from
Chapter 2 that the variable-node degree distribution is denoted by Λ(x) and given in
(2.18). For asymptotic performance analysis of graph-based codes, edge-perspective
degree distributions are more convenient. For an LT code, we denote the edge-degree
distribution of the variable nodes and check nodes by λ(x) and ρ(x), respectively.
The relationships of the two respective degree distributions are detailed in (2.22).

For UEP, the information bits are divided into a number of importance classes,
η1, η2, ..., ηL, where each class contains the information bits of a certain level of
importance. The number of information bits in class ηi is denoted by κi and clearly∑L

i=1 κi = K. The approach suggested in [RVF07] is based on a biased selection
of bits from the different importance classes for the encoding process. The bits in
class ηi has a higher probability of being selected than bits in class ηj to ensure
stronger protection for the bits in class ηi. In contrast, the approach proposed
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in [SVD+09] is based on a uniform selection of bits from a set of progressively
expanding subsets of information bits. Here, the first subset, ̟1, contains the bits
in class η1, while subset ̟i contains the bits from classes η1, η2, ..., ηi. This partition
determines a sequence of strictly increasing subsets of information bits, which are
denoted as windows [SVD+09]. The division into importance classes is described

by the importance-distribution Π(x) =
∑L

i=1 Πix
i, where Πi = κi

K . As part of the
encoding process, a coded bit is randomly assigned to a window ̟i with probability
θi, described by the window-assignment distribution θ(x) =

∑L
i=1 θix

i. The overall
UEP coding scheme is termed expanding-window LT (EWLT) codes.

7.2.2 System Model

Our objectives are to investigate the performance of a relay network having S ≥ 2
sources and R ≥ 1 relays using DLT codes, and subsequently develop a design
framework for optimization. The system model is defined as follows. The trans-
mission through the network is scheduled into transmission rounds. Each round
consists of two phases; a source transmission phase and a relay transmission phase.
In each phase, the allocated time interval is divided into time slots; S time slots for
the source transmission phase, and R time slots for the relay transmission phase.
Thus, each source and each relay have a time slot for transmission in each phase,
respectively.

Each source has a total of Ki, i = 1, 2, . . . , S information bits to transmit to a
common destination through a set of relays, as shown in Figure 7.1. Note that Ki

may not be equal to Kj for i 6= j. Each source further encodes its information bits
into coded bits using the same check-node degree distribution6 Ω(x). In round n
the coded bit transmitted from source i to the relays is denoted bycn

i . We assume
that the link between source i and relay j is a BEC with erasure probability ǫij ,
where i = 1, 2, . . . , S and j = 1, 2, . . . , R.

Relay j receives the coded bits transmitted from all the sources during the
source transmission phase as a set [β1jc

n
1 , β2jc

n
2 , . . . , βijc

n
i , . . . , βSjc

n
S ], where βij is

a Bernoulli random variable representing the BEC link connecting source i and
relay j. Here, βij = 1 with probability (1 − ǫij) and βij = 0 with probability
ǫij indicating that cn

i is received/erased at relay j. In round n relay j generates
a coded bit zn

j by combining a random number of the coded bits received from
the sources. The number of coded bits to combine is determined by sampling the

relay-degree distribution, represented by Γj(x) =
∑Γj,max

d=1 Γj,dx
d. Here Γj,d is the

probability that a newly generated relay-coded bit combines the source-coded bits
from d sources, where Γj,max is the maximum number of sources to be selected.
Subsequently, the relay-coded bits are transmitted to the destination in the relay
transmission phase. The link between relay j and the destination is also a BEC

6Different degree distributions can be used at the sources. However, for notational ease,
and simplified density evolution expressions, we assume a common degree distribution across all
sources. Throughout this chapter, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use the source check-node
degree distribution detailed in [SPD09] for encoding the information bits of sources.
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Figure 7.1: System model for S sources and R relays network.

with erasure probability ǫjd. In the literature on rateless codes, the asymptotic

analysis is predominantly conducted in terms of reception overhead εr = N̂/K.
Likewise, the resulting erasure rate performance is commonly measured against the
reception overhead. In our analysis we follow the conventional approach, expressing
the asymptotic performance in terms of the reception overhead; however we measure
the resulting erasure rate performance of our proposed DLT codes as a function of
the overall transmission overhead ε = N/K where K =

∑S
i=1 Ki and N is the

number of transmitted coded bits from each source at the instance of decoding.
Due to the average relationship between transmission and reception overhead, the
effect is merely a horizontal shift.

7.3 EEP for Lossless Source-Relay Links

For the ease of understanding, we consider EEP in a network with S sources and a
single relay in this section. To simplify the initial system further, we assume lossless
source-relay links. We subsequently generalize the lossless case to an S-sources single
relay system providing UEP across all the sources, and to the similar case of an
S-sources R-relay network in Section 7.4. The case of lossy source-relay links is
considered in Section 7.5. For lossless source-relay links (ǫij = 0) in a network with
S sources and a single relay. With a single relay the notation is simplified. Therefore,
βi = βi1 = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , S; the relay-destination link erasure probability is ǫ =
ǫ1d, the relay-degree distribution is denoted by Γ(x) = Γ1(x) with Γmax = Γ1,max.
Accordingly, the coded bit transmitted from the relay to the destination during
round n is denoted by zn.
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7.3.1 Conventional DLT Codes

The DLT codes proposed in [SPD09], which we denote as the conventional DLT
codes, are designed for a multi-source single relay network. At any given transmis-
sion round, each source transmits an encoded bit to the relay in the corresponding
designated source time slot. The relay then uniformly-at-random combines d en-
coded bits received from different sources, where the number of sources d to be
selected is sampled from the relay-degree distribution Γ(x). In round n the encoded
bit at the relay is determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ζic
n
i , (7.1)

where
⊕

denotes modulo-2 summation. Here, ζi = 1 if source i is selected for
the combining process and ζi = 0 otherwise. The encoded bit zn is subsequently
transmitted from the relay to the destination over a BEC with channel erasure
probability ǫ. The transmission continues until the destination has successfully re-
ceived all information bits from all sources. Decoding is performed over a graph
containing variable nodes from all sources and as many correctly received check
nodes from the relay at the instance of decoding.

It has been shown in [SPD09] that the performance of the DLT codes improves
as the maximum degree of the relay-degree distribution grows. However, the max-
imum degree of the relay-degree distribution is upper-bounded by the number of
sources Γmax ≤ S. A recognized drawback is therefore a high erasure floor when
the number of sources is small. An additional constraint is that the sources are
required to have the same information block length. As the relay selects the source
bits for encoding with equal probability, the conventional DLT codes cannot pro-
vide EEP performance for sources with different information block lengths without
modifications to the relay-degree distribution.

7.3.2 Proposed DLT Codes

To address the shortcomings noted above we introduce a set of buffers Bi, i =
1, 2, ..., S, of size D bits; one for each source-relay link. The encoded bits stored in
buffer Bi are denoted by [b1

i , b
2
i , . . . , b

D
i ] where bm

i is the m-th bit of buffer Bi. All the
buffers operate in a first-in-first-out mode where a right-shift action is performed
with every new entry into the buffer. At the completion of source round n, the relay
has received new encoded bits from all sources and the corresponding buffers are
updated. The newly received coded bit cn

i is right-shifted into the respective buffer
Bi at position b1

i . As a result all the previously stored bits in buffer Bi are right-
shifted causing the encoded bit cn−D

i previously stored in the right-most buffer
position bD

i to be discarded. Due to the buffers, the relay may now select multiple
encoded bits from the same source for the relay-encoding process of relay-coded bit.
Consequently, the maximum degree Γmax of Γ(x) is no longer limited by the number
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Figure 7.2: Combining process at relays.

of sources in the network. Furthermore, the introduction of buffers facilitates the use
of different information block sizes across the sources; however, an initial delay of D
transmission rounds is required to ensure that all buffers are filled, after which the
relay can transmit properly encoded bits in each relay transmission phase without
any further delay. This delay may lead to a slightly higher transmission overhead
for a given erasure rate as compared to the existing DLT coding schemes. Typically
D ≪ N so the initial delay before the relay starts transmission is quite small and
subsequently the additional transmission overhead is negligible.

When all buffers are updated, the relay samples the relay-degree distribution
Γ(x) to determine the number of buffered bits required for the encoding process
of a new relay-coded bit. We define the source-selection probability at the relay as
q(x) =

∑S
i qix

i, where qi is the probability that a bit from buffer Bi is selected for
the current encoding process at the relay. We also define the fraction of variable
nodes of source i as αi = Ki/K, where it follows that

∑S
i=1 αi = 1. Finally we define

the bias factor wi = qi/αi for i = 1, 2, ..., S, which determine the distribution of
UEP across all sources. If w1 = w2, . . . , wS = 1 the bits from all source are equally
protected. In contrast, if wi > 1 the bits from source i are better protected than the
EEP level, and if wi < 1 the bits from source i are worse protected than the EEP
level. Since qi = 1/S for the conventional DLT codes it is clearly not possible to
obtain w1 = w2, . . . , wS = 1, corresponding to EEP performance, for sources with
different information block sizes.

We first consider the design of our proposed buffer-based DLT codes for the
case of EEP performance. In order to meet the above constraints on wi, the source
selection probability q(x) can be adjusted accordingly to accommodate different
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information block sizes of the sources. Following the sampling of the relay-degree
distribution d source bits are selected for encoding from among all the source bits
currently in the buffers. The source selection probability q(x) is then sampled d
times to determine how many bits di ≤ d to be selected from buffer Bi for i =
1, 2, . . . , S, where d =

∑S
i=1 di. If di bits are selected from buffer Bi, buffer bits

[b1
i , b

2
i , . . . , b

di

i ] are selected for encoding to give high priority to the newly received
coded bits from the sources. Finally, all the selected buffer bits from different buffers
are added modulo-2 as

zn =

S⊕

i=1

ψi

(
di⊕

m=1

bm
i

)
, (7.2)

and transmitted over the relay-destination link. Here, we choose ψi = 1 if buffer Bi

is selected and ψi = 0 otherwise. The corresponding combining process at the relay
is shown in Figure 7.2 and detailed in Algorithm 7.1. It should be noted that with
the proposed relay combining scheme, we can achieve Γmax ≥ S due to multiple
selection of the coded bits from a single source. Due to right-shift operation, the
source-coded bits already used are discarded thus avoiding extra redundancy at
the destination. For a better understanding, the proposed combining process at
the relay is further demonstrated for single-relay and four sources scenario by the
following example.

Consider a single-relay network with S = 4, D = 8. At round n, Γ(x) is
sampled with outcome d = 7, and q(x) is sampled 7 times with accumulated
outcome d1 = 1, d2 = 3, d3 = 0 and d4 = 3. All the buffers are subsequently
updated with right-shift operation such that b1

i = cn
i for buffer Bi where

i = 1, 2, . . . , S. The coded bit cn−8
i which was previously stored at b8

i is
removed from the buffer Bi. Then zn is calculated from (7.2) as zn =
b1

1 ⊕ b1
2 ⊕ b2

2 ⊕ b3
2 ⊕ b1

4 ⊕ b2
4 ⊕ b3

4.

Example 7.1 (Relay combining process)
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Initialization: Wait D transmission rounds to allow all buffers to be
filled.

while unless relay receives an acknowledgment from the destination to
halt transmission do

Step 1: After completion of source transmission phase in round n,
update all buffers with right-shift operation such that b1

i = cn
i , b

2
i =

cn−1
i , . . . , bD

i = cn−D+1
i for i = 1, 2, . . . , S. The previously stored buffer

bit bD
i in buffer Bi is discarded for all i.

Step 2: Sample Γ(x) to determine the number of buffer bits d to be
combined to form the relay-coded bit zn.
Step 3: Sample q(x) to determine the buffers and number of bits
from each buffer i.e. di for i = 1, 2, . . . , S.

Step 4: Calculate zn =
S⊕

i=1

ψi

(
di⊕

m=1
bm

i

)
.

Step 5: Update the generator matrix at the relay.
Step 6: Transmit zn over the relay-destination link.

end while

Algorithm 7.1 (Proposed Combining Scheme at Relay)

Once all buffers are filled, the relay transmits continuously in every transmission
round. A more serious problem is that the relay-encoded bit zn may be connected
to multiple coded bits from the same source. Since the encoding process at the
relay is based on modulo-2 summation, some information bits may in this case
be excluded from a newly generated relay-coded bit. Hence, the probability that
a certain number of information bits remain unconnected may be higher for the
proposed codes as compared to the conventional DLT codes. We demonstrate this
problem with the following example.

Consider a single-relay network with S = 2 and D = 4. At round n, Γ(x)
is sampled with outcome d = 2, and q(x) is sampled twice with outcome
d1 = 2 and d2 = 0. Further, let cn

1 = u10
1 and cn−1

1 = u10
1 ⊕u15

1 . In this case
zn is calculated as

zn = b1
1 ⊕ b2

1 = cn
1 ⊕ cn−1

1 = u10
1 ⊕ u10

1 ⊕ u15
1 = u15

1 .

Example 7.2 (Self-cancelation of source-coded bits)
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Figure 7.3: Encoding at source Si.

Initialization: At source i for i = 1, 2, . . . , S, divide all the information
bits into D classes, each having ξℓ

i information bits such that Ki = ξℓ
iD

with ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , D corresponding to each source.
while unless an acknowledgment is received from the destination do

Step 1: To generate a coded bit cn
i in source transmission round n,

select a degree hi from Ω(x) for i = 1, 2, . . . , S.
Step 2: Determine the class vℓ = mod(n − 1, D) + 1 from which
information bits are to be selected for cn

i for all i.
Step 3: At each source select hi information bits uniformly-at-random
from their respective class vℓ.
Step 4: Calculate cn

i by modulo-2 summation of the selected hi in-
formation bits for i = 1, 2, . . . , S and transmit to the relay.

end while

Algorithm 7.2 (Modified Encoding Scheme at Sources)

In order to circumvent this problem, the encoding process is modified as follows. The
information bits of each source is divided into D classes, each having ξℓ

i information
bits such that Ki = ξℓ

iD for i = 1, 2, . . . , S and ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , D. The encoding
process for source i at transmission round n is then restricted to selecting only
from the ξℓ

i information bits in class vℓ = mod(n − 1, D) + 1. It follows that the
information bits of source i, i = 1, 2, ..., S, involved in the source encoding process
of D consecutive source-coded bits, belong to different classes, v1, v2, ..., vℓ, ..., vD

at the source. Thus, if multiple coded bits are selected from the same source at the
relay, their corresponding information bits belong to different classes. Having D
classes, we are ensured that self-cancellation cannot occur. The sequential encoding
process is illustrated in Figure 7.3. To further clarify our proposed scheme, the
modified encoding process at the sources is detailed in Algorithm 7.2.
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7.3.3 Optimal Relay-Degree Distribution

The information bits from each class are selected uniformly-at-random during the
encoding process, and thus the variable-node degrees in each class are binomial
distributed. It follows that the variable-node degree distribution in each class can
be approximated asymptotically by a Poisson distribution [Sho06]. As a result, the
variable node degrees are Poisson distributed at each source. Similarly, since the
selection of coded bits from the sources for the relay encoding process is performed
uniformly-at-random, a Poisson distribution can also approximate the variable-node
degree distribution at the destination [SPD09]. The probability that a variable node
is not recovered at the destination after l decoding iterations is accordingly given
by

P0 = 1,

Pl ≈ exp[−µ̄ρ(1− Pl−1)γ(Ω(1 − Pl−1))], (7.3)

where µ̄ = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)εr is the average variable-node degree at the decoder and γ(x)
are the edge-perspective degree distributions corresponding to Γ(x). The reception
overhead can be expressed in terms of the edge-perspective relay-degree distribu-
tion as εr = µ̄

Ω′(1)

∑Γmax

j=1 γj/j. Thus the expression in (7.3) can be transformed

into a linear program when Ω(x) is known. The corresponding linear program is
formulated as follows

minimize µ̄
Ω′(1)

∑Γmax

j=1 γj/j

subject to γj ≥ 0,∑Γmax

j=1 γj = 1,∑Γmax

j=1 γjΩ(xi)
j−1 ≥ −− ln(1−xi)

µ̄ρ(xi) ,

Linear program 7.1 (EEP optimization)

note that i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,m and 0 = x1 < x2 < . . . < xm = 1−δ are equidistant points
on [0, 1−δ], where δ is the desired erasure rate. We use Linear program 7.1 to obtain
the optimized edge-perspective relay-degree distribution γ(x) for our proposed DLT
code in terms of minimum reception overhead (and consequently also in terms of
minimum transmission overhead). This degree distribution is then converted to the
node-perspective relay-degree distribution Γ(x) for the combining process at the
relay.

7.4 UEP for Lossless Source-Relay Links

To provide UEP performance between the sources with our proposed DLT codes,
we consider the two main approaches; namely weighted selection and expanding
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windows with uniform selection. Unequal protection of information bits within a
source is easily done by modifying the check-node degree distribution Ω(x) accord-
ingly. We therefore focus on unequal protection between sources provided through
the relay encoding process.

7.4.1 Optimized UEP Using Weighted-Selection

It is a challenging task to provide UEP performance for DLT codes in a multi-source
relay network. However, the relay combining process proposed in (7.2), and detailed
in Algorithm 7.1, can be modified to obtain UEP performance across sources with
our proposed DLT codes. To realize UEP, we introduce a biased source selection
process at the relay such that wi > wj if source i is to be better protected than
source j. This approach is able to achieve UEP performance irrespective of the
number of sources, and the sizes of information blocks at the sources. Here, the set
of parameters wi for i = 1, 2, ..., S are selected to meet the constraints defined by
the importance classification. The probability PW

l,i that a variable node in source i
is not recovered after l decoding iterations for i = 1, 2, . . . , S is given as

PW
0,i = 1, (7.4)

PW
l,i ≈ exp

[(
−µ̄iρ(1− Pl−1,i)γ

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ(1− Pl−1,m)

))]
,

where µ̄i = wiµ̄ is the average variable-node degree of source i.
As an example we consider a four-sources scenario with the assumption of per-

fect source-relay links, and the relay-destination link being a BEC with erasure
probability ǫ = 0.1. We further assume that α1 = 0.05, α2 = 0.20, α3 = 0.30 and
α4 = 0.45. The source-selection probability function is specified as

q(x) = 0.08x+ 0.29x2 + 0.27x3 + 0.36x4. (7.5)

It follows that source i is better protected than source j if wi > wj for i < j.
For the combining process at the relay, we use the relay-degree distribution Γ(x)
determined by Linear program 7.1 for Γmax = 4 and given by

Γ(x) = 0.7520x+ 0.1685x2 + 0.0455x3 + 0.0340x4, (7.6)

here, we consider D = 4 to allow multiple selection from the same source.
The corresponding asymptotic UEP performance is shown in Figure 7.4. For

comparison, we also plot the optimized EEP asymptotic performance of a four-
sources scenario. Since wi > 1 for i = 1, 2, we observe that the first two sources
exhibit better performance than the EEP performance. The remaining two sources
have higher erasure rates than the EEP counterpart. Our proposed UEP scheme
for DLT codes can easily be extended to any number of sources and any level of
protection trade-offs.
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Figure 7.4: Asymptotic UEP performance of DLT codes for a four-sources, single-
relay scenario with relay-degree distribution optimized for EEP.

The relay-degree distribution in (7.6) is optimized for EEP performance. How-
ever, taking into consideration the selection probabilities and the information bit
block sizes of the sources, the density evolution expression in (7.4) can be reformu-
lated into the following linear program, enabling the optimization of the relay-degree
distribution for UEP performance. The corresponding linear program is outlined
as:

minimize µ̄
Ω′(1)

∑Γmax

j=1 γj/j

subject to γj ≥ 0,∑Γmax

j=1 γj = 1,
∑Γmax

j=1 γjΩ
(

1−∑S
i=1 qiz

qi/αi

i

)j−1

≥ − ln(zi)
µ̄ρ(zi) ,

Linear program 7.2 (UEP optimization)

where 1 = z1 > z2 > . . . > zm = δ are m equidistant points on [δ, 1]. As an example
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Figure 7.5: Asymptotic UEP performance of DLT codes for a four-sources, single-
relay scenario with relay-degree distribution optimized for UEP.

we consider the optimization of a UEP-DLT code for a four-sources single-relay
network. Solving Linear program 7.2 for the same parameters as we solved Linear
program 7.1, we obtain the following relay-degree distribution,

Γ(x) = 0.6021x+ 0.3086x2 + 0.0511x3 + 0.0381x4. (7.7)

The corresponding asymptotic UEP performance is shown in Figure 7.5. Compar-
ing Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5, we observe that the performance of each source is
improved for the case when Γ(x) is specifically designed for unequal protection.

7.4.2 UEP Using Expanding-Window

In a similar way as for weighted-selection, we can apply the expanding-window
approach to provide UEP performance across the sources. The resulting codes are
termed distributed EWLT (DEWLT) codes. As before, each source is assigned to
an importance class. In turn, this assignment imposes an equivalent classification
of the relay-coded bits, according to the expanding-window strategy. Following the
approach described in Subsection 7.2.1 a relay-coded bit is randomly assigned to
window ̟i with probability θi, described by the window-assignment distribution
θ(x) =

∑L
i=1 θix

i. The corresponding relay-degree distribution assigned to window
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̟i is ΓiW (x). Sources assigned to window ̟i is better protected than sources as-
signed to window ̟j for i < j. To determine the asymptotic UEP performance
of the proposed DEWLT codes for a single-relay network, we formulate the cor-
responding density evolution probability expressions PEW

l,i that a variable node in
importance class ηi is not recovered after l decoding iterations as

PEW
l,i ≈ exp


−εr

L∑

j=i

θi∑i
t=1 Πt

Γ′
jW

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ
(
1− PEW

m,l−1

)
)
 . (7.8)

For simplicity, we consider an eight-sources single-relay network with two impor-
tance classes, where sources 1 to 4 are in the class of most significant bits (MSB)
η1 while sources 5 to 8 are in the class of least significant bits (LSB) η2. Hence,

the size of the MSB class is κ1 = K
∑4

i=1 αi, while the size of the LSB class is

κ2 = K
∑8

i=5 αi, respectively. As a result Π1 =
∑4

i=1 αi and Π2 =
∑8

i=5 αi. Simi-
larly, the selection probability function for the two classes are modified accordingly
as qMSB =

∑4
i=1 qi and qLSB =

∑8
i=5 qi. The corresponding MSB and LSB erasure

rates are determined as

PEW
l,MSB ≈ exp

[
− εr

(
θ1

Π1
Γ′

1W

(
Ω
(
1− PEW

l−1,MSB

))

+ θ2Γ′
2W

(
qMSBΩ

(
1− PEW

l−1,MSB

)
+ qLSBΩ

(
1− PEW

l−1,LSB

)))]
,

PEW
l,LSB ≈ exp

[
− εrθ2Γ′

2W

(
qMSBΩ

(
1− PEW

l−1,MSB

)
+ qLSBΩ

(
1− PEW

l−1,LSB

))]
.

We can derive a lower bound on the erasure rate in the i-th class of the DEWLT
code under ML decoding. This lower bound is attributed to the probability that an
information bit is not connected to any relay-coded bit in the decoding graph.
Recall that the number of information bits in the j-th window is denoted by
κwj =

∑j
i=1 κi. The probability that an information bit in the j-th importance

class is not connected to a relay-coded bit in the j-th window is 1 − ρj

κwj
, where

ρj = Γ′
jW (1)Ω′(1), provided that j ≥ i. By averaging over the window-assignment

probability θ(x), a lower bound on the probability that the ML decoder fails in
recovering the variable node in importance class ηi as a function of the overhead
can be derived as

pML
i (εr) ≥


1−

L∑

j=i

θjρj

κwj




N̂

=


1−

L∑

j=i

θjρj

κwj




Kεr

. (7.9)

The corresponding lower bounds and asymptotic performance for the two impor-
tance classes are shown in Figure 7.6, where the difference in performance between
the MSB and LSB classes is clear. For Γ1W , the optimal degree distribution detailed
in (7.6) is used, while for Γ2W optimal degree distribution is obtained from Linear
program 7.1 for an eight-sources scenario.
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Figure 7.6: Lower bounds and DE of DEWLT codes for K = 24000, ǫ = 0.1 and
αi = 1/8.

7.4.3 UEP for a Generalized R-Relays Network

We now consider the use of our proposed UEP DLT codes in the general setting of
S sources transmitting to a single destination via R relays as shown in Figure 7.1.
The weighted-selection scheme is considered first. As before, all the sources broad-
cast coded bits to all relays using a common source-degree distribution Ω(x). In
turn relay j combines the source-coded bits in the corresponding buffers according
to the relay-degree distribution Γj(x) and forwards the relay-j-coded bit to the

destination. As a result the probability PGen,W
l,i that a variable node of source i is

not recovered at the destination after l decoding iteration can be determined as

PGen,W
l,i ≈ exp


−

R∑

j=1

εr,jΓ′
j

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ
(

1− PGen,W
l−1,m

))

 , (7.10)

where εr,j is the overhead contributed by relay j at the destination. Unfortunately,
the corresponding joint optimization problem across all relay-degree distributions
is intractable. However, the density evolution expression can further be simplified
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Figure 7.7: UEP of eight-sources, three-relays DLT code.

by assuming Γ1(x) = Γ2(x) = . . . = ΓR(x) = Γ(x) as

PGen,W
l,i ≈ exp


−Γ′

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ
(

1− PGen,W
l−1,m

)) R∑

j=1

εr,j


 . (7.11)

Interestingly, for this case the decoding graph formed at the decoder is similar
to the single-relay network. Therefore, we can straightforwardly use the Linear
program 7.1 and 7.2 to obtain optimized relay-degree distribution for EEP and
UEP performance, respectively. This optimized relay-degree distribution is then
used at each relay.

As an example, the asymptotic performance of an eight-sources, three-relays
network is shown in Figure 7.7 for EEP and UEP performances. Each relay uses
the relay-degree distribution obtained from Linear program 7.1 for an eight-sources
scenario and only one relay randomly selected is allowed to transmit in the relay
transmission phase. We further assume that α1 = 0.08, α2 = α3 = 0.10, α4 = 0.13,
α5 = 0.12, α6 = α7 = 0.15 and α8 = 0.17. The erasure probabilities between relays
and destination are ǫ1d = 0.1, ǫ2d = 0.08 and ǫ3d = 0.05, respectively. The source
selection probability function is specified as

q(x) = 0.130x+ 0.140x2 + 0.125x3 + 0.145x4

+0.110x5 + 0.130x6 + 0.110x7 + 0.110x8, (7.12)
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to ensure source i is more protected than source j for i < j. In Figure 7.7, we
observe that sources 1 to 4 are more protected than the EEP level, while sources 5
to 8 are less protected than the EEP level.

The proposed DEWLT codes can similarly be applied, leading to the corre-
sponding density evolution expression as

PGen,EW
l,i ≈ exp


−

R∑

j=1

εrj

L∑

j=i

1
∑i

t=1 Πt

Γ′
jW

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ(1− PGen,EW
m,l−1 )

)
 . (7.13)

For Γ1W (x) = Γ2W (x) = . . . = ΓRW (x) = ΓW , the density evolution expression can
further be simplified as

PGen,EW
l,i ≈ exp


−Γ′

W

(
S∑

m=1

qmΩ(1− PGen,EW
m,l−1 )

)
R∑

j=1

εrj

L∑

j=i

1
∑i

t=1 Πt


 . (7.14)

For the case where the number of importance classes L and the number of relays
R are the same, the DEWLT codes can be applied in a different way. Here, each
importance class, and thus each corresponding relay-encoding window is assigned to
different relays, e.g., window̟j is assigned to relay j using relay-degree distribution
ΓjW (x). The corresponding density evolution expression for an R-relay network is
given by

PGen,EW
l,i ≈ exp


−

R∑

j=i

εr,j∑i
t=1 Πt

Γ′
jW

(
S∑

m=1

Ω(1− PGen,EW
l−1,m )

)
 . (7.15)

7.5 Lossy Source-Relay links

We consider a network with S sources and one relay for the case with lossy source-
relay links, as this scenario contains all relevant design challenges. Now, the as-
sumption of lossless source-relay links is replaced with the assumption that the
links between sources i, i = 1, 2, ..., S, and the relay are BECs with erasure proba-
bilities ǫi. The link between the relay and the destination is still a BEC with erasure
probability ǫ.

Here, we first consider the use of conventional DLT codes. A one-bit buffer is
then introduced to ensure low-delay encoding, and to effectively eliminate the per-
formance loss caused by lossy source-relay links. We further improve the coding
scheme and achieve UEP by applying the cancellation-avoiding encoding process
detailed in Algorithm 7.2, as well as the D-bits buffer-based relay-encoding strat-
egy introduced in Subsection 7.3.2. To cater with lost packets and avoid extra
redundancy in D-bits buffer-based DLT codes, we also introduce Algorithm 7.3
specifically for lossy source-relay links.
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7.5.1 Conventional DLT codes

The conventional DLT coding scheme is developed for lossless source-relay links.
When applied in a network with lossy source-relay links, a relay-coded bit in trans-
mission round n is determined as

zn =

S⊕

i=1

ζiβic
n
i , (7.16)

where βi = 1 if the transmission of coded bit cn
i from source i is received at the relay,

and βi = 0 otherwise. Applying the scheme for lossy source-relay links, the relay
may not be able to conduct the required encoding process unless all the selected
coded bits are received from the respective sources. One alternative is to select only
from current received bits which results in inferior performance due to sub-optimal
relay-degree distribution. Otherwise, the relay will defer transmission to the next
transmission round. It follows that the encoding process is subject to a random
delay, which may be impractical for low-latency applications. To overcome this
problem, we propose two buffer-based DLT strategies that eliminate the detrimental
effects caused by the lossy source-relay links.

7.5.2 One-Bit Buffer-Based DLT Codes

Introducing a one-bit buffer for each source-relay link at the relay, the coded bit
from source i is stored in buffer Bi for i = 1, 2, ..., S. In every transmission round
each buffer is updated with the reception of a new coded bit from the corresponding
source. Due to the lossy source-relay links, there will be an initial delay before all the
source buffers at the relay are filled. If a coded bit from source i is erased the relay
will use the previously stored coded bit at buffer Bi. Therefore, once the buffers
are all loaded, the transmission rounds can run continuously since coded bits from
all sources are instantaneously available at the relay. The initial delay is ∆ rounds
which depends on the largest value of ǫi. Typically the initial delay is negligible
as ∆ ≪ N due to the small values of ǫi for i = 1, 2, . . . , S. The relay-coded bit in
round n is determined as

zn =

S⊕

i=1

ψibi, (7.17)

where bi is the coded bit in buffer Bi. The one-bit buffer-based DLT code is well
suited for low-latency applications. The relay selects at most one coded bit from
each source. Thus, no modification is required for the encoding process at the
sources, where a conventional LT code can be used. The introduction of simple
one-bit buffers virtually converts the lossy source-relay links to lossless links with
respect to the relay encoding process. Thus, the asymptotic performance with lossy
source-relay links is similar to the lossless source-relay scenario described in (7.3)
for EEP. Consequently we can use Linear program 7.1 to obtain the optimized
relay-degree distribution for EEP performance.
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7.5.3 D-Bit Buffer-Based DLT Codes

With the introduction of a one-bit buffer, the resulting codes face similar drawbacks
as the conventional DLT codes, such as a high erasure floor for a small number of
sources and incapability to accommodate UEP requirements. Moreover, we can-
not achieve EEP performance for sources having different information block sizes.
An obvious solution is to apply the D-bits buffer-based relay-encoding strategy
introduced in Subsection 7.3.2. However, we cannot apply the combining process
detailed in Algorithm 7.1. The self-cancellation cannot be avoided due to the loss of
coded bits in the source transmission round. As a consequence, an arbitrary buffer
may have more than one bit from the same class. Therefore we introduce a new
combining scheme at the relay for the lossy source transmission round.

In round n each newly received coded bit cn
i from source i is stored in a specific

position in buffer Bi. The newly received encoded bit cn
i is always stored in location

vl = mod (n−1, D)+1 in buffer Bi in round n. This ensures that each location in
the buffer have coded bits from different classes at the sources. The newly received
coded bit overwrites the previously stored bit in Bi for i = 1, 2, . . . , S. In case cn

i

is erased, no overwrite operation is performed and the previously stored buffer bit
is used in the combining process at the relay. Again, there will be an initial delay
of (D + ∆) rounds, where ∆ is a small integer, before all the source buffers at
the relay are filled. Afterwards, the relay can transmit continuously in every trans-
mission round. It should be noted that the initial delay is higher than its lossless
counterparts due to the packet loss in the source transmission round. However the
initial delay required for loading the buffers is negligible as (D + ∆) ≪ N and ǫi

is typically small for i = 1, 2, . . . , S. The selection within the buffer can be per-
formed randomly or sequentially. However, we have observed that these selection
approaches within the buffers have degraded performance. For improved perfor-
mance, high priority should be given to the newly arrived coded bit to avoid extra
redundancy at the destination. For this purpose, the relay-coded bit in transmission
round n is determined as

zn =

S⊕

i=1

ψi

(
di⊕

m=1

bum

i

)
, (7.18)

where um = mod (vl − m + D,D) + 1. The combining process at the relay is
detailed in Algorithm 7.3. Similar to the one-bit buffer, we effectively convert the
lossy source-relay links to lossless links, and as before Γmax is not limited by the
number of sources present in the network. Therefore the asymptotic performance
over lossy source-relay links is virtually the same as the asymptotic performance of
the corresponding lossless counterparts.
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Initialization: Wait D + ∆ transmission rounds until all buffers are
filled.
while unless relay receives an acknowledgment from the destination to
halt transmission do

Step 1: After completion of source transmission phase in round n, up-
date those buffers with overwrite operation which have received their
corresponding source-encoded bits. The source encoded bit cn

i will be
stored at vl = mod (n − 1, D) + 1 in Bi for all i with erasure free
reception.
Step 2: Sample Γ(x) to determine the number buffer bits d to be
combined to form the relay-coded bit zn.
Step 3: Sample q(x) to determine the buffers and number of bits
from each buffer i.e. di for i = 1, 2, . . . , S.

Step 4: Determine zn =
S⊕

i=1

ψi

(
di⊕

m=1
bum

i

)
.

Step 5: Update the generator matrix at the relay.
Step 6: Transmit the coded bit zn over relay-destination link.

end while

Algorithm 7.3 (Proposed Combining Scheme at Relay for Lossy Links)

7.5.4 Extensions to UEP and S-Sources, R-relays Network

For single relay network, the UEP capabilities are determined by the information
block sizes of the sources, and the source-selection probability distribution described
by q(x). The corresponding values of wi, i = 1, 2, ..., S, determine the level of
UEP between the sources. The encoding process at the sources and the combining
process at the relay remain the same as discussed in the previous subsection. As
above, the introduction of buffers at the relay converts the lossy source-relay links
to virtually lossless links, and thus we can directly apply the density evolution
expressions in (7.4). We can further obtain optimized degree distribution for UEP
using Linear program 7.2. The extension to a general S-sources, R-relays network
is straightforward.

Potential drawbacks of our proposed DLT coding scheme are that the relay
complexity is higher than for the conventional DLT coding scheme, both in terms
of memory requirements and computations. The additional memory requirements is
due to the introduction of buffers, while the increase in computational complexity is
attributed to storing and retrieving data from the buffers, as well as the maximum
number of source-coded bits to combine is significantly higher. Thus, the superior
performance for our proposed DLT codes is achieved at the expense of extra memory
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Figure 7.8: EEP comparison of the ISLRC scheme in [LKY13] and the proposed
DLT codes. Each source uses an RSD with parameters K = 500, c = 0.05, and
ς = 0.5.

and higher computational complexity at the relay as compared to the conventional
DLT coding scheme. However due to the small memory buffers, our buffer-based
DLT codes are still attractive in resource-limited relay applications.

7.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we consider a series of examples for numerical evaluation, and com-
parison to theoretical results obtained through density evolution and performance
bounding. We first consider the case of lossless source-relay links, before discussing
examples for lossy source-relay links.

7.6.1 Lossless Source-Relay Links

We first compare the performance of our proposed DLT (PDLT) codes to the per-
formance of the improved Soliton-like rateless coding (ISLRC) scheme outlined
in [LKY13] for K = 10000 over a network with two sources and a single relay.
The relay parameters for ISLRC scheme are M = 10, Λ = 0.90 and ζ = 0.50
(see [LKY13] for details). The relay-degree distribution for our DLT coding scheme
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Figure 7.9: EEP comparison of conventional and proposed DLT codes with K =
24000.

is obtained from Linear program 7.1 with Γmax = 4. The performance comparison
is shown in Figure 7.8 for a lossless relay-destination link and equal information
block size sources. The improved performance of our proposed DLT coding scheme
in terms of erasure floor can easily be observed in Figure 7.8 as compared to the
ISLRC scheme for the given parameters. We subsequently consider the EEP per-
formance of conventional DLT (CDLT) codes as compared to the EEP performance
of our proposed DLT codes over a network with four sources and a single relay. To
emphasize the performance gain obtained by enabling a higher maximum degree
Γmax of the relay-degree distribution due to buffers in our proposed DLT codes, we
assume each source has equal information block size. The source-relay links are loss-
less, and the erasure probability between the relay and the destination is ǫ = 0.1.
For the conventional DLT code Γmax = S = 4 and for our proposed DLT codes
Γmax = D = 8, while the corresponding relay-degree distributions are obtained
from Linear program 7.1. The results are presented in Figure 7.9, where we can
easily observe the improved performance of our proposed scheme as compared to
the conventional DLT coding scheme. To highlight the performance improvement
for different information block sizes, the example is extended to eight sources with
different information bit block sizes such that α1 = α2 = 5/28, α3 = α4 = 1/7,
α5 = α6 = 3/28, and α7 = α8 = 1/14. From Figure 7.10, it is clear that our pro-
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Figure 7.10: EEP of conventional and proposed DLT codes with K = 28000 and
different block sizes.
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Figure 7.11: UEP of four-sources DLT codes with K = 24000, EEP optimized
relay-degree distribution.
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Figure 7.12: UEP of four-sources DLT codes with K = 24000, UEP optimized
relay-degree distribution.

posed DLT coding scheme provides significantly better performance as compared
to the conventional DLT coding scheme. The degree distribution for both schemes
are achieved from Linear program 7.1 for Γmax = 8. For reference, the correspond-
ing asymptotic performances, based on density evolution (DE), are also shown in
Figure 7.10.

The UEP performance for a four-sources DLT code is shown in Figure 7.11 with
dashed lines, where we assume the same parameters as used for the example in
Figure 7.4. Here sources 1 and 2 are significantly better protected than sources 3
and 4. For reference the EEP performance of the proposed DLT code is also given in
Figure 7.4. Moreover we have included the corresponding asymptotic performances
as solid lines. The UEP performance for the same parameters, but using the degree
distribution obtained from Linear program 7.2, is shown in Figure 7.12. Again the
corresponding asymptotic performances are drawn as solid lines. Compared to the
UEP performance based on the EEP degree distribution in Figure 7.11, it is clear
that our optimized degree distribution has improved performance for all sources.

The asymptotic performance through density evolution, lower bounds and the
corresponding numerical results are shown for an eight-sources and two importance-
classes scenario using DEWLT codes in Figure 7.13. For a clearer view the perfor-
mance of the sources 1, 2, 3, 4 are averaged in the MSB class while the performance
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Figure 7.13: UEP eight-sources DEWLT codes, K = 24000, αi = 1/8.
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Figure 7.14: UEP eight-sources and three-relays network for K = 24000.
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Figure 7.15: Performance of an eight-sources single-relay network with different
selection schemes.

of the sources 5 to 8 are averaged in the LSB class. For Γ1W , we use the relay-degree
distribution detailed in (7.6), and for Γ2W (x), we determine the relay-degree distri-
bution using Linear program 7.1. From Figure 7.13, we conclude that the numerical
results closely follow the density evolution analysis and the lower bounds.

The numerical results for an eight-sources and three-relays network is shown in
Figure 7.14. The scenario parameters are the same as for the example in Figure 7.7.
From the class selection probabilities and relay degree distributions, we ensure that
source i is more protected than source j for i < j. Moreover, the first four sources
are more protected than its EEP counterpart as demonstrated in Figure 7.14. For
reference the corresponding density evolution results from Figure 7.7 are also given
as solid lines in Figure 7.14.

7.6.2 Lossy Source-Relay Links

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed Algorithm 7.3 for lossy links,
we compare the performance of our proposed DLT codes for a network with eight
sources and one relay with DLT codes where the relay selects the bits within the
buffer sequentially or uniformly-at-random. We assume the same parameters as used
for the example in Figure 7.10 with additional lossy source-relay channels such that
ǫi = 0.05 for all i. The corresponding performance improvement of Algorithm 7.3
as compared to other selection approaches is presented in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.16: EEP performance over lossy source-relay links for an eight-sources
single-relay network.
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Figure 7.17: UEP eight-sources, three-relays, lossy source-relay links.
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The performance of the proposed one-bit buffer-based DLT coding scheme for a
single-relay network with eight lossy source-relay links is shown in Figure 7.16. The
parameters for this set up are ǫ = 0.1 and ǫi = 0.05 for all i, while the relay uses the
degree distribution obtained from Linear program 7.1. To avoid a performance loss
for the conventional DLT coding scheme due to different information block sizes, we
consider sources of equal sizes. We also consider the corresponding lossless source-
relay (SR) scenario in Figure 7.16 for reference. Interestingly, we observe that our
proposed DLT codes for lossy source-relay links have almost the same performance
as that for lossless source-relay links.

The UEP performance of an eight-sources three-relays network with our pro-
posed D-bit buffer-based DLT code is shown in Figure 7.17. All the parameters are
the same as for Figure 7.14, except the links between the sources and the relays are
lossy with ǫij = 0.05 for all i and j. By comparison with Figure 7.14, we can observe
that our proposed buffer-based DLT codes achieve similar performance as their loss-
less counterparts. Thus, with the proposed D-bit buffer, we can achieve improved
EEP and UEP performance over lossy links between sources and relays, as well as
between relays and the destination. The approach can readily be extended to dif-
ferent values of channel erasure probabilities of source-relay and relay-destination
links.

7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the design and performance of DLT codes have been investigated
over networks with multiple sources and multiple relays. In particular, we have pro-
posed an encoding scheme at the sources and a combining process at the relays for
improved performance. The proposed DLT codes have improved EEP performance
and unlike conventional DLT codes, provide EEP irrespective of the information
block length sizes at the sources. In addition, the structure of our proposed DLT
codes have been exploited for UEP performance. The proposed UEP-DLT codes ex-
hibited UEP for networks having arbitrary number of sources and relays in contrast
to its conventional counterparts. Furthermore, the proposed DLT codes virtually
convert lossy source-relay links to corresponding lossless links.



Chapter 8

Distributed LT Codes for Multi-Way Relay

Networks

T
his chapter investigates distributed rateless codes for efficient packet trans-
mission in a multi-way relay network. Density evolution is applied for asymp-
totic performance analysis, and subsequently used in a linear-programming

design framework for optimizing the degree distribution at the relay in terms of
overhead. This chapter commences with a brief motivation of distributed rateless
coding for multi-way relay networks in Section 8.1. The system model for a multi-
way relay network is provided in Section 8.2. The design framework for obtaining
optimized degree distributions in terms of transmission efficiency is outlined in
Section 8.3. To verify our asymptotic analysis, Section 8.4 presents some numerical
examples. Finally, the concluding remarks of this chapter are given in Section 8.5.

8.1 Motivation

Through the use of a relay, wireless networks can achieve improved reliability and
spectral efficiency. Since the seminal work of [CEG79], relay techniques have re-
ceived significant attention in the research community. Further exploiting the use
of network coding, improved throughput is obtained for the two-way relay chan-
nel [WNPS10]. As a generalization of the two-way relay channel, the multi-way
relay (MR) channel has been proposed in [GYGP09]. Practical examples of the MR
channel include information exchange between multiple sensor nodes via an access
point in a networked control system, as well as tele-conferencing in cellular net-
works. In the case where channel state information is known to all the transmitters
and the relay, the MR channel was studied for Gaussian channels in [OKJ10] and
for binary symmetric channels in [OJK10].

DLT codes were introduced for a relay network with multiple sources in [PKF07],
where the relay node combines the incoming symbols from the sources and forwards
the output to the destination. The degree distributions at the sources and the
combining operation at the relay were coordinated to obtain a Soliton-like degree

123
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distribution at the destination. A more general approach to DLT codes has been
proposed in [SPD09] where the relay is allowed to perform re-encoding rather than
simple XORing of incoming symbols from the sources. A detailed survey of the
development of DLT codes is given in Chapter 1.

We design DLT codes for a multi-way relay network with multiple destinations,
where each destination is also a transmitting source. Hence, we extend the use
of DLT codes to the erasure MR (EMR) channel. In contrast, the existing DLT
coding schemes are designed for a relay network with multiple sources but only a
single destination, which is not a source as well. Additionally, we propose a buffer-
based strategy for alleviating the delay caused by lossy uplink transmission which
is not considered in the existing DLT coding schemes. The benefits of buffer-based
strategy are also demonstrated for the multi-relay networks in the previous chapter.
Since each destination in a multi-way relay network is also a source, then the known
variable nodes of the corresponding source are removed before the decoding process
to recover the information bits of other sources is conducted. For the network in the
existing DLT coding schemes, the destination is not a source, and thus all sources are
decoded at the destination. Thus, the resulting degree distribution at the decoder
of any source in a EMR relay network is different from the existing DLT coding
schemes. Furthermore, for the multi-way relay network the degree distributions at
different destinations are all different. As a consequence, the structure of the DLT
codes designed for a relay network with a single destination cannot be directly
extended for a multi-way relay network with multiple destinations.

In particular, we formulate a design framework of the multi-way relay network
for optimizing the degree distribution at the relay, with the aim of increasing the
transmission efficiency. The proposed DLT coding scheme is the first approach for
designing rateless codes for multi-way relay channels. Density evolution is used
to determine the asymptotic performance, which is subsequently exploited in our
proposed design framework. A crucial component in our scheme is the introduction
of a buffer at the relay. The purpose of the buffer is to ensure that a full set of
input symbols is always available at the relay. It follows that the relay can transmit
according to the optimized degree distribution in the downlink even if packets are
lost during the current uplink transmission. This criterion is of practical importance
in low-latency applications.

8.2 System Model

Consider the system model illustrated in Figure 9.1, where r users intend to ex-
change information over the EMR channel. The uplink channel from user i to the
relay is a BEC with erasure probability ǫui . Similarly, the downlink channel from
the relay to user i is a BEC with erasure probability ǫdi. We assume that no channel
state information is available at any transmitter in the network. Each user maps K
information bits into a sequence of coded bits using a common degree distribution
Ω(x) detailed in (2.15). As shown in Figure 9.1, the transmission of each coded
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Figure 8.1: Erasure multi-way relay channel; uplink phase denoted by solid lines;
broadcast phase denoted by dotted lines.

bit from users to destinations is divided into two phases. In the uplink phase time
division is applied such that each user transmits one coded bit to the relay in one
time slot. Thus, the uplink phase has r such time slots. The coded bit transmitted
from user i is denoted by ci at a given uplink phase, and becomes a relay variable
node at the relay. In the broadcast phase, the relay forwards a relay-coded bit to
all the users. This bit is generated using a predetermined relay-degree distribution,
denoted by Γ(x) =

∑Γmax

d=1 Γdx
d. Here, Γd is the probability of choosing coded bits

from d sources for a relay check node, and Γmax is the maximum degree subject
to the constraint Γmax ≤ r. At the end of the uplink phase, the relay samples a
degree d from the relay check-node degree distribution Γ(x), followed by selecting,
uniformly-at-random, d users among the r users. The relay-coded bit is then gen-
erated by modulo-2 addition of the d relay variable nodes. The relay-coded bit in
the n-th (n = 1, 2, · · · ) broadcast phase is determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ζiβici, (8.1)

where
⊕

denotes a modulo-2 sum. Here, ζi = 1 if user i is selected and ζi = 0
otherwise. Furthermore, βi = 1 with probability (1−ǫui ) and βi = 0 with probability
ǫui whether ci is erased in a given uplink phase or not. The relay broadcasts the
relay-coded bit zn to the users in the broadcast phase. After receiving a relay-coded
bit, each user involved in the encoding removes its information bit from zn by simple
modulo-2 addition. On receiving a sufficient number of relay-coded bits, each user
decodes the information bits of all the other users by applying an iterative message-
passing detailed in Algorithm 2.2. The transmission continues until all users have
successfully received all information bits from all the other users. The resulting
performance is measured by the reception overhead defined as εr = N̂/(r − 1)K,
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where N̂ is the number of correctly received coded bits on successful decoding.
Another useful measure is the transmission overhead defined as ε = N/(r − 1)K,
where N is the number of transmitted code bits by any user at the instance of
successful decoding by all users.

8.3 Performance Analysis

For the ease of analysis, first we consider a network having lossless user-relay links
in uplink transmission. Then, we investigate a more realistic network having lossy
user-relay links in uplink transmission. To further simplify the asymptotic analysis,
we consider Ω(x) = x such that each user transmits randomly chosen information
bit to the relay in the uplink phase.

8.3.1 Lossless Uplink Phase

For simplicity, we first consider a network with lossless uplink channels; a constraint
which is subsequently relaxed in a later subsection. It follows that ǫui = 0 and βi = 1
for i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Also, we assume symmetric links in the broadcast phase such
that ǫdi = ǫd for all i. Consequently, the value of a relay-check node in the n-th
broadcast phase is computed as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ζici. (8.2)

and broadcast to all users. Before decoding starts at user i, the information bits of
user i, encoded by the relay, are removed through modulo-2 addition. The check-
node degree distribution observed for decoding of user i is represented by Φ(x) =∑Γmax−1

d=0 Φd. Thus, the probability that a coded bit has degree d at user i is given
by

Φd =

1∑

k=0

Γd+k

(
K

k

)(
r − 1

d

)(
K

1

)d

∑1
i=0

(
K

i

)(
r − 1

d+ k − i

)(
K

1

)d+k−i

=

d+1∑

j=d

Γj

(
r − 1

d

)

(
r

j

) , (8.3)

where d = 0, 1, . . . ,Γmax−1. Hence, a coded bit of degree d for the decoding of user
i will have been of degree d+k with probability Γd+k before the actual information
bits transmitted by user i are removed. Furthermore, we observe that Φ0 6= 0,
indicating that after the removal of all known information bits (and related edges
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in the decoding graph), there may exist some check nodes, which are not connected
to any variable nodes in the decoding graph. As these check nodes are useless for
decoding they are removed from the decoding graph, and the resulting check-node
degree distribution is normalized as

Φ̂d =
Φd

(1− Φ0)
, d = 1, 2, . . . ,Γmax − 1. (8.4)

The expression in (8.3) can be transformed into the corresponding edge-perspective
form as follows

φd =

d+1∑

j=d

γj

dΓ′(1)

(
r − 1

d

)

jΦ′(1)

(
r

j

) , d = 0, 1, . . . ,Γmax − 1. (8.5)

The probability that a variable node of user i is not recovered after ℓ decoding
iterations is asymptotically approximated by [LMS98]

Pi,ℓ = λ(1 − (1− ǫd)φ(1 − Pi,ℓ−1))

≈ e−µ̄φ(1−Pi,ℓ−1), (8.6)

where µ̄ is the average variable-node degree after removing the known variable
nodes from the decoding graph. The reception overhead can be expressed in terms
of
∑

j φj/j. Hence, minimizing
∑

j φj/j will also minimize the reception overhead
and subsequently transmission overhead. Therefore, we can formulate a linear pro-
gram for the optimization of the check edge-perspective degree distribution at an
arbitrary user given lossless uplink channel as follows:

minimize

Γmax−1∑

j=1

φj/j

subject to φj ≥ 0,
∑

j

φj = 1,

Γmax−1∑

j=1

φjx
j−1
i ≥ −− ln(1− xi)

µ̄
,

Linear program 8.1 (Optimization of destination degree distribution)

where i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,m and 0 = x1 < x2 < . . . < xm = 1 − δ are equidistant
points on [0, 1 − δ] and δ is the desired erasure rate. Linear program 8.1 is solved
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for a series of values of µ̄ to determine the optimal edge-perspective check-node
degree distribution φ(x) in terms of overhead. Unfortunately, it is difficult to track
the relay edge-perspective check-node degree distribution from Linear program 8.1.
We can further transform Linear program 8.1 to obtain the edge-perspective relay-
degree distribution leading to the required optimized degree distribution at the user
decoders. For this aim, we express the reception overhead in terms of relay edge-
perspective degrees as εr = γ̄

∑Γmax

d=1 γd/d where γ̄ is the average variable-node
degree before the removal of the known variable nodes from the decoding graph.
Similarly, the constraints in Linear program 8.1 can also be transformed in terms
of γd by substitution of (8.5). The modified linear program is given by

minimize

Γmax∑

d=1

γd/d

subject to γd ≥ 0,
∑

d

γd = 1,

Γmax∑

d=1

d+1∑

j=d

γj

d

(
r − 1

d

)

j

(
r

j

) xd−1
i ≥ −− ln(1− xi)

γ̄
.

Linear program 8.2 (Optimization of relay-degree distribution)

As an example, we obtain the relay edge-perspective check-node degree distribu-
tion by running Linear program 8.2 for a 10-user scenario with symmetric downlink
channels and δ = 0.02. The corresponding node-perspective relay-degree distribu-
tion is given by

Γ(x) = 0.0058x+ 0.4281x2 + 0.3411x3 + 0.2250x10. (8.7)

The degree distribution at the decoder for any user can be obtained by using (8.3)
and (8.4). Since the inherent structure of an LT code is identical to a nonsystematic
LDGM code, our construction has generically an erasure floor. To further investigate
the erasure floor problem, we have evaluated the performance of our proposed DLT
codes for a various number of sources, as shown in Figure 8.2. We observe from
Figure 8.2 that the erasure floor problem does not dominate the performance for
scenarios with more than three users. Hence, the problem is only relevant for multi-
way relay channels with r ≤ 3. Furthermore, the erasure floor can be mitigated by
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Figure 8.2: Performance of proposed DLT codes for different number of users.

concatenating a high-rate precoder at the users in our proposed DLT codes similar
to Raptor codes.

8.3.2 Lossy Uplink Phase

The design framework detailed in Linear program 8.2 optimizes the degree distri-
butions in terms of minimizing reception overhead. However, the delay due to lossy
uplink transmission is not considered in this optimization process. Consequently, a
higher transmission overhead is required as compared to lossless uplink transmis-
sion. When the uplink channels are lossy, some of the coded bits from the users will
be erased. The relay, however, still randomly chooses d(≤ Γmax) users to generate
a relay-coded bit as detailed in (9.1). In case one of the selected bits is erased,
the relay is not able to complete the proper combining process. Some alternatives
are to apply (9.1) regardless of possible erasures; to select only from received bits;
or to halt downlink transmission and repeat uplink transmissions until all bits are
received. The first alternative results in inferior performance due to sub-optimal
relay check-node degree distribution, while the latter introduces delay.
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while Acknowledgement not received from all the users, do

Initialization: Wait until all buffers are loaded.
Step 1: During uplink phase, relay receives ci from the corresponding
user-relay link and stores ci in buffer Bi. Discard the previously stored
bit at buffer Bi. Repeat this process for all users.
Step 2: From Γ(x), determine the number of buffers d from which
bits are to be selected.
Step 3: Uniformly-at-random choose d buffers and encode the corre-
sponding bits from the selected buffers.
Step 4: Broadcast the coded bit zn over relay-user links in downlink
transmission.

end while

Algorithm 8.1 (Proposed Combining Scheme at Multi-way Relay)

To address this problem, we propose to use a one-bit buffer at the relay for each
user-relay uplink connection. In this case the relay stores the coded bit from user
i in buffer Bi. Each buffer is updated on the reception of a new coded bit from
the corresponding user by overwriting the previously stored coded bit with a newly
received coded bit. Yet, at the beginning of transmission, the relay must wait until
all buffers are loaded; after which the relay can transmit properly encoded bits in
each broadcast phase without any further delay. If a coded bit from user i is erased
in the current uplink phase then the relay will use the previously stored coded bit
in buffer Bi in the broadcast phase. Some additional control information is required
to keep track of exactly which user bits are encoded in a particular transmission.
The initial delay required for loading the buffers is negligible since ǫui is typically
small for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and the number of information bits at each source is large.
The relay-coded bit in the n-th broadcast phase can be determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ψibi, (8.8)

where ψi = 1 if buffer Bi is selected and ψi = 0 otherwise while bi is the coded bit
of user i stored in buffer Bi. The combining scheme is detailed in Algorithm 8.1.

8.4 Numerical Examples

In this Section, we present numerical results to highlight the erasure rate perfor-
mance improvements provided by of our proposed DLT (PDLT) codes. We consider
a network with 10 users each having K = 1000 information bits, and assume ideal
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Figure 8.3: Performance for lossless uplink transmission.

uplink channels such that ǫui = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r. We further assume symmetric
downlink channels with erasure probabilities ǫd1 = ǫd2 = . . . = ǫdr = 0.1. The
check-node degree distribution at the users is Ω(x) = x, while the relay-degree
distribution is detailed in (8.7). The simulated performance and the correspond-
ing asymptotic performance based on (8.6) are depicted in Figure 8.3. The results
clearly demonstrates a close match of the finite-length example to the asymptotic
performance. We also provide a comparison to the case where the relay simply
broadcasts instead of combining the coded bits received from each user in its allo-
cated time slots in uplink transmission. In the uncoded scenario, decoding at each
user is performed on (r − 1)K separate decoding graphs each containing corre-
sponding other user variable and check nodes. For this scenario we consider two
different degree distributions at the users. In the first case, we use the RSD with
corresponding parameters K = 1000, c = 0.03, and ς = 0.05 to encode the infor-
mation bits at users. In the second case, we use the check-node degree distribution
specified in [Sho06] for encoding at users. From Figure 8.3, we can observe that our
proposed DLT code has better performance than the two uncoded relay scenarios.

For a more realistic EMR channel, we consider symmetric lossy uplink channels
with erasure probabilities ǫu1 = ǫu2 = . . . = ǫur = 0.05. The remaining parameters
are the same as for the lossless case. A comparison of our proposed DLT codes
with and without buffer is presented in Figure 8.4. We can easily observe that our
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Figure 8.4: Performance for lossy uplink transmission.

proposed DLT code with buffer comprehensively outperforms its counterpart. It is
also demonstrated in Figure 8.4 that our DLT coding scheme has virtually no loss
of performance when comparing the cases of lossless and lossy uplink transmission.
The approach can readily be extended to asymmetric channels and different values
of channel erasure probabilities. The erasure rate performance is robust towards
different values of channel erasure probabilities due to the inherit property of rate-
less code that information bits can be recovered from any subset of coded bits of
a size equal to or larger than the information block length. Thus, reception over-
head remains the same, while for higher values of channel erasure probabilities, the
transmission overhead will increase for successful decoding.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have developed a design framework for DLT codes intended for
transmission over the EMR channel. The framework is based on density evolution,
and allows us to obtain an optimized degree distribution at the relay in terms
of minimizing the overhead. We have further proposed a buffer-based strategy,
such that the relay can transmit properly encoded packets regardless of potential
packet losses in the uplink transmissions. The performance of the proposed codes
are evaluated through simulations and found to match perfectly with the asymptotic
performance determined by density evolution.



Chapter 9

Erasure Floor Analysis of Distributed LT

Codes

T
his chapter deals with the problem of high erasure floor exhibited by dis-
tributed LT codes. In particular, we investigate the erasure floor perfor-
mance of the distributed LT codes over multi-source relay networks. A new

combining scheme at the relay is proposed to reduce the erasure floor of DLT codes.
In addition, the encoding at the sources and the combining scheme at the relay are
coordinated to improve the transmission efficiency.

We provide a brief motivation for the design of distributed LT codes with re-
duced erasure floor in Section 9.1. Then, in Section 9.2, the system model is pro-
vided. The asymptotic performance analysis for lossless channels is presented in
Section 9.3. To jointly improve the overhead and erasure floor, a new distributed
LT coding scheme is proposed in Section 9.4, while the asymptotic analysis is ex-
tended to lossy channels in Section 9.5. The asymptotic results are verified by nu-
merical examples in Section 9.6 and concluding remarks of the chapter are drawn
in Section 9.7.

9.1 Motivation

In applications such as wireless sensor networks, 4G and 5G cellular networks
[VKST14a], and multi-hop wireless mesh networks [AW05], there is no direct reli-
able link between the source and the sink due to, e.g. geographical location and/or
power limitation. For example, in a wireless sensor network, the information from
a source is typically delivered to the sink via one or more relay nodes. Cooperative
relaying is generally applied to improve diversity, multiplexing gain and coverage.
In multi-source networks as considered here, the relay combines data from multiple
sources to obtain the benefits of larger block lengths in graph-based codes. For such
networks, in rateless paradigm, DLT codes were proposed, which are discussed in
detail in Chapter 7. A brief survey of the DLT coding schemes and the subsequent
development are also provided in Chapter 1.

133
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Many applications require a high level of reliability. However, the inherent struc-
ture of a DLT code is similar to an LDGM code. Therefore, such code has inherently
a small minimum distance, and thus can potentially suffer from a high erasure floor.
The minimum distance corresponds to the minimum variable-node degrees at the
destination. In fact, since the variable-node degree distribution is asymptotically
Poisson distributed, the probability that a given variable node is not connected to
any check nodes is e−µ where µ is the average variable-node degree. The corre-
sponding error exponent of this probability is therefore also µ, and as the average
variable-node degree grows only linearly with the number of received coded sym-
bols, so does the error exponent. However, transmitting at a lower rate, ensuring a
linear decay of the decoder erasure probability, leads to an increasing decoding de-
lay. It is therefore a challenge to design DLT codes for simultaneous high reliability
and strict delay-constraints.

As the main focus of the design of DLT codes has been directed to improve
the transmission efficiency, less attention has been directed towards improving the
erasure floor. In this chapter, we consider the design of DLT codes with improved
erasure floor performance for a network with multiple sources, a single relay and
a single destination. To reduce the erasure floor of an LT-based code, the classical
approach is to serially concatenate a high-rate pre-coder [Sho06, ES06]. However,
concatenation will obviously increase the encoding and decoding complexities. Since
the erasure floor performance is mainly determined by the LT code, an alternative to
improving the erasure floor performance of the LT code was proposed in [HXR13a]
resulting in an improved stand-alone LT code. Here, we consider extending this idea
to design stand-alone DLT coding schemes with improved erasure floor performance.

For this purpose, we develop a buffer-based combining scheme at the relay, which
is subsequently coordinated with the encoding process at the sources to maximize
the minimum variable-node degree at the decoding graph. As a consequence, the
erasure floor is significantly reduced at the expense of a slight increase in overhead.
Density evolution is used to track the erasure rate performance of our proposed
DLT codes and compare to the DLT codes in [SPD09], which we will refer to as
the conventional DLT codes. Furthermore, the proposed buffer-based strategy is
further extended to exploit coded bits received at the relay, but not utilized in the
re-encoding process, to benefit in the overhead. The resulting scheme is termed as
rescheduled DLT codes.

9.2 System Model

The system model considered is illustrated in Figure 9.1, where r sources are com-
municating to a destination D via a common relay R. The sources-relay links and
the relay-destination link are assumed to be BECs. The erasure probability of the
link between source Si and the relay is ǫi. Similarly, the erasure probability of
the link between the relay and the destination is ǫd. Further, we consider a two-
hop transmission strategy, and thus the transmission is divided into transmission
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Figure 9.1: System model for an r-sources, single-relay, and single-destination net-
work.

rounds. A transmission round is divided into two phases; namely a source trans-
mission phase and a relay transmission phase. We consider a single-antenna set-up
for all transmitters and receivers, and as a consequence the source phase is further
divided into r time slots. In transmission round n, during time slot i source Si, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , r, generates a source-coded bit, denoted by cn

i . The source-coded bits
are generated from K information bits using a common degree distribution Ω(x)7

as described in Algorithm 2.1. The source-coded bits are then transmitted to the
relay. Thus, at the end of the source phase, the relay has received r coded source
bits or less due to erasures. The relay in turn generates a relay-coded bit in the
relay phase, using a predetermined relay-degree distribution, Γ(x) =

∑Γmax

d=1 Γdx
d.

Here Γd is the probability that a relay-coded bit is the modulo-2 addition of d
uniformly-at-random selected source-coded bits, and Γmax ≤ r is the maximum
number of source-coded bits that can be selected for generating a relay-coded bit8.
For a sampled degree of d, the relay selects uniformly-at-random d source-coded
bits, which are added modulo-2. The relay-coded bit in transmission round n is
therefore determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ζiβic
n
i , (9.1)

where the summation is modulo-2. Following the notations in Chapter 7, here we
also choose ζi = 1 if source Si is selected and ζi = 0 otherwise. Similarly, βi = 1 with

7For notational ease, and simplified density evolution expressions, we assume the same degree
distribution for all sources. Extensions to different degree distributions is notational cumbersome,
but easily be done. Throughout this chapter, we consider Ω(x) = 0.05x + 0.5x

2 + 0.4x
3 + 0.05x

4

[SPD09] as the degree distribution.
8For simplicity of the presentation, we do not specifically optimize the relay-degree distribution

for the numerical examples. We therefore consider an example scenario of 10 sources and the relay-
degree distribution is fixed as Γ(x) = 0.7741x+0.0025x

2+0.1490x
3+0.0026x

4+0.0718x
10 [SPD09].

The extension to other relay-degree distributions is straightforward.
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probability (1− ǫi) and βi = 0 with probability ǫi, indicating that cn
i is erased in a

given source phase. The relay-coded bit zn is then transmitted to the destination
in the relay phase.

Decoding at the destination is performed using an iterative decoding process
over a graph containing the variable nodes from all sources and as many check
nodes received at the decoding instance as discussed in Algorithm 2.2. Once the
information bits from all the sources are successfully decoded, an acknowledgment
is broadcast back to the sources, indicating the termination of the current round
of transmission. The performance of a DLT code is usually measured in terms
of reception overhead given by εr = N̂/rK, where N̂ is the number of correctly
received relay-coded bits at the destination. For lossy channels, we use the trans-
mission overhead defined as ε = N/rK, where N is the total number of transmitted
source-coded bits from any source at the instance of decoding.

9.3 Lossless Source-Relay Channels

For the ease of analysis, we first consider a network with lossless source-relay links;
a constraint, which will subsequently be relaxed in Section 9.5. It follows that
ǫi = 0 and βi = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Therefore, in round n the relay-coded bit is
determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ζic
n
i . (9.2)

Furthermore the average relationship between the transmission and reception over-
heads is reduced to εr = (1 − ǫd)ε. During the relay phase, the source-coded bits
are selected uniformly-at-random to form relay-coded bits. Thus, the variable-node
degrees at the decoding graph are binomially distributed, and can be asymptoti-
cally approximated by a Poisson distribution [Sho06,SPD09]. Hence, the probability
that a variable node is not recovered at the destination after l decoding iterations
is accordingly given by

P0 = 1,

Pl ≈ e−µ̄ρ(1−Pl−1)γ(Ω(1−Pl−1)), (9.3)

where µ̄ = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)εr = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)(1 − ǫd)ε is the average variable-node degree
at the decoder while ρ(x), γ(x) are the edge-perspective degree distributions corre-
sponding to Ω(x), Γ(x), respectively. To improve the erasure floor performance, we
incorporate the encoding scheme outlined Algorithm 4.1, which maximizes the min-
imum variable-node degree, into the multi-source relay network and subsequently
characterize the asymptotic performance in Subsection 9.3.1. For further improve-
ment in the erasure floor performance, a new combining scheme at the relay is
detailed in Subsection 9.3.2.
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Figure 9.2: Equivalent channel model.

9.3.1 Semi-regularized DLT codes

Similar to conventional DLT codes, each source encodes its information bits using
a predetermined check-node degree distribution Ω(x). However, as done in Algo-
rithm 4.1, the information bits are sorted into a number of sets according to the
degree of the corresponding variable nodes. The selection of d information bits is
now subject to the constraint that they must be chosen uniformly-at-random from
the set of lowest degree. If the number of information bits in this set is less than
d, then the remaining bits are selected uniformly-at-random from the next-lowest
set. Once the encoding is completed, the sets of information bits are updated.
After a number of transmission rounds, all variable nodes at the sources have the
same degree, or are distributed between two consecutive degrees around the average
variable-node degree, as detailed in Chapter 4.

The source-coded bits at the relay are combined to form a relay-coded bit ac-
cording to the process previously discussed. The source-coded bits, which are not
used in the current relay-coded bit, are discarded. As a consequence, the regular
pattern of the variable-node degrees of each source is not preserved at the relay.
The probability that a source-coded bit is used in the current relay-coded bit is
given by

Ps =

Γmax∑

i=1

Γi

(
Γmax − 1

i− 1

)

(
Γmax

i

) . (9.4)

It follows that on average, only PsN source-coded bits from each source are used
in forming N relay-coded bits, and thus (1 − Ps)N source-coded bits from each
source are discarded at the relay. The relay combining process therefore disturbs
the regularized distribution of the variable nodes. In fact, the resulting variable-node
degree distribution at the destination will now be a combination of the regularized
and a Poisson distribution, as detailed in [HXR13a]. We denote the resulting codes
as semi-regularized DLT (SRDLT) codes, since the combining process at the relay
perturbs the regularized variable-node degrees.

To characterize the asymptotic performance, we consider an equivalent LT code
with rK information bits and a check-node degree distribution Γ(Ω(x)) as outlined
in [SPD09]. The relay network in our system model can be replaced by a concate-
nated point-to-point equivalent model as illustrated in Figure 9.2, since the fraction
(1−Ps) of source-coded bits is not used in the relay-coded bits and hence discarded
at the relay. To take this into account, the link between source S and relay Req

is replaced with a BEC having an erasure probability of (1 − Ps). The Relay Req
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in the equivalent model simply forwards the correctly received source-coded bits
in contrast to the actions of relay in the considered system model. The end-to-end
channel erasure probability of the equivalent model can be determined as

ǫe = 1− Ps(1 − ǫd). (9.5)

Thus, the corresponding density evolution expressions at the l-th iteration are de-
scribed as

P sreg
0 = 1,

P sreg
l = λsreg

(
1− (1− ǫe)ρ

(
1− P sreg

l−1

)
γ
(
Ω
(
1− P sreg

l−1

)))
, (9.6)

where λsreg is the edge-perspective degree distribution of Λsreg(x), and Λsreg(x) is
the regularized variable-node degree distribution at the encoder around the average
degree µ̄sr = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)ε/(1−Ps). Following a sufficient number of iterations L, we
get P sreg

L = ξ where ξ is a constant, such that 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. The probability that an
information bit cannot be recovered is then given by

P sreg = Λsreg (1− (1− ǫe)ρ (1− P sreg
L ) γ (Ω (1− P sreg

L ))) , (9.7)

which is also known as the erasure rate. We expect no significant improvement
in performance for the SRDLT codes, as the relay combining process destroys the
regular pattern formed at the sources.

9.3.2 Regularized DLT Codes

To preserve the regularized distribution of the variable-node degrees at the relay, we
introduce a buffer for each source-relay link at the relay. Here, buffer Bi is storing
source-coded bits from source Si, for i = 1, 2, . . . , r as [bi

1, b
i
2, . . . , b

i
Q], where Q is the

size of the buffers. Still the information bits at the sources are encoded using the
degree distribution Ω(x), and the variable nodes are selected uniformly-at-random
from the set of variable-nodes with minimum degree. However, source-coded bits
received at the relay are now stored in the corresponding buffers, and the relay is
only allowed to pick bits from the buffers to generate new relay-coded bits. When
buffer Bi is selected, buffer bit bi

1 is used in forming relay-coded bits. Subsequently,
the buffer bit bi

1 is discarded, and a shift operation is performed so that bi
j is moved

to buffer location j − 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and j = 2, 3, . . . , Q. Consequently, a
new source-coded bit is available in buffer Bi for the relay-coded bit in the next
transmission round. The bits removed from the buffers allow for incoming source-
coded bits to be stored. As a result, only small-size buffers are required at the relay.
This buffer-based strategy allows for sequential selection of source-coded bits from
the sources and hence preserves the regularized pattern of the variable-node degrees
of each source. The relay-coded bit in transmission round n is determined as

zn =

Γmax⊕

i=1

ψib
i
1. (9.8)
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of conventional and proposed relay combining schemes.

while An acknowledgement is not received from the decoder do

Step 1: The relay receives source-coded bits, which are stored in buffer Bi

for all i.
Step 2: Sample Γ(x) to determine the number d of buffers from which stored
bits are to be selected for zn.
Step 3: Uniformly-at-random choose d buffers and determine zn =
Γmax⊕
i=1

ψib
i
1.

Step 4: Discard bi
1 from the buffers having ψi = 1. Perform bi

j ← bi
j−1 for

all i having ψi = 1 and j = 2, 3, . . . , Q.
Step 5: Update the generator matrix at the relay.
Step 6: Transmit the relay-coded bit zn over the relay-destination link.

end while

Algorithm 9.1 (Proposed Combining Scheme at the Relay)

Here ψi = 1 if buffer Bi is selected and ψi = 0 otherwise. This combining scheme
is detailed in Algorithm 9.1. The sequential selection by the proposed combining
scheme is illustrated in Figure 9.3 and further detailed in the following example.
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We consider six transmission rounds and compare the code graph of source
Si for both the conventional and the proposed relay combining schemes.
The source-coded bits cj

i from source Si is generated using the modified
LT encoding process detailed in [HXR13a] and transmitted to the relay for
j = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The resulting code graph for four variable nodes (informa-
tion bits) and six check nodes (source-coded bits) is shown in Figure 9.3(a).
The source-coded bits are transmitted to the relay in the designated time
slots. We further assume that after six transmission rounds, the relay se-
lects four out of the six source-coded bits received from source Si. During
transmission rounds 2 and 5, the relay-coded bits are formed without in-
volving source-coded bits from source Si. Accordingly, in the conventional
relay combining scheme the source-coded bits c2

i and c5
i are discarded and

the resulting code graph for source Si is shown in Figure 9.3(b). We observe
that in contrast to the variable nodes at source Si in Figure 9.3(a), the vari-
able nodes in Figure 9.3(b) do not have the same number of edges at the
relay. However, using the proposed buffer-based relay combining scheme,
the source-coded bits c1

i , c
2
i , . . . , c

4
i are used in the relay-coded bits. We can

subsequently observe in Figure 9.3(c) that each variable node now has the
desired equal number of edges. Thus, the proposed combining scheme pre-
serves the regularized variable-node degree distribution used at the sources.

Example 9.1

The asymptotic performance can be obtained by assuming an equivalent LT code
as shown in Figure 9.2. Due to the proposed combing process, detailed in Algo-
rithm 9.1, the source-coded bits at the relay are selected sequentially. The sequen-
tial selection of source-coded bits essentially reduces the equivalent channel erasure
probability between the equivalent source S and the relay Req, in Figure 9.2, to
zero. Clearly, the end-to-end channel erasure probability of the equivalent model
in Figure 9.2 is reduced to ǫe = ǫd. Hence, the corresponding density evolution
expression at the l-th iteration is modify as

P reg
0 = 1,

P reg
l = λreg

(
1− (1− ǫd)ρ

(
1− P reg

l−1

)
γ
(
Ω
(
1− P reg

l−1

)))
,

where λreg is the corresponding edge-perspective degree distribution of Λreg(x).
The regularized variable-node degree distribution Λreg is distributed between two
consecutive integers around the average variable-node degree µ̄r = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)ε.
Hence the erasure rate can be simplified as

P reg = Λreg (1− (1− ǫd)ρ (1− P reg
L ) γ (Ω (1− P reg

L ))) . (9.9)

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed DLT coding schemes, the cor-
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Figure 9.4: Performance of the conventional, semi-regularize, and regularized DLT
codes for ǫd = 0.1.

responding erasure rate performances of the conventional DLT (CDLT) code, and
our proposed regularized DLT (RDLT) codes based on (9.3), and (9.9), respectively,
are given in Figure 9.4. For reference, we also provide the erasure rate performance
of our proposed semi-regularized DLT code based on (9.7). As expected, the semi-
regularized DLT code has a slight improvement in the erasure floor region as com-
pared to the conventional DLT code. However, Figure 9.4 clearly demonstrates the
improved performance of the proposed regularized DLT codes, as compared to the
semi-regularized DLT and the conventional DLT codes in the erasure floor region
at the expense of a slight degradation in the overhead.

The potential drawback of our proposed RDLT codes is the additional memory
required for the buffers at the relay. Moreover, the inflow to the buffers is higher
than the outflow from the buffers, resulting in continuously increasing buffer sizes.
From the numerical results, we have observed that Q = K is sufficient to accom-
modate the proposed relay combining scheme. At the end of a transmission round,
all buffers are cleared to be ready for the next transmission round. The buffered
source-coded bits at the end of transmission are discarded without being used, thus
resulting in a higher transmission overhead. To overcome this problem, we propose
the rescheduled DLT codes in the following section.
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9.4 Rescheduled DLT Codes

The relay-coded bit in the conventional DLT coding scheme is only allowed to se-
lect source-coded bits received in the current source phase. The source-coded bits,
which are not used in the combining process of the current relay-coded bit, are
then discarded. It follows that the conventional DLT codes have an unnecessarily
high transmission overhead for a given erasure rate performance, even for loss-
less source-relay channels. Furthermore, the higher transmission overhead leads to
higher delays since the relay needs to wait until source-coded bits from all sources
are received. The same type of problem is also associated with the semi-regularized
DLT, and regularized DLT coding schemes. In the relay combining process of the
proposed RDLT coding schemes, some of the source-coded bits received at the relay
towards the end of a transmission round are not used and are eventually discarded.
Furthermore, for a relay-coded bit, a buffer bit is selected from any buffer with
probability Ps determined by (9.4). Therefore, the inflow to the buffers is higher
than the outflow, resulting in buffers that grow continuously in size. To resolve
these problems we propose a modification to the transmission schedule and devise
a new combining scheme.

To alleviate high transmission overheads (delays) and potential memory prob-
lems at the relay, we propose to reschedule the source transmission phase to avoid
discarding unused source-coded bits. For this purpose buffers are required at the
relay for each source-relay link, even for the case of lossless source-relay links in
the conventional DLT coding scheme. For the proposed RDLT coding schemes, the
already introduced buffers are used. The set of source-coded bits available for en-
coding into a relay-coded bit in a particular buffer is called the “ripple”. The basic
property for an efficient DLT code is that source-coded bits are added to the buffers
at the same rate as they are encoded into relay-coded bits and subsequently dis-
carded. This ensures a continuously small ripple, and thus also small-size memory
buffers at the relay. Still, however, the ripple size should be kept sufficiently large
to ensure it does not disappear prematurely. To achieve these properties simulta-
neously, we modify the overall transmission schedule. The aim of the rescheduling
is to reduce the difference between the inflow to, and the outflow from, the buffers.
In terms of inflow, the source-coded bits are stored in corresponding buffers in
each transmission round. In contrast, the outflow from the buffers depends on the
relay-degree distribution and the number of the sources used in the network. For the
considered example, the probability of selecting a source-coded bit from a particular
source for a given relay-coded bit is Ps = 0.1955 as determined by (9.4). Conse-
quently for this particular example, the outflow from the buffers is roughly 20% of
the inflow. So, ideally we can increase the number of relay transmissions within a
given transmission round by a factor five without affecting the relay encoding pro-
cess. The transmission strategy within a transmission round is therefore modified,
to contain one source phase and five consecutive relay phases. In Figure 9.5 the
number of transmitted source-coded bits are shown as a function of the number
of transmitted relay-coded bits in a transmission round for the conventional DLT
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of the number of source-coded bits transmitted from Si for
the conventional and rescheduled DLT codes.

code and the rescheduled DLT (RSDLT) code. The lower number of source-coded
bits of the proposed RSDLT coding scheme is clearly noticed. Unfortunately, this
approach is quite fragile in practice. A more feasible approach is proposed below
based on modifying the storing and retrieval processes of source-coded bits.

To obtain a robust approach with small-size buffers, we modify the transmission
schedule as follows. The first round of transmissions contains ∆ source phases,
followed by t relay phases. It follows that the ripple size in each buffer grows to
∆ ≤ Q during the source phases, which subsequently allows for t consecutive relay
phases. The remaining transmission rounds have the same format with one source
phase, following by t consecutive relay phases. To ensure the availability of source-
coded bits for the relay encoding process in case the ripple disappears, source-coded
bits remain in the buffers even after being used for encoding. Accordingly, before
generating a new relay-coded bit, a shift operation is performed in the corresponding
buffers so that the previously used source-coded bit is discarded. However, if the
ripple size is only one then no shift operation is performed, and thus the previous
source-coded bit is still available for encoding when the sources are not transmitting.
The details of the modified process is given in Algorithm 9.2.
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while No acknowledgment is received from the decoder until transmission
round n do

Step 1: Source Phase

if n ≤ ∆ then

Source Si transmits cn
i for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

else if (n ≥ ∆) ∧ ( mod (n, t) = 0) then

Source Si transmits cn
i for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

else

Source Si remains silent for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
end if

Step 2: Relay Phase

if n ≤ ∆ then

bi
n ← cn

i for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
else if (n = (∆ + 1)) ∧ ( mod (n, t) = 0) then

Store cn
i in the next available location in buffer for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

else if (n > (∆ + 1)) ∧ ( mod (n, t) = 0) then

Store cn
i in the next available location in buffer for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

Discard bi
1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

bi
j ← bi

j−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and j = 2, 3, . . . , Qi.
else if (n > (∆ + 1)) ∧ ( mod (n, t) 6= 0)∧ (ripple size > 1) then

Discard bi
1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.

bi
j ← bi

j−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and j = 2, 3, . . . , Qi.
else

No operation in buffer Bi for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
end if

Step 3: From Γ(x), determine the number of buffers d from which stored
bits are to be selected.

Step 4: Uniformly-at-random choose d buffers and calculate zn =
Γmax⊕
i=1

βib
i
1.

Step 5: Update the generator matrix at the relay.
Step 6: Transmit the relay-coded bit zn over the relay-destination link.

end while

Algorithm 9.2 (Transmission of Rescheduled DLT coding scheme)

The proposed strategy can also be accomplished by allowing only a fraction of the
sources to transmit in a given source phase. In this case, only z ≤ r randomly
selected sources are allowed to transmit in each source phase. Subsequently, the
number of time slots in the source phase will be reduced, and thus also the trans-
mission delay. Moreover, this will also reduce the size of the buffers at the relay. We
have observed that a buffer size of Q = 5 is sufficient for the rescheduled DLT code
as compared to Q = K for the regularized DLT code; thus making it attractive in
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memory-limited applications.
The rescheduled transmission strategy can easily be incorporated into both con-

ventional and regularized DLT coding schemes. Incorporating the rescheduled trans-
mission into a conventional DLT code requires the introduction of buffers at the
relay, which is additional complexity. In contrast, incorporating the rescheduled
transmission into a regularized DLT code does not lead to additional complexity.
In fact, for a regularized DLT coding scheme, the rescheduled transmission reduces
the size of the buffers required at the relay. Likewise, the rescheduled transmission
scheme for both DLT coding schemes reduces the transmission overhead and sub-
sequently the delays. Since the rescheduled transmission scheme is not dealing with
the design of degree distributions, we emphasize that introducing this strategy only
improves the transmission overhead while the reception overhead will remain the
same as before for a given erasure rate performance.

9.5 Lossy Source-Relay Channels

In this section, we extend our analysis to the more realistic scenario where the
source-relay links are lossy as shown in Figure 9.1. First, we briefly describe the
conventional DLT coding scheme and its drawbacks over lossy channels in Subsec-
tion 9.5.1. Then for notational ease, we analyze our proposed combining scheme
over symmetric source-relay links in Subsection 9.5.2. We complete our analysis in
Subsection 9.5.3 by deriving density evolution expressions for our proposed DLT
codes over asymmetric source-relay links.

9.5.1 Conventional DLT Coding Scheme

For lossy source-relay links, each source encodes its information bits using con-
ventional LT encoding and transmits a source-coded bit to the relay in the source
phase. Some of the source-coded bits will be erased; however the relay cannot trans-
mit unless it has received source-coded bits from all the randomly selected sources
for relay encoding. Therefore, the relay needs to wait until coded bits from all
the selected sources are successfully received at the relay. To address this prob-
lem, the relay may select from the available received source-coded bits. However,
the resulting relay-degree distribution is not optimized for this setting and will ex-
hibit some level of performance loss. It follows that lossy source-relay links increase
the transmission overhead, and subsequently the delay. In general, finding an ex-
plicit expression for the asymptotic performance of the conventional DLT codes
is challenging since it is necessary to track the delay at the relay. However, the
asymptotic performance for a corresponding lossless scenario can be considered as
a performance lower bound for the conventional DLT coding scheme. Since lossy
source-relay link are not affecting the check-node and variable-node degree distri-
butions, the density evolution expression detailed in (9.3) can be used directly as a
lower bound in terms of transmission overhead.
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9.5.2 Symmetric Source-Relay Channels

For notational simplicity, we first consider symmetric source-relay links such that
ǫ1 = ǫ2 = . . . = ǫr = ǫu. Each source encodes its information bits using the
modified LT encoding process detailed in [HXR13a] and transmits to the relay
in the source phase. The received source-coded bits are stored in the buffers at
the relay as discussed for the case of lossless source-relay links. In this case, the
buffers ensured that source-coded bits were always available for the relay encoding
process. However, now due to lossy source-relay links some source-coded bits are
erased and hence not available for the relay encoding process. As a consequence,
the variable-node degrees are not perfectly regularized but distributed over many
integers [HXR13a]. Nevertheless, the minimum variable-node degree of the decoding
graph in the proposed DLT coding scheme is still higher than the minimum variable-
node degree of the decoding graph of the conventional DLT coding scheme.

We can ensure a regularized variable-node distribution by following the same
approach as for lossless source-relay links in Subsection 9.3.2. We subsequently
characterize the asymptotic performance taking into account the lossy source-relay
channels. For symmetric source-relay channels, the variable-node degree distribu-
tions of each source contribute equally to the overall variable-node degree of the
decoding graph at the destination. Hence for asymptotic performance, we can re-
place our system model with an equivalent model as shown in Figure 9.2 with an
equivalent LT code having a check-node degree distribution Γ(Ω(x)). The erasure
probability between the equivalent source S and relay is ǫu for symmetric source-
relay links. Again, the relay in the equivalent model in Figure 9.2 simply forwards
the source-coded bits. The effective end-to-end erasure probability of the equivalent
channel model can be determined as

ǫf = 1− (1 − ǫu)(1− ǫd). (9.10)

Hence, the density evolution expression for regularized DLT codes over lossy source-
relay channels is modified as

P sym,reg
0 = 1,

P sym,reg
l =λsym,reg

(
1− (1− ǫf )ρ

(
1− P sym,reg

l−1

)
γ
(
Ω
(
1− P sym,reg

l−1

)))
, (9.11)

where λsym,reg is the edge-perspective variable-node degree distribution correspond-
ing to Λsym,reg and Λsym,reg is the regularized degree distribution around the aver-
age variable-node degree µsym,reg = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)ε/(1−ǫu). The corresponding erasure
rate performance after L decoding iteration can be determined as

P sym,reg = Λsym,reg (1− (1− ǫf )ρ (1− P sym,reg
L ) γ (Ω (1− P sym,reg

L ))) . (9.12)

For lossy source-relay links, the buffer-based strategy overcomes the problem of the
conventional DLT coding scheme described in Subsection 9.5.1 in addition to pre-
serving the regularized variable-node degrees. The proposed buffer-based strategy
inherently makes the lossy source-relay links virtually lossless.
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The conventional LT encoding [Lub02] and relay combining scheme [SPD09] can
be incorporated into our buffer-based strategy. To distinguish from regularized DLT
codes, we refer to such codes as non-regularized DLT (NRDLT) codes. The relay
always picks the bits from buffers according to (9.8), irrespective of the status of
the source-coded bits in the source phase. Since the source-coded bits do not need
to be selected in a sequential manner, only a one-bit buffer is sufficient. However,
to accommodate the combining scheme [SPD09] for lossy source-relay channels, the
discarding operation is slightly modified. For this purpose, the bits in the buffers
are discarded upon receiving a new source-coded bit in the next source phase. The
corresponding density evolution expression for non-regularized DLT code can be
modified as

P sym
0 = 1,

P sym
l ≈ e−µsymρ(1−P sym

l−1 )γ(Ω(1−P sym
l−1 )), (9.13)

where µsym = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)(1 − ǫf )ε/(1 − ǫu) is the average variable-node degree at
the decoder.

9.5.3 Asymmetric Source-Relay Channels

For a more general scenario, we consider source-relay channels having different
channel erasure probabilities. The decoding graph of each source now contributes
to the overall decoding graph. The decoding graph corresponding to each source will
have different variable-node degree distributions in the overall decoding graph due
to different erasure probabilities in the source-relay channels. Considering modified
encoding at the sources, the regular variable-node degrees of each source will be
destroyed by the source-coded bits erased in the source phase. The higher erasure
probability in a given source-relay channel leads to a more discontinuous selection
of source-coded bits to generate relay-coded bits. It follows that the corresponding
variable-node degrees will be distributed over many integers [HXR13a]. Accordingly,
the variable-node degree distribution corresponding to each source will be different
at the decoder. Similar to symmetric channels, the asymptotic performance can be
determined by considering the equivalent point-to-point system model as shown in
Figure 9.2 with an equivalent LT code. The end-to-end erasure probability between
the equivalent source S and the relay is the average of the erasure probabilities over
all source-relay channels and can be determined as

ǭu =

r∑

i=1

ǫi/r. (9.14)

Hence, the equivalent effective end-to-end erasure probability of the equivalent
model for asymmetric source-relay channels can be simplified as

ǫaf
= 1− (1− ǭu)(1 − ǫd). (9.15)
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Thus, the density evolution for the proposed regularized DLT coding scheme over
asymmetric source-relay channels can be expressed as

P asym,reg
0 =1,

P asym,reg
l =λasym,reg

(
1− (1− ǫaf

)ρ
(
1− P asym,reg

l−1

)
γ
(
Ω
(
1− P asym,reg

l−1

)))
, (9.16)

where λasym,reg is the edge-perspective variable-node degree distribution corre-
sponding to Λasym,reg and Λasym,reg is the regularized variable-node degree dis-
tribution around the average variable-node degree µasym,reg = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)ε/(1− ǭu).
Hence, the erasure rate performance over asymmetric channels can be determined
as

P asym,reg = Λasym,reg

(
1− (1− ǫaf

)ρ (1− P asym,reg
L ) γ (Ω (1− P asym,reg

L ))
)
. (9.17)

Similar to the symmetric counterpart, the proposed buffer-based scheme can be
combined with conventional LT encoding and the combining scheme for memory
stringent applications. Again to ensure the availability of source-coded bits for relay
encoding, the source-coded bits in the buffers are discarded upon receiving a new
source-coded bit in source phase. The erasure rate performance of NRDLT codes
over asymmetric source-relay links at the l-th iteration can be found as

P asym
0 = 1,

P asym
l ≈ e−µasymρ(1−P asym

l−1
)γ(Ω(1−P asym

l−1
)), (9.18)

where µasym = Γ′(1)Ω′(1)(1− ǫaf
)ε/(1− ǭu) is the average variable-node degree at

the decoder.

9.6 Numerical Results

To verify the asymptotic performances and highlight the improvement of our de-
signed DLT codes for finite block length, we present numerical examples for a
10-sources scenario and K = 1000 for both lossless and lossy source-relay links.
The erasure rate is determined by the number of unrecovered information bits from
all the sources, and then normalized by 10K.

9.6.1 Lossless Source-Relay Channels

For the numerical examples in this subsection, we assume ideal source-relay chan-
nels such that ǫi = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and ǫd = 0.1. The numerical performances
of the conventional DLT code, our semi-regularized DLT code and the proposed
regularized DLT code are shown in Figure 9.6. We also provide the performance of
an uncoded relay scenario where the relay simply forwards the source-coded bits. In
the figure this coding scheme is denoted as the buffer-and-forward DLT (BFDLT)
code. We can easily observe that our regularized DLT coding scheme has signifi-
cantly improved the erasure floor performance as compared to the conventional and
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Figure 9.6: Performance comparison for lossless source-relay channels.

semi-regularized DLT coding schemes. For reference, the corresponding asymptotic
performances are also depicted in Figure 9.6, and we observe that our numerical
results closely follow the analysis.

An alternative performance measure is the success rate, defined as 1 − FER,
which is shown in Figure 9.7 for the conventional, the semi-regularized, and the
regularized DLT codes. We observe here that our proposed regularized DLT codes
achieve a significantly higher success rate over a wide range of transmission over-
heads as compared to the conventional and semi-regularized DLT coding schemes
for a relay-destination erasure rate of ǫd = 0.1. We also demonstrate the success
rate performance over a wide range of channel erasure probabilities in Figure 9.8 for
various values of the transmission overhead, where the advantages of the regularized
DLT code become clear. To illustrate the advantage of our proposed rescheduled
DLT code, we compare the performance against the performance of the conven-
tional and the regularized DLT coding schemes in Figure 9.9 for t = 3, ∆ = Q = 5,
and ǫd = 0.1. We incorporate both the conventional and the regularized DLT codes
in the RSDLT coding scheme. The significant improvement of the erasure rate per-
formance in terms of transmission overhead of the RSDLT codes as compared to
their conventional and regularized counterparts is depicted in Figure 9.9. Moreover,
as an additional advantage, the buffer size Q = 5 is sufficient for the rescheduled
DLT code as compared to Q = K for the regularized DLT code.
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Figure 9.7: Success rate performance comparison for lossless source-relay channels.
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Figure 9.9: Performance comparison of conventional, regularized and rescheduled
DLT Codes.

9.6.2 Lossy Source-Relay Channels

Here, we assess the numerical performance for a more realistic scenario where the
source-relay channels are symmetric BECs with erasure probabilities ǫ1 = ǫ2 =
. . . = ǫr = 0.05. Remaining parameters are the same as for the lossless scenario in
Figure 9.6. The numerical erasure rate performances of the conventional DLT code,
the non-regularized DLT code, the semi-regularized DLT code, and the regularized
DLT code are shown in Figure 9.10. The corresponding asymptotic performances
and lower bound are also presented, demonstrating a close match between the
analytic and the numerical performance. From Figure 9.10, we observe that our
proposed regularized DLT codes comprehensively outperform the proposed non-
regularized, semi-regularized, and conventional coding schemes. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our buffer-based regularized DLT codes, we compare the perfor-
mance with conventional DLT codes for a series of values of ǫu, shown in Figure 9.11.
The performance improvements are confirmed over a wide range of source-relay
channel erasure probabilities.

To demonstrate the performance for asymmetric source-relay channels, we con-
sider our proposed non-regularized and regularized DLT codes in Figure 9.12. The
uplink erasure probabilities are ǫ1 = ǫ2 = 0.10, ǫ3 = ǫ4 = 0.15, ǫ5 = ǫ6 = 0.20,
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Figure 9.10: Performance comparison for symmetric lossy uplinks.
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Figure 9.12: Performance over asymmetric lossy source-relay links.

ǫ7 = ǫ8 = 0.25, and ǫ9 = ǫ10 = 0.30. For reference, the corresponding asymptotic
performance and the lower bound are included. We observe that the asymptotic per-
formance closely follows the numerical results. We can conclude from Figure 9.12
that our proposed regularized DLT coding scheme outperforms its counterparts
in the erasure floor region over asymmetric lossy source-relay links. For reference,
the corresponding asymptotic and lower bound performances are also drawn in
Figure 9.12. We can observe that the asymptotic performance closely follows the
numerical results. We can conclude from Figure 9.12 that our proposed DLT coding
scheme outperforms its non-regularized, semi-regularized and conventional counter-
parts in erasure floor region over asymmetric lossy source-relay links.

9.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, the erasure floor performance of DLT codes has been analyzed
over multi-source, single-relay, and single-destination networks of erasure channels.
A new combining scheme at the relay is proposed, which allows for the minimum
variable-node degree at the decoding graph to be maximized. As a result, the erasure
floor performance is significantly improved. Additionally, we have modified the
transmission strategy such that the combining scheme at the relay is inherently
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coordinated with source transmission phases, resulting in notable improvements in
overhead. To demonstrate that our proposed DLT codes are suitable for realistic
scenarios, we have characterized the proposed combining scheme for both lossless
and lossy source-relay channels. Furthermore, it has been highlighted through our
asymptotic analysis and numerical examples that our proposed DLT coding scheme
comprehensively outperforms its conventional counterparts, especially in the erasure
floor region, at the expense of a slight increase in overhead.



Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future Research

T
he increasing demand for efficient and reliable transmission urges the upcom-
ing cellular and multimedia communication systems to deliver high quality
data irrespective of the channel state. The conventional error correcting

codes may not be able to support high throughput and resilience simultaneously.
Therefore, like other communication technologies, several paradigm-shifting tech-
niques were introduced in the area of channel coding. For example, rateless codes
were introduced for efficient transmission in the multicast and broadcast trans-
mission without the knowledge of channel state information at the transmitter.
Rateless codes have already found applications in 3G multimedia and are regarded
as a candidate for future cellular and broadband communication standards. Based
on these observations, we devoted our attention in this thesis to the analysis and
design of rateless codes, in the pursuit of improved performance. In this chapter, we
summarize the thesis and discuss several topics having potential for future research
work.

10.1 Concluding Remarks

The main contributions of the thesis are the rateless coding solutions that provide
adaptive coding without channel state information at the transmitter. In particular,
we have analyzed and designed rateless codes that can provide efficient solutions
to various communication problems. The results presented in this thesis have pro-
vided insight into the fundamental design of rateless codes which could serve as
a guideline for the optimal design of rateless codes suitable for real-world applica-
tions. Asymptotic analysis for different transmission strategies have been performed
using well-known density evolution and EXIT chart tools. For the efficient design
of rateless codes, we have developed linear-programming-based design frameworks
throughout the thesis.

In Chapter 3, differentially modulated LT coded systems have been investigated
using EXIT chart analysis. More specifically, we have evaluated the performance
of LT codes for the MSK and DQPSK modulators over AWGN channels. In many
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practical applications, systematic codes are preferred over their nonsystematic coun-
terparts due to lower computational complexity. Therefore, for further insight, we
have considered a rate-compatible family of differentially modulated systematic and
nonsystematic LT coded systems. Subsequently, we have demonstrated that the sys-
tematic LT coded MSK and DQPSK provide lower decoding thresholds than their
corresponding nonsystematic counterparts below a particular code rate. Moreover,
we have developed an algorithm based on the EXIT chart for optimizing the degree
distributions of LT coded differential modulator systems in terms of convergence
thresholds.

Chapter 4 is devoted to an error floor performance of LT codes for transmis-
sion over noisy channels. By exploiting an irregular nonsystematic LDGM code as
an instance of an LT code, we have derived a lower bound for the BER, which is
subsequently used to show that the error floor is predominantly caused by low-
degree variable nodes. Consequently, an encoding scheme has been proposed to
maximize the minimum variable-node degree; thus reducing the error floor without
additional computational complexity. However, when the error floor is lowered, the
convergence threshold is typically weakened. To this end, the convergence behavior
of the proposed LT code has been analyzed using EXIT chart, and shown to be
similar to the convergence threshold of the conventional LT codes. The idea was
then extended to LT codes in Chapter 5 for transmission over erasure channels.
Furthermore, a design framework has been developed to jointly improve the over-
head and erasure floor performance. As an additional contribution, a generalized
encoding scheme has been proposed to accommodate arbitrary variable-node de-
gree distributions. Furthermore, the generalized encoding scheme has been used to
devise a new unequal erasure protection technique for LT codes.

In Chapter 6, LT codes have been designed for limited-complexity applications.
A generalized framework has been developed to obtain dynamic and rate-compatible
optimized degree distributions for the LT codes for transmission over noisy channels.
The individual degree distributions may be optimized according to any desired
criteria such as performance or low complexity. The generalized framework has
been then characterized for the design of low-complexity LT codes. For further
reduction in complexity, a low-complexity LT decoder has been proposed for noisy
channels.

In Chapter 7, we have extended the design approach of rateless codes to multi-
source and multi-relay networks. A buffer-based DLT coding scheme has been pro-
posed which demonstrated better performance than the conventional DLT coding
scheme. Furthermore, a generalized UEP scheme across the sources for DLT codes
has been devised. The buffer-based strategy has been extended to design LT codes
for the multi-way relay channels in Chapter 8. A linear-programming design frame-
work has been outlined for optimizing the relay degree distribution of LT codes in
multi-way relay channels in terms of transmission efficiency.

To reduce the erasure floor in DLT coding schemes, a relay combining scheme
has been proposed in Chapter 9. Furthermore, the encoding at the sources and the
combining scheme at the relay has been coordinated to improve the transmission
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efficiency of existing DLT coding schemes. Both approaches have been combined to
jointly improve the transmission efficiency and erasure floor performance.

10.2 Future Research

Many directions for possible future research arise from the analysis and discussion
presented in this thesis. Here, we give some directions of how the present analysis
and results can be extended.

10.2.1 Analytical Approach for Differentially Modulated LT

Coded Systems

In Chapter 3, we have investigated the concatenated structure of rateless codes
with differential modulators based on an EXIT chart framework. However, we have
obtained the corresponding EXIT curves used in the EXIT chart analysis by sim-
ulations. Due to the presence of differential modulator, it is challenging to derive
closed form expressions for the EXIT curves. Therefore, for further insight, deriving
analytical closed form expressions for the EXIT curves of the differentially modu-
lated LT coded systems is an interesting research topic. Moreover, this will help to
extend the existing results presented in the thesis to more general networks such
as relay networks.

10.2.2 Error Floor Analysis of DLT Codes

Chapter 4 has presented the error floor analysis of LT codes over AWGN channels
designed for point-to-point communication. In contrast to the transmission over
erasure channels, the coded bits coming from the sources cannot be straightfor-
wardly combined at the relay in the multi-source relay networks for transmission
over noisy channels. Thus, the next step would be to extend the error floor analysis
presented in this thesis to the multi-source relay networks where all links are mod-
eled as noisy channels. Furthermore, the relay combining process must be modified
to reduce the error floor of DLT coding schemes for relay networks. This analysis
will also open the door for the optimization of new relay combining schemes.

10.2.3 Design of Iteration-constrained LT Codes

We have presented a generalized framework to obtain dynamic and rate-compatible
optimized degree distributions for LT codes over noisy channels in Chapter 6. The
individual degree distributions may be optimized according to any desired crite-
ria. We have characterized the generalized framework to design low-complexity LT
codes in Chapter 6. We believe that characterizing the corresponding generalized
framework to design iteration-constrained LT codes suitable for delay-sensitive ap-
plications is another inviting research direction.
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10.2.4 Joint Optimization for Multi-Relay Networks

In chapter 7, relay-degree distributions have been optimized for the multi-relay
networks by assuming identical relay-degree distributions at each relay. This as-
sumption has made the optimization problems tractable using existing methods.
Consequently, we have characterized the asymptotic UEP performance of the multi-
relay network for the weighted UEP approach and the expanding-window UEP
approach. Unfortunately, the corresponding joint optimizations of all relay-degree
distributions are not well behaved and require more advance techniques. Therefore,
the joint relay optimization problem is potentially a future research topic.

10.2.5 Generalized DLT codes for Multi-Way relay channels

We have designed DLT codes for the multi-way relay channels by assuming that
sources transmit randomly selected information bits to the relay in Chapter 8.
This assumption has allowed us to optimize the relay-degree distributions using the
design framework based on linear programming. For a generalized check-node degree
distribution at the sources, the corresponding constraints in the design framework
have reduced to an over-determined system of linear equations. Consequently, the
relay-degree distribution cannot be optimized for the DLT codes over multi-way
relay channels. Therefore, the next step could be to incorporate the generalized
check-node degree distribution at the sources into the design framework to optimize
the relay-degree distributions in terms of overhead.
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